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Voorwoord (Preface) 

 

Soms bereik je iets in je leven wat je vooraf nooit voor mogelijk had gehouden. Op mijn 

twaalfde koos ik er voor om naar de Biologische School in Weert te gaan. Dat deze LBO 

opleiding de start zou zijn voor dit proefschrift had ik zelfs in mijn stoutste dromen niet 

kunnen bedenken. Waar velen na hun VWO opleiding logischerwijs de studie vervolgen aan 

de universiteit, was de Biologische School eerder een goed startpunt om 

Schoorsteenvegerbedrijf “De Zesgehuchten” over te nemen. Maar ja, als hoogtevrees deze 

carrière in de weg staat zul je wat anders moeten. Het gevolg was een aaneenschakeling van 

opleidingen (MBO, HBO en Universiteit), waarbij mij telkens duidelijk werd gemaakt dat het 

geen haalbare kaart zou zijn. Dit proefschrift is het bewijs dat het volgen van je eigen weg 

met een grote dosis doorzettingsvermogen veel beperkingen kan compenseren. 

Het proefschrift dat u onder ogen heeft zou ik echter nooit hebben kunnen realiseren 

zonder de hulp en ondersteuning van anderen. Met name twee vrouwen hebben hierin een 

belangrijke rol gespeeld, waarvoor ik hen uiterst dankbaar ben. Als eerste Els Gijsbrechts 

mijn promotor, zonder haar hulp en begeleiding had ik dit proefschrift nooit kunnen 

schrijven. Els ik wil je dan ook bedanken voor je toewijding, tomeloze geduld, en begrip voor 

mijn beperkingen waarmee je te kampen had. Jouw inspiratie en capaciteiten hebben mij en 

mijn proefschrift absoluut naar een hoger nivo getild. De tweede vrouw is mijn Wendy. 

Moppies je kwam in mijn leven tijdens de promotiedip en hebt me uit het dal getrokken en 

gemotiveerd verder te gaan. Dit betekende uiteindelijk dat ik veel avonden en zondagen op de 

universiteit heb doorbracht en voor jou vooral die man was die op zaterdagavond het vlees 

kwam snijden. Ongelofelijk hoe je je voor mij en mijn proefschrift hebt kunnen wegcijferen.  

Ik wil alle leden van mijn promotiecommissie, bestaande uit Alain Bultez, Inge 

Geyskens, Harald van Heerde, Rik Pieters en Ko de Ruyter, bedanken voor het plaatsnemen 

in de commissie en de tijd die ze wilden vrijmaken voor het lezen mijn proefschrift. Harald 

van Heerde wil ik daarnaast bedanken voor het jarenlange squashplezier en de ondersteuning 

bij het schrijven van het proefschrift. Rik Pieters (mijn buddy) en Inge Geyskens wil ik 

bedanken voor de geboden hulp tijdens het gehele traject en de participatie in de pre-defense, 

maar natuurlijk ook voor hun algemene ondersteuning en belangstelling.   

Op de universiteit is nog een aantal andere mensen die ik wil bedanken. Dirk 

Smeesters voor zijn aangeboden hulp bij de logit modellen, maar aangezien ik daar niets aan 

had wil ik hem met name bedanken voor onze gezamenlijke passie voor muziek, sport en 



   

  

spelletjes. Rogier Bougie wil ik bedanken voor de fietstochten (ondanks dopinggebruik) en 

de hulp bij de start van mijn carrière op de UvT. Ook andere collega’s mag ik niet over het 

hoofd zien. Zo heeft Henk door rekening te houden met mijn planning het schrijven een stuk 

makkelijker gemaakt. Ik ben ook blij dat ik collega’s had/heb die voor Feyenoord (Rutger, 

Robert) en Ajax (Man-Wai, Harald en Ralf) zijn, zodat ik als PSV fan de afgelopen jaren veel 

plezierige momenten heb beleefd. Ook Vincent, collega van het eerste uur, mag ik niet 

vergeten te noemen, net als Davy voor de hulp bij de experimenten en George (hey dude) and 

Giselle for helping mi wit mi inglies of the disseration. Ook zijn er collega’s waar ik 

cursussen mee geef of gegeven heb en/of collega’s die me inhoudelijk of wel persoonlijke 

ondersteuning hebben gegeven. Annemiek, Anick, Berk, Cedric, Femke, Heidi, Jan, Jia, 

Maaike, Nancy, Nienke, Peter, Petra, Robert, Rutger en Stefan ook bedankt hiervoor.  

Naast deze mensen van de universiteit zijn er ook mensen uit mijn directe omgeving 

die ik wil bedanken. John wil ik bedanken voor de ontspannende snookermomenten en het 

dienen als uitlaatklep tijdens het schrijven van het proefschrift. Zijn geliefde vrouw Liffy wil 

ik bedanken voor het doorlezen van de finale versie van mijn proefschrift. Bart 

(www.geobyte.nl) heeft met de afstandsdata en gezelligheid ook een bijdrage geleverd. De 

mannen uit de Geldropse clan hebben er toe bijgedragen dat ik veel positieve herinneringen 

heb aan mijn tienerjaren. En ondanks dat ik sommigen alleen op het jaarlijkse 

mannenweekend tref is het altijd een genot om weer samen te zijn. Specifiek wil ik van de 

mannen nog Sander noemen, die ondanks zijn liefde voor Ajax een vriend voor het leven is. 

Ed met wie ik nog heb samengewoond en heel veel heb meegemaakt, man je bent top. Ik kan 

het ook niet laten om even te zeggen dat ik de weddenschap van heel lang geleden met Jeroen 

heb gewonnen en de eerste ben die is gepromoveerd. Dan ben ik toch een keer sneller dan hij. 

Last but surely not least, mijn familie. Jullie hebben me altijd zowel emotioneel als 

financieel gesteund om de stappen mogelijk te maken die ik heb genomen. Nooit heb ik enige 

druk gevoeld om iets te moeten, maar was er altijd de ondersteuning die ieder kind zich graag 

wenst. Pap dank je voor alle hulp die ik altijd gehad heb. Zeker nu bij het nieuwe huis is het 

ongelofelijk wat je allemaal doet. Mam bedankt voor het koekje en het glaasje Dr Pepper dat 

altijd klaar stond als ik thuis kwam van school. Het resultaat van jullie inspanningen is een 

kleinkind in de vorm van een proefschrift. Als laatste mijn liefste, knapste, slimste, leukste en 

enige broertje. Ondanks dat onze karakters niet hetzelfde zijn en we vroeger elkaar vaak naar 
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Overview 
 

1.1 Introduction and Dissertation Content 

 

The retail grocery business is going through a stage of great turmoil. Shifts in 

consumer needs and shopping behavior, and a growing tendency for internationalization have 

changed the rules of the competitive game (Ahlert et al 2006; Dawson 2000; Kahn and 

McAlister 1997; Lewis et al 2001). This has led to slow growth of supermarket sales and 

placed increased pressure on grocery retail margins (Morganosky and Cude 2000; Weitz and 

Whitfield 2006).  

In order to keep a foothold in the market, retailers have to respond to these shifts and 

trends. They face the dual challenge of improving the appeal of their offer to customers and, 

at the same time, increasing the efficiency of their operations to preserve profitability. 

Besides a wave of mergers and acquisitions (Bolton et al 2006; Dawson 2000) and a growing 

tendency for internationalization (Ahlert et al 2006; Kahn and McAlister 1997), a number of 

major chains have increased the number of outlets either within the same format (multi-outlet 

retailing), and/or have engaged in multi-format retailing (Bolton et al 2006; Kaufman 2000). 

In contrast to single format retailers, which adhere to one dominant format, such as 

supermarkets or discount stores, multi-format retailers operate using several different formats 

simultaneously. In both instances, retailers can either operate in the market under different 

brand names such as Safeway (Safeway, Vons, Randalls) and Laurus (Edah, Konmar, Super 

de Boer), or operate their different outlets/formats under a common ‘umbrella’ brand. 

Examples of ‘umbrella’ single format retailers are Lidl and Jumbo while examples of 

‘umbrella’ multi-format retailers are Wal-Mart, Tesco and Albert Heijn. It is this latter type 

of retailer, that is, the retailer using an ‘umbrella’ branding strategy, that is central to this 

dissertation. 

This chapter provides a broad discussion of multi-outlet retailing in general and multi-

format retailing in particular. Section 1.2 starts with a presentation of the different 

classifications available within multi-outlet/multi-format retailing. This section also discusses 

the individual formats in more detail and the growth they have shown over recent years. 

Section 1.3 discusses the interest in multi-outlet and multi-format retailing from a consumer 

as well as a retailer perspective. Section 1.4 highlights problem areas related to both 
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strategies, resulting in three specific topics for which the relevance will be discussed. Finally, 

section 1.5 presents an outline of the rest of the dissertation. 

 

1.2 Classifications and Developments in Grocery Retailing 

 

Two decades ago consumers had a relatively limited choice of stores for their major 

weekly food-shopping trip. This has recently changed and consumers now have the ability to 

choose from a large variety of retail formats (Ahlert et al 2006; Messinger and Narasimhan 

1997). The concept ‘retail format’ can, however, be interpreted in many different ways. Two 

broad types of format classifications are currently present in the literature. The first main 

classification separates EDLP (Every Day Low Price) from Hi-Lo (High-Low) formats, and 

is primarily based on differences in pricing strategies (Bell and Lattin 1998; Lal and Rao 

1997). Secondly, store outlets can be classified in different formats according to size and – 

related to this – assortment, service and accessibility, resulting in formats such as 

convenience stores, supermarkets and hypermarkets (see e.g., Boatwright and Rossi 2004; 

Gonzales Benito 2005; Griffith 2002; Kahn and McAlister 1997). The focus in this 

dissertation will be on this last – size oriented – format classification.  

A growing body of large retailers have started to use, or are planning to introduce, the 

different formats of this latter classification simultaneously under their ‘umbrella’ brand. 

Wal-Mart in the U.S., for instance, evolved from its traditional ‘discount stores’ (from 1.921 

in 1998 to 1.209 in 2006) towards the operation of smaller ‘supercenters’ (from 441 in 1998 

to 1.980 in 2006) and convenience-oriented ‘neighborhood markets’ (from 0 in 1998 to 100 

in 2006). Tesco expanded its superstore operations by opening up larger outlets (‘Extra’s) 

(from 5 in 1999 to 118 in 2006) as well as smaller, convenience-oriented outlets (‘Express’) 

(from 17 in 1999 to 654 in 2006), at the same time decreasing the number of supermarkets. 

Ahold is another large grocery retailer exhibiting a decline in the number of conventional 

supermarkets in favor of the ‘AH XL’ (superstore) and ‘AH ToGo’ (convenience store) 

format. This last format, for instance, was introduced early 2000 and Ahold is planning to 

have opened approximately 170 of these stores in the Netherlands by 2007 (Telegraaf 2003). 

Three formats are particularly relevant within the format classification used in this 

dissertation, namely the convenience store, the conventional supermarket and the 

superstore/hypermarket. These three formats are the main formats used by large retailers and 

together account for the larger part of grocery retail business (Ahlert et al 2006; Bhatnagar 
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and Ratchford 2004; Griffith 2002; Lewis et al 2001). The smallest of the three formats is the 

convenience store, which is a higher-margin store that offers a smaller selection of staple 

groceries, non-foods (7%-8%), and other convenience food items. This format is generally 

used by consumers for fill-in trips and snack trips (Kahn and McAlister 1997) and adds value 

to access convenience, due to its convenient locations in comparison to supermarkets. The 

second format, the conventional supermarket, is a self-service store offering a full-line of 

groceries. Non-food accounts for approximately 9% of sales in conventional supermarkets. 

The last of the three formats, the superstore or hypermarket
1
, is a larger version of the 

conventional supermarket, offering a larger and more varied assortment (mainly in fresh food 

and non-food items (13%)). This larger assortment is often combined with additional time 

saving services resulting in one stop shopping (Fox et al 2004; Kahn and Schmittlein 1992; 

Kahn and McAlister 1997).  

 

1.3 Reasons for the Growth of the Multi-Outlet and the Multi-Format Strategy 

 

1.3.1 Reasons from a customers’ perspective 

 

The attractiveness, to a consumer, of a specific outlet is a function of fixed and 

variable shopping utility (which, in turn, is the difference between shopping benefits and 

costs). While fixed shopping utility is inherent to the shopping trip (e.g., store location, store 

loyalty, service quality, and travel costs), variable shopping utility varies with the shopping 

basket (price of products) (see e.g., Bell et al 1998; Tang et al 2001). Consumers patronize 

the store with the highest total (fixed plus variable) utility for a specific shopping occasion.  

This manner of utility maximization is not new and is not itself the reason for the 

growth of the number of outlets or new formats. However, due to changes caused by different 

socio-economic shifts, particular “time related” cost components such as distance and easy 

accessibility have become more important. The following socio-economic shifts are 

particularly relevant in this. Firstly, the greater participation of females in the labor market 

has resulted in an increase in the number of dual earner households and a rise in incomes and 

prosperity. These consumers do however have less time to shop and because of that have a 

desire for convenience, combining a journey to/from work with a shopping trip and one-stop 

                                                 
1
 From now on the term hypermarket will be used consistently throughout this dissertation when one of the two 

formats is at stake. 
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shopping (Dellaert et al 1998; Kahn and McAlister 1997; Polegato 1997; Seiders et al 2000). 

The increase in single (parent) households is a second social-economic shift, resulting in a 

similar outcome as the first one. These shifts have resulted in a culture in which time is 

rapidly becoming a scarce commodity (Dellaert et al 1998; Kahn and McAlister 1997; 

Messinger and Narasimhan 1997; Polegato 1997; Seiders et al 2000).  

As a result of the above shifts, shopping patterns of individual consumers will be 

influenced by a desire for convenience and they will prefer retailers that allow them to save 

time and effort (Farhangmehr et al 2000; Seiders et al 2000). It is clear that from a customer’s 

point of view the availability of more outlets of the same chain offers a broader choice of 

stores whereby decreasing the travel time to individual outlets. If these outlets differ in 

format, it even broadens the pallet of possibilities to fulfill shopping needs and the desire for 

different forms of convenience. Indeed, by opening new formats (or stores), retailers may be 

able to better accommodate the different forms of convenience that consumers desire during 

specific shopping occasions (Weitz and Whitfield 2006). Hypermarkets score highly on 

search and possession convenience by offering the possibility of one-stop shopping, by 

combining a vast array of goods (food and non-food) and services in one store (Farhangmehr 

et al 2000; Peterson and Balasubramanian 2002; Seiders et al 2000). Convenience stores, on 

the other hand, score highly on access convenience (an important fixed cost) as they are 

positioned at railways stations, city centers and highways, making them easily accessible on 

the journey home from work or other activities (Peterson and Balasubramanian 2002; Seiders 

et al 2000). 

 

1.3.2 Reasons from a retailers’ perspective 

 

Key objectives for grocery retailers are to increase the share of wallet of current 

customers, and/or to broaden the customer base (Fox et al 2004; Sirohi et al 1998). Multi-

outlet retailers have recently introduced additional stores in new trading areas under their 

‘umbrella’ brand (Kaufmann 2000). By using this strategy, grocery retailers are able to attract 

new customers to the chain. However, within a single format, the individual outlets differ in 

size. Gonzales Benito (2005), for instance, splits supermarkets in medium supermarkets 

(1000m
2
 – 2500m

2
), supermarkets (500m

2
 – 1000m

2
) and small supermarkets (< 500m

2
). The 

larger stores appear to attract different shopper types with different shopping trips and by 
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doing so may also offer the possibility to increase the consumers’ share of wallet (Boatwright 

et al 2004; Gijsbrechts et al 2003; Hoch et al 1995; Montgomery 1997; Verhetsel 2005).  

Multi-format retailers go one step further. Where outlets of a multi-outlet retailer 

mainly differ in size but have a uniform price/quality positioning, the formats of a multi-

format retailer also differ on price, assortment, and service to adjust to specific shopping trips 

and shopper types. If consumers systematically select different formats depending on their 

‘shopping mission’, multi-format retailing not only offers the opportunity of a broader 

customer base (Sirohi et al 1998), it also constitutes a relevant way to increase chain loyalty 

and by doing so increase consumers’ share of wallet.   

 

1.4 Managerial Challenges for an ‘Umbrella’ Multi-Outlet/Multi-Format Retailer 

 

In the previous sections, it has been discussed why, from a consumer and retailer 

point of view, offering multiple outlets and more specifically multiple formats might be 

beneficial. However, executing such a multi-outlet/multi-format strategy implies that the 

retailer has to cope with decision making at different levels namely, (i) the chain level, 

managing different formats, (ii) the format level, managing individual outlets within a format 

and, (iii) the outlet level, managing marketing mix decisions within the outlet. Next to the 

level of decisions, the nature of the decisions, whether they are strategic (long-term), or 

tactical (short-term) is also an important distinction for the retailer. This dissertation zooms in 

on three specific problems that a retailer is confronted with, when aiming to efficiently 

execute this ‘umbrella’ multi-outlet/multi-format strategy. The problems are situated at 

different decisions levels (outlet – format – chain) and vary in their strategic nature (strategic 

versus tactical) – as indicated in Table 1.1. 

The first problem studied in this dissertation is at the tactical level, where the impact 

of promotion strategies for specific outlets within a format is studied. Somewhere in between 

the tactical level and the strategic level, we study how a closure of an outlet (of a given 

format) affects sales and traffic for the whole chain. The problem with the most strategic 

focus is related to store format positioning. More specifically, how should a retailer 

characterize the newly introduced format extensions and what information should be 

provided upfront? This results in three individual studies that will be discussed in the 

following three chapters. A short description of each study, discussing what the problem is, 

why this is important and how we study the problem is discussed briefly below.  
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TABLE 1.1 

PROBLEM AREAS 

             Problem 

 

The impact of outlet 

size on category 

sales promotion 

effectiveness  

The impact of outlet 

closures on chain 

performance 

The impact of a 

format extension; the 

role of shopping goal 

and providing price 

information 

Chapter 2 3 4 

Decision level Outlet Outlet, format and 

chain 

Format and chain 

Nature of decisions 

variable 

Tactical Both strategic and 

tactical 

Strategic 

Data and 

methodology 

Hierarchical Linear 

Model (HLM) on 

scanner data and 

trading zone data 

Multinomial Nested 

Logit and Tobit on 

survey data 

ANOVAs on 

experimental data 

 

1.4.1 Chapter 2: The impact of outlet size on promotion effectiveness. 

 

A first problem area studied is related to the sales promotion decisions a grocery 

retailer is confronted with. As multi-outlet retailers introduce new outlets, differences 

between the individual outlets become evident. Outlets within the same format are known to 

exhibit substantial differences in store size (Gonzales Benito 2005). For instance, the Albert 

Heijn supermarket format easily ranges from a low 200 to a high 2800 square meters - 

comparable within-format size differences observed in other chains. The differences in store 

size are expected to have implications on the effectiveness of the different promotional tools 

(Boatwright et al 2004; Gijsbrechts et al 2003; Hoch et al 1995; Montgomery 1997). To 

ensure a multi-outlet retailer can execute his promotion strategy efficiently, Chapter 2 will 

provide insights on how promotions differ in function of store size. 

Until now such a systematic analysis of whether and why promotion activities lead to 

an increase in sales within different categories in large versus small stores is lacking 

(Ailawadi et al 2006). A few papers have measured the effect of store size as a side effect, but 

the results are mostly isolated to one promotional tool or estimated over different chains 
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(Ailawadi et al 2006; Boatwright et al 2004; Gijsbrechts et al 2003; Hoch et al 1995; 

Montgomery 1997). Most of these studies focus on either brand sales (Ailawadi et al 2006, 

Boatwright et al 2004, Montgomery 1997) or store traffic (Gijsbrechts et al 2003). Only Hoch 

et al (1995) documented the differential impact, across stores, of price cuts on category sales. 

From a retailer’s viewpoint, this is an important shortcoming, as category sales constitute a 

key metric for promotion effectiveness (Dekimpe et al 1999, Nijs et al 2001, Srinivasan et al 

2006). Based on store scanner data from IRI and trading zone data from Claritas, a 

hierarchical linear model will be executed for four different chains and four distinct product 

categories. This exercise should make it possible to measure the heterogeneity in category 

sales promotion effectiveness as a function of store size. The results in Chapter 2 will support 

retailers in better decision making on whether to develop (i) a uniform marketing strategy for 

the total chain or, (ii) a size-based micro-marketing strategy for each individual outlet or 

group of outlets (format). 

 

1.4.2 Chapter 3: The effect of store outlet closures on multi- (outlet) format chain 

performance. 

 

Adopting a multi-outlet/multi-format strategy not only involves opening up outlets of 

formats novel to the retailer, it also requires a careful ‘rethinking’ of current store locations 

(Gonzalez-Benito 2005), and possibly leads to store closures. For instance, Wal-Mart’s 

expansion into ‘supercenters’ and convenience-oriented ‘neighborhood markets’, occurred 

simultaneously with a decline in their number of traditional ‘discount stores’ 

(www.walmart.com). Tesco and Ahold show identical figures, which has resulted in a 

substantial number of store closures (approximately the same number as openings) in the US 

as well as in European grocery business (Food Marketing Institute 2005; Financieel Dagblad 

2003). On the one hand, a store closure could result in a sales loss for a specific format 

(consumers decide to cancel the shopping trip or decide to switch to another format or chain) 

but, on the other hand, could be neutral or beneficial for the chain as a whole, when 

consumers switch to a store within the chain. Chapter 3 attempts to gather information on 

how these switching and spending patterns occur within the total chain and each individual 

format. 

Despite their importance, store closures have not received any attention in the 

marketing literature. Retailers are left with no guidance on how to assess the magnitude of 
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recuperated (or lost) sales. There is not a single study documenting the consequences of 

closing an outlet on retail chain performance. Whereas store closures have been largely 

neglected, a number of previous studies - mainly in the industrial organization and 

geographical literature - have investigated the implications of opening a store outlet (see e.g., 

Carree and Thurik 1995; Gielens and Dekimpe 2001; Singh et al 2006; Rust and Donthu 

1995). However, these consumer reactions to store closures are not simply the perfect mirror 

image of their response to store openings. While adding a new store offers an opportunity that 

the consumer may or may not embrace (depending on his or her inertia or habitual 

persistence), the closure of a consumer’s favorite store will cause a major disruption in an 

established purchasing pattern and forces the consumer to take different actions (Rhee and 

Bell 2002). Chapter 3 will use survey data gathered from 832 participants in a mall-intercept 

survey  measure the impact of a hypothetical store closure on the store incidence/ store choice 

decision (using a multinomial nested logit model), as well as the effect of a store closure on 

category spending, (using Tobit models on the same survey data).  

 

1.4.3 Chapter 4: The role of shopping goals and price information in forming extension 

expectations and evaluations. 

 

‘Umbrella’ multi-format retailers introduce new formats (a) to differentiate their offer 

and as such to attract other segments of consumers or (b) to offer current consumers more 

opportunities and by doing so increase the share of wallet. How the consumers perceive the 

format extension will have an impact on the short-term success of that specific extension as 

well as the future success of the parent brand. An important factor in evaluating an extension 

is played by the expectations that consumers create about the format extension. There is 

reason to believe that consumer’ expectations and evaluations on retail format extensions are 

not uniform, but are dependent on the specific shopping goal that is pursued. Chapter 4 will 

provide support for this belief. Chapter 4 additionally investigates whether providing 

consumers with price information prior to their shopping trip will have (in function of 

shopping goals) an impact on their extension expectations and evaluations.  

This research builds on a growing research stream within consumer behavior that 

analyzes the impact of goals in evaluations (Huffman et al 2000). Surprisingly, this research 

has not yet had an important influence on retail theory (Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999). Some 

existing studies on the influence of shopping goals have focused on the structure and process 
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of goals, rather than on the effects of these goals (e.g., Garabino and Johnson 2001). This 

omission is important because attribute expectations are crucial in determining initial 

patronage, purchase decisions, and, later, the evaluations of the specific retail format and the 

chain as a whole (Bagozzi and Lee 1999). We particularly focus on the price attribute, as 

especially this attribute should have substantial impact on an extension’s actual marketplace 

performance (Bolton et al 2003; Campbell 1999; Jun et al 2006). There are, however, only a 

few studies that specifically focus on this attribute in an extension setting (e.g., Jun et al 

2006; Taylor and Bearden 2002).  

 The research in Chapter 4 will use experimental data from 344 participants in 

studying the effect of shopping goals on extension expectations and evaluations. ANOVAs 

are used to gain insights on the effect of shopping goal and prior price information. If our 

hypotheses are supported, this might offer opportunities for chain managers to incorporate 

these shopping goals in their policy plan.   

 

1.5 Outline of the Dissertation 

 

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the 

impact of store size on category sales promotion effectiveness. It illustrates how store size is 

linked to promotion effectiveness and presents the implications for a multi-outlet retailer. 

Chapter 3 addresses the question of how closing down a specific outlet of a chain (format) 

affects the performance of the individual format and the chain as a whole. It takes into 

account both shifts in shopping incidence/store choice and changes in trip spending after a 

store closure. Chapter 4 shows how shopping goals influence expectations and evaluations of 

a retail format extension. It also discusses the possible role of providing price information 

prior to shopping. Finally, Chapter 5 wraps up the dissertation by presenting general 

conclusions of each study and discusses the implications for a multi-outlet/multi-format 

retailer as well as for future research. 
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Chapter 2 Promotion Effectiveness and Store Size: Do Sales Promotions 

Lead to Higher Category Sales Bumps in Larger or in Smaller 

Supermarkets? 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Recent changes in the retail food business have led to intensified retail competition 

(Morganosky and Cude 2000), and have motivated grocery retailers to continuously increase 

the number of store outlets within their (umbrella) chain (Bolton et al 2006; Dawson 2006). 

Even so, outlets within the same format often exhibit substantial differences in floor space. 

For instance, within the Albert Heijn supermarket format, store sizes easily range from a low 

200 to a high 2800 square meters - comparable within-format size differences being observed 

for other chains. Recognizing these vast size discrepancies, retailers have adjusted their 

logistic operations to accommodate supermarket outlets of different selling surface. An 

example is Albert Heijn’s store replenishment system called Cels, which distinguishes five 

different logistical procedures tailored to different supermarket size classes (Beerens 2002). 

At the same time, when it comes to tactical marketing decisions, size differences have 

typically been ignored - retail chains appearing to lack a systematic size-related strategy 

across their supermarket outlets.  

Given the vast budgets spent on sales promotion activities, the cost of maintaining 

these activities, and the lack of profitability of prevailing sales promotion efforts for retailers 

(Kim et al 1999, Srinivasan et al 2004), the issue of whether promotion effectiveness is 

different in small versus large stores, becomes a very relevant one. From the retailer’s 

perspective, especially the promotion impact on category (rather than brand) sales is 

important (Nijs et al 2001; Raju 1992; Tellis and Zufryden 1995). Studies by Boatwright et al 

(2004) and Montgomery (1997) suggest that the category-level effect of promotional price 

cuts varies considerably across individual stores of a chain, while work by Hoch et al (1995) 

indeed points to a differential price deal effect depending on store size. However, a 

systematic analysis of whether and why promotional activities lead to different category sales 

increases in large versus small stores is lacking (Ailawadi et al 2006).  

This chapter provides one step in that direction. Hypotheses are developed and tested 

regarding the differential impact of frequently adopted promotional tools on category sales, 

across supermarket stores of ‘umbrella’ branded’ grocery retail chains. These outlets share 

the same ‘retail chain image’ and format positioning, but differ in selling surface. We analyze 
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not only the differential effect of discount depth, display and feature; but also distinguish 

quantity discounts from straight price cut formats. Moreover, by applying the analysis to four 

categories and four chains, some insights are gained into the prevalence of store and shopping 

pattern effects across chains and categories – improving the external validity of the findings.  

The discussion is organized as follows. In section 2.2, a brief overview of the 

literature is provided. Hypotheses are developed in section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes the data 

and model used for empirical testing. Next, the estimation results and robustness checks are 

presented in section2.5, while section 2.6 discusses the ensuing effects for category sales and 

revenue. Section 2.7, finally, summarizes the findings and discusses managerial implications, 

limitations and areas for further research. 

 

2.2 Literature on Promotion Effectiveness and Store Size 

 

Given the huge discrepancies between supermarket outlets’ selling surface, an 

interesting issue for retail chain format managers is whether and how their sales promotion 

activities should be differentiated according to store size. It is well documented that 

promotion effectiveness varies with chain and shopping pattern characteristics (Gijsbrechts, 

Campo and Goossens 2003; Mittal 1994; Montgomery 1997; Shankar and Krishnamurthi 

1996). However, far less is known about the moderating impact of store size on category 

promotion effectiveness. From an empirical perspective, only few studies have focused on the 

relation between promotion effectiveness and store size within a chain – that is, controlling 

for chain and format characteristics. Table 2.1 provides a brief overview of key papers on this 

topic.  
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TABLE 2.1 

KEY PAPERS INCLUDING STORE SIZE EFFECTS 

Promotion Type  

 

Author (year) 

Multiple 

Chains? 

Multiple 

Categories? (%) Price Cut Feature Display Quantity 

Discount 

Promotion 

Impact on 

Category Sales? 

Within-Chain 

Size 

Differences? 

Boatwright, Dhar, Hoch. 

(2004) 

√  √ √ √    

Hoch, Kim, Montgomery and 

Rossi (1995) 

 √ √    √ √ 

Gijsbrechts, Campo and 

Goossens (2003) 

 √  √    √ 

Montgomery 

(1997) 

  √     √ 

Ailawadi, Harlam, César and 

Trounce (2006) 

√ √ √ √ √   √ 

This study √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
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As the table reveals, most papers focus on a single promotion type (i.e. price cuts), the 

impact of features and displays, and especially of quantity discounts, seldom having been 

linked to store surface. Similarly, available studies are typically confined to a single chain or 

category. An interesting exception is the study of Ailawadi et al (2006), which provides an 

extensive account of effectiveness drivers (including store size) across promotion types and 

multiple product categories – be it in one drug chain. Together, the studies provide somewhat 

mixed evidence on the moderating impact of store size: ranging from no or only a minor 

influence (Ailawadi et al 2006, Boatwright et al 2004) to significant negative effects 

(Montgomery 1997, Hoch et al 1995, Gijsbrechts et al 2003). However, most of these studies 

focus on either brand sales (Ailawadi et al 2006, Boatwright et al 2004, Montgomery 1997) 

or store traffic (Gijsbrechts et al 2003). Only Hoch et al (1995) document the differential 

impact, across stores, of price cuts on category sales. From a retailer’s viewpoint, this is an 

important shortcoming, as category sales constitute a key metric for promotion effectiveness 

(Dekimpe et al 1999, Nijs et al 2001, Srinivasan et al 2006) that may be differently 

influenced by temporary deals, across store outlets, than brand sales or overall store 

patronage.  

While empirical evidence is already far from abundant, conceptualizations on the 

moderating effect of store size are virtually nonexistent (Ailawadi et al 2006). Below, a 

framework is offered and hypotheses are developed on how stores’ selling surface affects the 

category sales impact of discount depth, feature, display, and quantity discount. 

 

2.3 Hypotheses 

 

From a conceptual perspective, there are two main reasons why store size may 

moderate category sales promotion effectiveness. Firstly, store size has a direct effect on the 

shopping costs of (each of) its customers. Visits to large stores tend to entail higher travel 

costs; these stores typically being located in less densely populated areas and requiring 

consumers to cover larger in-store distances (see e.g., Bell et al 1998; Fox and Sethuraman 

2006). Moreover, large stores typically have higher search costs, as the environments are 

more cluttered or less easy-to-oversee, consumers having to scan more extensive shelves to 

locate categories and brands. In addition, even if they are of the same format and offer 

essentially the same product categories, large stores are known to offer a deeper assortment 

of products (Kahn and McAlister 1997), which further enhances search costs (Van der Lans 
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2006). As argued below, these shopping costs may directly bear on the effectiveness of 

different promotion types.  

Secondly, due to these characteristics, large outlets appeal to different shopper types, 

and/or to consumers engaged in different types of shopping trips – which indirectly affect 

responses to promotional tactics. Specifically, large stores are bound to attract large basket 

shoppers (Bell and Lattin 1998; Walters and Jamil 2003), and consumers engaged in major 

shopping trips (Seiders et al 2000; Uncles 1996). These shopping trips, in turn, are known to 

influence promotion effectiveness (Boatwright et al 2004; Kahn and Schmittlein 1992; 

Walters and Jamil 2003), as further discussed below. Building on these insights, hypotheses 

are developed on how store size moderates the impact of different promotion variables. 

 

2.3.1 Promotional discounts and displays 

 

Most promotional activities offer a temporary gain to the consumer, which we refer to 

as the ‘promotional discount’ or ‘discount depth’. Moreover, these offers, apart from being 

indicated on the package, can be given extra visual support in the form of shelf tags or end-

of-aisle displays. Both ‘promotional discounts’ and ‘in-store displays’ are expected to be less 

effective in large stores. Firstly, the sheer size of the store may make the discount and the in-

store displays less eye-catching to the consumer (Boatwright et al 2004; Iyer 1989; Kahn and 

Schmittlein 1992; Kahn and McAlister 1997). Moreover, the large basket shoppers attracted 

by large selling surfaces are known to be time-poor rather than money-poor, more task-

oriented, and more planned in their purchases (Bell and Lattin 1998; Bucklin and Lattin 

1991; Kahn and McAlister 1997). Once inside the store, rather than browsing displays or 

opportunistically searching for deals, these consumers are expected to replenish their home 

inventories, systematically ‘ticking off’ category purchases (Andrews and Currim 2003; Bell 

and Lattin 1998; Kahn and Schmittlein 1992). In a similar vein, given the predominance of 

major shopping trips in large stores, promotional offers will typically represent only a minor 

gain relative to the overall shopping basket size. This results in the following two hypotheses. 

 

H1: Promotional discounts are less effective for generating category sales 

in larger stores as compared to small stores 

H2:  Displays are less effective for generating category sales in larger stores as 

compared to small stores 
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2.3.2 Feature advertising  

 

Out-of-store feature ads are also expected to less strongly boost category sales in large 

stores. Firstly, due to their high fixed costs of transportation and in-store waiting time, large 

stores are not likely to lure customers into the store for an extra ‘cherry picking’ visit. 

Moreover, to quickly find an advertised item in a large store is a difficult task, further 

reducing feature effectiveness (Broniarczyk and Hoyer 2006).  

Instead, as already indicated above, the large store’s clientele of ‘large basket 

shoppers’ is bound to stick to their regular (few) visits to their familiar stores, in order to 

quickly generate the planned basket (Bell and Lattin 1998; Inman and Winer 1998; Park et al. 

1989). These shoppers are less likely to adjust their purchases in response to feature ads 

(Andrews and Currim 2003; Kahn and Schmittlein 1992; Park et al. 1989). Moreover, to the 

extent that large basket shoppers are feature sensitive, they are bound to use feature 

advertising for selecting brands on deal, rather than shifting stores or altering the category 

shopping list (Teunter 2002). As a result, feature ads are expected to affect the composition 

of the shopping basket, rather than the amount of category purchases of these shoppers. 

Hence, we hypothesize: 

 

H3: Feature advertising is less effective for generating category sales in 

larger stores as compared to small stores 

 

2.3.3 Quantity discounts 

 

While the majority of promotional discounts come in the form of straight price cuts 

(“10 cents off”’, “25% price reduction”), the gain can also result from a quantity discount. 

Popular quantity discounts are extra quantity in one package (e.g., “Now 25% extra”), or 

BOGO’s (“Buy one, get one free”). Like straight price cuts, these quantity-based promotions 

offer economic value for the consumer that can be expressed as a discount relative to non-

promotional price of the product. For instance, ‘25% extra’ would be the equivalent of a 20% 

price reduction, and a BOGO would come down to a 50% price cut. The interesting question 

is whether, after this discount depth is accounted for, the promotion format still makes a 

difference. Stated otherwise: would the quantity-based ‘25% extra’ promotion have a 

different impact than a straight 20% price cut, and, specifically, would this promotion format 
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effect vary with store size? Our expectation is that for a given value of the promotional 

discount (consumer gain), quantity based-formats, and, in particular, BOGO’s, are expected 

to be relatively more appealing in large stores. In those stores, consumers tend to stock up 

larger quantities per category purchase (Laroche et al 2002). Hence, the quantity requirement 

that must be met to benefit from the promotional discount is experienced as less of a hurdle 

by these consumers (Foubert and Gijsbrechts 2007), and probably more appealing. We 

therefore suggest: 

 

H4: Quantity-based promotion formats are more effective for generating category 

sales in larger stores as compared to small stores 

 

2.4 Data and Methodology 

 

2.4.1 Data 

 

Two years of Dutch IRI data on weekly sales volume and promotions (discount depth, 

feature, display and quantity-discount) in combination with store (trading area) specific data 

from Claritas, are used for model estimation. These data contain information on four product 

categories and four chains. The categories studied in this chapter are softener and diapers 

(which are more functional in nature), and cereals and cola (more hedonic products). For each 

chain we have information on a ‘representative’ sample of outlets included in the IRI 

database, ranging from 15 to 43 outlets per chain. Table 2.2 provides some summary statistics 

by chain. While the average store size is in line with typical supermarket selling surfaces 

reported in the literature (Gonzales Benito 2005), the variation across outlets in each chain is 

substantial.  

In addition, the data set comprises consumer trading area characteristics, including 

two shopping pattern variables (average basket size and percentage of impulse buyers) and a 

measure of competitive selling surface (for specific variable see Table 2.3). As can be seen 

from Table 2.2, the averages of these variables do not differ much between chains, although 

within-chain differences can be noticed. 
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TABLE 2.2 

DESCRIPTION OF STUDIED CHAINS 

Variable Chain 1 Chain 2 Chain 3 Chain 4 

# Outlets 43 24 21 15 

Store Size: 

Average (m
2
) 

Range (m
2
) 

 

1181 

274 - 2673 

 

960 

427 - 1964 

 

765 

407 - 1153 

 

832 

314 - 1591 

Basket Size: 

Average store area (guilders)  

Range store area (guilders)  

 

129 

113 - 150 

 

132 

116 - 146 

 

132 

115 - 152 

 

131 

119 - 143 

Impulse Buying: 

Average store area (%) 

Range store area (%) 

 

47.9 

40.8 - 56.8 

 

47.3 

41.8 - 55.2 

 

46.0 

37.0 - 63.0 

 

47.0 

38.8 - 52.6 

Competitive Selling Surface: 

Average store area (m
2
) 

Range store area (m
2
) 

 

23208 

2023 - 59607 

 

15239 

2210 - 56065 

 

17483 

1690 - 62745 

 

14788 

2988 - 45167 

Promotion Characteristics: 

Discount Depth
  

        % of items in discount 

       average depth of discount
 a
 

Feature
 b
 

Display
 b
 

Quantity Discount
 b
 

 

 

7.0 

.25
 

.05
 

.04
 

.05  

 

 

8.0 

.29 

.07 

.06 

.04 

 

 

8.2 

.24 

.04 

.03 

.05 

 

 

7.6 

.25 

.05 

.05 

.04 

a 
expressed as a fraction of the regular price 

b 
the average fraction of items in the category on feature (display, quantity discount) per week, per store, over 

the four product categories 

 

Each chain adopts one and the same promotion program across all of its supermarket 

outlets. Table 2.2 reports the promotional characteristics by chain, averaged over the four 

categories. It indicates, next to the percentage of items on discount, the average discount 

depth of the promotion (expressed as a fraction of the regular price), percentage of items on 

display or feature, and percentage of items on quantity (rather than straight price cut) 

discount. Overall, the promotional activities appear comparable across chains. However, at 

the category level some differences exist. The diaper and cola category show high 

promotional activity, whereas the cereal category appears much less promotion-intense. The 

quantity discount format in this category is only used for one item, in one week, in two 

chains. As a result this promotional tool will not be taken into further consideration for the 

cereal category when estimating the models. 
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2.4.2 Model 

 

Given our focus on how store size influences a chain’s promotional effectiveness, the 

model comprises two levels. Level one contains the weekly sales data of an individual store, 

while level two consists of the specific store (trading area) characteristics. Next to store size – 

the focal variable – three trading zone characteristics are added: shoppers’ average basket 

size, percentage of shoppers characterized as impulse buyers (measures obtained from 

Claritas) and competition intensity (available competitive selling surface in the store’s trading 

area). A description of all variables included in the model, is presented in Table 2.3. 

Analyzing these multilevel data at one single common level, may result in spurious 

significances (Hox 1995), while a two-step procedure (estimating the response model first 

and then regressing the estimated coefficients on explanatory variables in a second step, see 

e.g., Hoch et al 1995 and Shankar and Krishnamurthi 1996) is inefficient (Boatwright et al 

2004). Therefore, Hierarchical Linear Modeling (by using Proc Mixed in SAS), which 

enables the simultaneous estimation of relationships of variables at two levels, will be used to 

analyze the data. Equations [1] - [2] summarize the hierarchical model (where, for simplicity 

of exposition, chain and category indices are omitted).  

 

Level 1 (week):  

[1]

ststsstsstsstsstssst QuanDiscDispFeatDiscDepthlnPriceSalesln ,,5,4,3,2,10, εββββββ ++++++=

 

Level 2 (outlet): 

[2a] ssssss ComplnmpulselnIBasketSizelnStoreSizeln 004030201000 ϖδδδδδβ +++++=  

[2b] 
ss 1101 ϖδβ +=   

[2c] sss StoreSizeln 221202 ϖδδβ ++=  

[2d] sss StoreSizeln 331303 ϖδδβ ++=  

[2e] sss StoreSizeln 441404 ϖδδβ ++=  

[2f] sss StoreSizeln 551505 ϖδδβ ++=  
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TABLE 2.3 

VARIABLES DESCRIPTION 

Concept (variable name) Measures 

Category sales volume (
stSalesnl ,
) Log of sales volume in week (t), store (s) 

Weekly regular price (
stlnPrice ,
) Log of the weekly regular price in week (t), store 

(s) 

Discount depth (
stDiscDepth ,
) Economic value of the promotional offer, expressed 

as a market share (by brand) weighted percentage
2
 

reduction off the regular price, in week (t), store (s) 

(see e.g., Putsis Jr and Dhar 2001; Raju 1992) 

Feature advertising (
steatF ,
) Market share (by brand) weighted number of 

feature dummies in week (t), store (s) 

Display (
stispD ,
) Market share (by brand) weighted number of 

display dummies in week (t), store (s) 

Quantity discount (
stQuanDisc ,
) Promotional format indicator, measured as the 

market share (by brand) weighted number of 

quantity-based format dummies in week (t), store 

(s) 

Store size (
selnStoreSiz ) Log of floor space in square meters for store (s) 

Competitive selling surface 

(
slnComp )  

Log of sum of floor space in square meters for all 

competitors in trading zone (5 km) of store (s)  

Average basket size (
szelnBasketSi ) Log of average basket size of shoppers in the 

trading area of store (s) 

Percentage impulse buyers 

(
slnImpulse ) 

Log of the percentage of impulse buyers in the 

trading area of store (s) 

 

At the lowest level (Level 1), the logarithm of sales volume for store outlet s in week t 

(
stSalesln ,
) is expressed as a function of the logarithm of weekly regular price (

stlnPrice ,
); as 

well as the four promotional variables (
stDiscDepth ,
, 

stFeat ,
, 

stDisp ,
, 

stQuanDisc ,
). Note that the 

                                                 
2
 For instance, If the category comprises three brands with shares .2, .3 and .5, resp., then a 30% discount for 

brand 1, and no discounts offered on brands 2 and 3, would lead to a category-level discount depth of 6% 

(.2*.3=.06) 
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DiscDepth variable comprises the economic value of the offer irrespective of the promotional 

format: it represents the percentage price reduction for straight price cuts, and the 

‘equivalent’ discount depth for quantity-based promotions (for instance: the 50% price cut 

equivalent for BOGOs). It follows that the QuanDisc variable captures the mere-format effect 

(quantity-based as opposed to cents off), after the value of the offer is partialled out. To avoid 

collinearity problems often present in HLM models, mean-centering (grand mean) is used 

(see Bijmolt et al 2005 and Karande and Kumar 1995, for a similar approach).   

A semi-logarithmic model is used to link category sales volume and stores’ promotion 

activity. Apart from typically offering a good fit (Karande and Kumar 1995; Raju 1992), the 

advantages of using this model are threefold. Firstly, weekly sales of grocery products are 

skewed and characterized by a few extremely high values resulting from deep price cuts. 

Taking logarithms at least approximately normalizes the distribution of the dependent 

variable (Boatwright et al 2004; Raju 1992). The second advantage is that a multiplicative 

model automatically takes interactions between the promotional tools into account (Bijmolt et 

al 2005; Karande and Kumar 1995). Thirdly, the (Level-1) parameters of this model are easy 

to interpret: like most promotion effectiveness measures reported in the literature, they 

represent the relative (percentage) change in sales caused by an (one percentage-point) 

increase in promotional effort. We extensively comment on the use of this effectiveness 

measure below. 

Equation [2] further specifies the Level 1-parameters as a function of higher-level 

(outlet/area specific) variables. The store sales intercept s0β is influenced by competitive 

selling surface (
sCompln ), the shopping pattern variables average basket size (

sBaksetSizeln ), 

percentage impulse buyers (
slnImpulse ), and the focal variable, store size (

sStoreSizeln ). In line 

with the hypotheses, the latter variable also influences the effectiveness of all promotion 

variables 4s1s β-β . Random error terms are included ( s0ϖ - s5ϖ ) for the intercept, base price 

effect, and promotional variables’ effectiveness at level two, to capture unobserved 

heterogeneity, as in Degeratu et al (2001). 

In a multi-level model, it is important that the number of groups at the second level is 

large enough. There is, however, some disagreement on the exact number of groups required. 

Snijders and Bosker (1999) claim that multi-level analysis becomes attractive when the 

number of groups is larger than ten, while Browne and Draper (2000) argue that six to twelve 

groups can give reasonable variance estimates. Others, however, state that at least 100 groups 
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are required for generating reliable results (Maas and Hox 2004). In our sample the number 

of groups (that is, outlets within a chain) varies by chain, ranging between 15 and 43. 

Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) and the Huber/White estimator are used to 

accommodate the small sample of second level groups (Maas and Hox 2004). Both 

approaches yield similar estimates for the main and interaction effects (with marginal 

differences in terms of significance). Below, the results of the Huber/White estimator are 

reported.  

Substituting equation [1] into equation [2] leads to the full HLM model. To avoid 

confounding effects from pooled estimation, we estimate the model separately for each 

product category (p) and chain (c), and then adopt Stouffer’s meta-analytic approach to 

summarize and test the overall moderating effect of store size
3
. 

 

2.5 Estimation Results 

 

2.5.1 Impact of store size interactions on model fit 

 

To check the impact of the promotion-store size interactions on model fit, three 

separate models are estimated for each category and chain: a first benchmark model (BM1) 

with only the main effects of promotions and trading zone characteristics, the focal model 

(FM) where store size interactions have been added, and a second benchmark model (BM2) 

in which we also allow for interactions between promotional variables and the trading zone’s 

shopping pattern characteristics. The latter model is estimated to ensure that promotion-store 

size interactions do stem from the store’s selling surface, and are not an artifact of the 

characteristics of trading areas in which large stores are typically located. Table 2.4 reports 

the Consistent Akaike Information Criterion (CAIC) (Ashok 2002) for each of these models.  

To test whether the interaction terms significantly contribute to model fit, Likelihood 

Ratio Tests (LRT) (Montgomery 1997) are conducted for the focal model (FM) against the 

first benchmark (BM1) and the second benchmark (BM2). The fit measures and likelihood 

ratio tests indicate that, in almost all instances, adding store size-promotion interactions leads 

to a substantially better model fit – except in four cases (cola/chain1, cola/chain2, cola/chain3 

and softener/chain2). An explanation for this finding in the cola category could be that this 

                                                 
3
 An alternative approach would be to estimate a pooled model comprising additional levels for chain and 

category. However, given that only four categories and four chains are available, this is not a feasible option. 
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category appears on the shopping list independent of the size of the store. As a result the 

amount of impulse buying does not differ much between stores of different sizes. On the 

other hand, the other categories do not appear as much on the shopping list for shoppers in 

small stores, which increase the possibility that especially in these stores this results in 

category impulse buying. 

TABLE 2.4 

MODEL FIT 

   CAIC   

 

Category 

Chain 1 Chain 2 Chain 3 Chain 4 

Softener 

   BM1
 

   FM
 

   BM2
 

 

-3319.0 

-3341.9
a
  

-3345.6
 

 

457.2 

463.4  

470.0 

 

-50.5 

-56.0
a
 

-45.9 

 

-993.6 

-1006.8
a
  

-1003.1 

Diapers 

   BM1 

   FM 

   BM2 

 

 2863.4 

 2855.5
a
 

 2859.4 

 

2060.9 

2050.9
a
 

2048.1 

 

1408.9 

1403.0
a
  

1414.9 

 

1292.8 

1247.1
a
  

1244.3 

Cola 

   BM1 

   FM 

   BM2 

 

-2691.2 

-2684.5  

-2686.5 

 

-2321.3 

-2319.3 

-2323.3 

 

-522.8 

-517.3 

-505.4 

 

-1532.3 

-1543.7
a
  

-1536.3 

Cereals 

   BM1 

   FM 

   BM2 

 

-2935.3 

-2943.0
a
  

-2938.6 

 

-1252.4 

-1263.7
a
  

-1269.1
b
  

 

-902.4 

-907.5
a
  

-905.7 

 

-1044.8 

-1050.3
a
 

-1041.2 

BM1 = Benchmark Model 1 with no interactions 

FM = Focal Model including interactions between store size and promotion variables 

BM2 = Benchmark model 2 including interactions between promotion variables and store size as well as trading zone characteristics   

a 
significant (p < .05) likelihood Ratio Test for FM model against BM1 model 

b 
significant (p < .05) likelihood Ratio Test for BM2 model against FM model 

 

While the moderating effect of store size is predominant, making promotion effects a 

function of shopping characteristics in the trading zone does not improve fit in the majority of 
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cases. In only one instance, adding shopping pattern characteristics (model BM2) results in 

an additional improvement compared to the model including store size interactions only 

(model FM). In this instance, adding the shopping pattern interactions does not alter the 

moderating impact of store size on promotion effectiveness. The Variance Inflation Factor 

(VIF) scores of model FM appear, in most cases, to be well below 3.0 and never exceed 6.9 – 

indicating that we do not have collinearity problems. Henceforth, we therefore retain model 

FM as the final model. 

 

2.5.2 Estimation results: Main effects 

 

Focusing on the main effects of the full model first, we find that the parameters, when 

significant, all have the expected sign. The impact of regular price (lnPrice) on category sales 

is negative and (except one instance) significant. The main effect of store size (lnStoreSize) 

on category sales volume is consistently positive, a result in line with previous findings (Bell 

and Lattin 1998; Fox et al 2004; Kahn and Schmittlein 1992; Kahn and McAlister 1997). The 

trading zone shopping pattern characteristics, however, are seldom significant. The 

percentage of impulse buyers in a specific store area (lnImpulse) has a significant (negative) 

effect in six (out of 16) cases, indicating that stores in areas with many impulse buyers have 

lower category sales volume. Weekly average basket size (lnBasketSize) shows only two 

significant (positive) effects on category sales, while competitive selling surface (lnComp) is 

only significant in one instance. In all, the trading zone variables explain only a very small 

portion of category sales variation across outlets – a finding also reported in previous studies 

(Mittal 1994; Teunter 2002).  

The main effects of the promotion variables (DiscDepth, Feat, Disp and QuanDisc) 

are presented in Table 2.5, panel a. We recall that the DiscDepth variable comprises the 

‘economic value’ of the offer for straight price cuts as well as for quantity-based discounts. 

Given that the size of the promotional advantage is captured by this variable, the coefficient 

of QuanDisc reflects the mere impact of the promotional format: the fact that this advantage 

comes in the form of ‘extra quantity’ as opposed to ‘cents off’. We further note that, since all 

variables are mean-centered, these coefficients capture the promotions’ impact in the 

average-sized supermarket for each chain. Table 2.5 panel a, indicates that, when significant, 

all main promotion effects show a positive sign, which is in line with previous findings (Nijs 

et al 2001; Raju 1992; Tellis and Zufryden 1995). 
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2.5.3 Estimation results: Interaction effects 

 

To test the moderating impact of store size on each of the promotion variables, 

Stouffer’s meta-analytic test is adopted (Rosenthal 1991)
4
. The results of this test are shown 

in Table 2.6. As can be seen from the fifth column in the table, store size interactions reveal 

highly significant (p < .01 in all cases) and negative for each of the promotion variables. The 

results for discount depth, display, and feature advertising confirm Hypothesis H1, H2 and 

H3 that these promotional tools are less effective in large stores compared to small stores. A 

surprising result, however, is obtained for the quantity discount tool. Counter to the 

hypothesis, and after accounting for the value of the promotional offer (through the discount 

depth variable), quantity-based promotion formats are less rather than more effective in large 

stores. One explanation is that shoppers in large stores already buy in such large quantities 

that the promotional quantity requirement does not necessitate further increases (hence: does 

not lead to an expansion of category sales), something that does not hold for small-store 

shoppers. 

Table 2.5, panel b provides a further breakdown of the store size interaction effects by 

category
5
. While individual interaction coefficients are not always significant, they 

consistently have the same negative sign, indicating that promotions are less effective in 

larger stores for all categories.  

                                                 
4
 This test, also referred to as the method of ‘adding zs’, first assesses the significance (one-tailed p value) for 

each chain/category combination, and then finds the corresponding zs (standard normal values) for each of these 

p values. The test statistic is computed as the sum of these zs, divided by the square root of the number of 

studies (in our case chain/category combinations). This test statistic corresponds to the p value that the results of 

the chain/category combinations combined could have occurred under the null hypothesis that there is no effect 

of store size. 
5
 A similar exercise has been executed by chain, showing in most cases significant results for the promotion 

interactions per chain. 
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TABLE 2.5 

ESTIMATION RESULTS BY CATEGORY
a 

Assortment Softener Cereal Diapers Cola Total 

Variable +
b
 -/-

b
 Stouffer’s

c
  

Test 

+ -/- Stouffer’s 

 Test 

+ -/- Stouffer’s 

Test 

+ -/- Stouffer’s 

test 

+ -/- 

Panel a: Main promotion effects 

DiscDepth  

Feat  

Disp 

QuanDisc 

3 (2) 

4 (4) 

4 (4) 

2 (1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 (4) 

2 (1) 

4 (4) 

N/a 

 

 

 

 

 4 (3) 

4 (4) 

4 (4) 

4 (4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 (4) 

4 (4) 

4 (4) 

2 (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15(12) 

14(13) 

16(16) 

  8 (7) 

 

 

 

 

Panel b: Store size-promotion interactions 

StoreSize*DiscDepth 

StoreSize*Feat 

StoreSize*Disp 

StoreSize*QuanDisc 

 3 (2) 

2 (1) 

3 (2) 

4 (3) 

<.01 

>.1 

<.01 

<.01 

 

 

 

 

3 (2) 

4 (1) 

3 (1) 

N/a 

<.01 

<.01 

<.01 

N/a 

 4 (4) 

4 (1) 

4 (1) 

4 (2) 

<.01 

<.01 

<.01 

<.01 

 4 (2) 

2 (2) 

3 (1) 

1 (0) 

<.01 

<.01 

>.1 

>.1 

 14 (10) 

12 (5) 

13 (5) 

9 (5) 

a 
The number of chains, and as a result the maximum number of parameters per variable, is four. 

b 
Number of positive (significant) or negative (significant) effects at p < 0.05,  N/a = not available.  

c 
P value for each promotional tool, where a one-sided test has been used.
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TABLE 2.6 

SUMMARY OF STORE SIZE EFFECTS ON PROMOTION TOOL EFFECTIVENESS 

Interaction effect  Negative 

effects  

# significant 

negative 

effects
a 

Average 

parameter 

value 

Stouffer’s test 

significance 

level
b 

Hypotheses 

Store size - Discount depth 14 10 -0.33 <.01 H1 Accepted 

Store size – Feature  12 5 -0.09 <.01 H2 Accepted 

Store size – Display 13 5 -0.06 <.01 H3 Accepted 

Store size - Quantity disc. 9
c
 5 -0.09 <.01   H4 Rejected 

a 
number of significant effects for p < .05  

b  
P value for each promotional tool, where a one-sided test has been used to test the formulated hypothesis.  

c 
Quantity discounts are not measured for the cereal category so the maximum number of effects is 12 

 

2.5.4 Robustness checks 

 

To evaluate the robustness of the findings, several additional checks were conducted. 

Firstly, our reading of the quantity discount variable coefficient as a mere format-effect 

(compared to straight price cuts), assumes that the ‘presence’ of a promotion is already 

captured by the discount depth variable, which becomes nonzero as soon as a promotional 

offer is in place. To check for any remaining confounding effects between the occurrence of a 

promotion and its format, a model in which a separate promotion dummy was introduced was 

estimated – capturing the mere presence of a promotion – with main and store size interaction 

effects. Adding this variable entailed high collinearity problems and unstable coefficients for 

the discount depth variable, but did not alter the main or interaction effects for the quantity 

discount variable – confirming its interpretation as a promotion format indicator.  

Secondly, the model was re-run including at the second level, socio-demographic 

rather than shopping pattern-related characteristics of the trading zone. Including the main 

effect of socio-demographic variables did not influence the store size parameters. Moreover, 

like for BM2, adding interactions between socio-demographics and selling surface did not 

entail an improvement in CAIC, nor did it alter our conclusions on promotion-store size 

interactions. This further supports the assumption that our moderating promotional effects are 

caused by outlet size rather than features of the trading area.  

Thirdly, the sensitivity of the results to the inclusion of promotion dynamics was 

checked. Specifically, lagged promotion variables and lagged interaction terms with outlet 

size were added to the full model, to account for post-promotion dips in category sales and 
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their interaction with store size. These additional variables lead to higher overall parameter 

instability – which is not surprising, given the characteristics of our data set. Yet, they did not 

substantively alter the immediate size interaction effects observed earlier, providing 

additional support for the robustness of these findings.  

Finally, as the models were estimated by category and chain, two additional checks 

were conducted. Error correlations for each category pair were calculated, to check for any 

potential bias from omitted category-interrelationships. Except for the combination cereals-

softener (where it amounts to 17%), these correlations remain very low (about 10% and 

lower). Next, for each category, a pooled model across chains was estimated, including 

chain-specific constants, but common main- and moderating effects for the remaining 

variables. While a pooling test (Cramer and Ridder 1991) revealed that the chain-specific 

models are to be preferred, we note that the sign of the promotion-store size interaction 

effects remained negative in the pooled model – in line with the findings above. 

 

2.6 Implications 

 

Apart from their presence, retailers are – of course – primarily interested in the 

magnitude of the store size influences, and this for each of the separate promotion variables. 

Below, we first zoom in on how strongly the relative change in category sales from category 

promotion activity declines with selling area. Next, we show how this relates to absolute 

category sales and margin implications, triggered by promotional actions for specific brands, 

in small versus large retail outlets.  

 

2.6.1 Relative category sales changes in small and large stores 

 

To give a feel for the size of the moderating effects, Table 2.7 presents the percentage 

change in category sales volume when the category promotion variable (discount depth, 

display or feature support, and quantity-based format) goes up by 10% points, for a store with 

selling surface of 300 m
2
 (i) below, and (ii) above the average of a particular chain. A 300 

m
2
-deviation is used, representing a realistic difference in store size for each of the studied 

chains.  
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TABLE 2.7 

PROMOTION EFFECTIVENESS AS A FUNCTION OF STORE SIZE 

Store Size 

 -/- 300 square meter + 300 square meter 

% category sales change from 10%-point promotion increase: 

Softener 

DiscDepth 

Feat 

Disp 

QuanDisc 

 

 2.20
a 

2.41 

1.72 

1.00 

 

1.10 

2.09 

1.32 

-0.01 

Diapers 

DiscDepth 

Feat 

Disp 

QuanDisc 

 

4.41 

2.85 

2.39 

4.49 

 

1.26 

1.80 

1.76 

2.08 

Cola 

DiscDepth 

Feat 

Disp 

QuanDisc 

 

3.65 

0.52 

0.79 

0.02 

 

1.81 

0.36 

0.60 

0.03 

Cereal 

DiscDepth 

Feat 

Disp 

QuanDisc 

 

19.80 

0.69 

1.95 

N/a 

 

17.53 

-0.01 

1.54 

N/a 

a 
2.20 indicates a 2.20 percentage increase in category sales for a store with size 300m2 below average when 

discount depth is increased with 10% point (e.g., 10% to 20%). N/a = not available 
 

The difference between both quantities gives a flavor of the change in promotion 

effectiveness as store surface increases or decreases. For instance, for diapers, enhancing the 

category discount depth by 10% points (from, say, a 20% to a 30% price cut) in smaller 

supermarkets (average size - 300m
2
) results in a 4.41% category sales volume increase. In 

contrast, the same change in discount depth in a larger supermarket (average size +300m
2
), 

entails an increase of category sales (diapers) of no more than 1.26%.  
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Table 2.7 also suggests some product differences: especially the diapers category 

appears to entail lower promotion effectiveness in larger stores, while the moderating impact 

of store size seems least outspoken for colas. This might be due to the fact that especially 

diapers are a fixed item on the shopping list during major trips in larger stores, promotions 

not altering category purchase incidence. Also, the assortment size of the diapers category 

grows more strongly with store size compared to, say, colas, which may constitute another 

reason for promotions to become less salient and effective in large outlets.  

 

2.6.2 Absolute category sales and margin implications from brand promotions in larger 

stores 

 

Our finding that the percentage change in category sales from category-level 

promotion activity is lower in large outlets, appears to create a caveat. To the extent that 

larger selling areas also entail higher category base sales – a phenomenon for which our 

results provide clear evidence as well - their absolute volume increase from promotions may 

still be larger. Yet, two points must be noted here. 

Firstly, the manager’s ‘dashboard’ will comprise promotional actions for specific 

brands in the category, and the ‘weight’ carried by these brands may depend on store size as 

well – further influencing category promotion effectiveness. To see this, let b0 be a focal 

brand in the category for which a price cut of depth DDbo (e.g. 20%) is considered. Given our 

definition of the category-level discount depth variable (see Table 2.3), the absolute increase 

in category sales for store s triggered by this price cut amounts to: 

 

[3]     0 0

s s s s

dd b bSales DD Share Salesβ∆ =  

 

where s
Sales  represents the store’s category sales and 0

s

bShare  the focal brand’s share of 

category sales in the absence of promotions, and where s

ddβ is the discount depth 

effectiveness parameter in store s. Clearly, whether a large outlet generates higher absolute 

sales bumps than a small store (
argl e small

Sales Sales∆ > ∆ ), depends not only on whether 

its lower promotion parameter is compensated by higher category base sales 

( smallsmall

dddd SalesSales ββ >���������� ), but also on how much weight the brand carries within the 
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large store’s category )( 0

�����
bShare  compared to the small store )( 0

small

bShare . Especially for 

private labels, which appear to exhibit systematically lower shares of category sales in larger 

stores (see Gijsbrechts et al 2003 for a similar observation), this may further dampen their 

category-level promotion impact in large outlets. To illustrate this, consider the following two 

Chain 1 outlets, with sizes 275m2 and 1150m2. For cereals, the average non-promotional 

sales share for the private label amounts to small

LabelivateShare�� =.25 and ������� LabelivateShare =.15 in the 

small and the large store, resp. Based on our estimation results, the discount depth promotion 

parameters for cereals in these stores amount to �����
ddβ =0.75 and �����

ddβ =0.60. It follows that 

even though the base level of category sales in the large store is substantially higher
6
 

( =el
Sales

arg 280 compared to =small
Sales 149, which roughly corresponds to our main store 

size effect on category sales), the absolute category sales increase when offering a discount 

of, say, 20% on the private label is lower: 

 

63.5)149)(25)(.20)(.75(.04.5)280)(15)(.20)(.60(.arg ==∆<==∆ smallel SalesSales

 

due to the lower share of the private label brand in the large outlet. The opposite holds for a 

price cut on the premium national brand, with category sales shares of .26 in the large and .14 

in the small store, resulting in absolute category sales changes of 8.74 and 3.12, resp. To 

summarize, whether the smaller percentage promotion effectiveness in large stores is 

compensated by their larger base sales, and produces larger absolute category sales increases, 

depends on which brand is placed on deal. 

Secondly, even if lower percentage promotional changes still entail higher absolute 

sales increases in large outlets (as was, for instance, the case for the cereals premium national 

brand in the two Chain 1 outlets above), they are bound to jeopardize the promotion’s 

profitability. Differently stated, for store or category managers concerned with the profit or 

gross margin implications of placing the brand on deal, the promotion effectiveness 

parameters estimated in the previous section continue to constitute key indicators. The reason 

is that for a promotional discount to be profitable, the extra revenues from the promotional 

                                                 
6
 Expressed in kilos 
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sales bump must compensate for the reduced promotional margins on units that would have 

been sold without the promotion anyway
7
.  

To see this, consider, first, a simple setting where only one brand b0 is offered in the 

category. Let m be the unit gross margin in the absence of promotions, and ϕ be the fraction 

of the discount 0bDD  borne by the retailer, such that the unit margin under promotional 

conditions reduces to 0(1 )bm DD ϕ− . With a non-promotional (base) sales level of 0

s

bSales for 

the brand in store s, the change in gross margin triggered by the discount amounts to (see 

Appendix 1): 

 

[4]   
0 0 0 0[ (1 ) ]s s s

b dd b b bGM Sales m DD DD DDβ ϕ ϕ∆ = − −     

 

where, as before, s

ddβ  represents the discount depth effectiveness parameter. The price cut 

leads to an increase in gross margin as long as the expression in square brackets remains 

positive: the extra margin generated by the promotional sales bump (first term) exceeding the 

margin reduction from the discount on base sales (second term). As can be seen from [4], this 

depends not only on the chosen discount depth DDbo and level of pass-through ϕ, but also on 

the outlet (size) specific promotion parameter s

ddβ . Lower levels of this parameter – which 

was found to be associated with larger stores – decrease the likelihood that the promotion will 

be profitable.  

For the more realistic setting where the assortment also comprises brands other than 

the focal brand, the category gross margin effect of placing b0 on deal becomes somewhat 

more complicated, and dependent on how the promotion influences the brand’s position 

within the category. Yet, (i) under reasonable assumptions on the promotional decomposition 

into a category sales and brand share effect and (ii) if, for simplicity of exposition, we assume 

equal unit margins m across brands, it can be shown that [4] remains a very good 

approximation of the change in category gross margin for a multiple-brand setting, triggered 

by a discount DDbo for the focal brand b0 (see Appendix 1). Applying expression [4] to the 

previous example of our two Chain 1 stores in the cereals category, it was found that with a 

pass-through of ϕ=.6, offering a 20% discount on a particular cereal brand is profitable in the 

                                                 
7
 The same holds for feature and display activities, and quantity-based formats, as long as they are accompanied 

by a discount. 
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small outlet (with s

ddβ =.75), but not in the large store (where s

ddβ =.6 only). It follows that the 

promotion effectiveness parameters estimated in the previous section provide crucial 

information on promotion profitability at the category level, suggesting higher risks of losses 

in larger outlets. 

 

2.7 Discussion, Limitations and Future Research 

 

2.7.1 Managerial implications 

 

From an empirical point of view, little is known about heterogeneity in category sales 

promotion effectiveness across outlets of an ‘umbrella’ chain-format. Even though 

supermarket stores within a chain may dramatically vary in size, chains typically adopt 

uniform promotional programs across these outlets. This is somewhat surprising, given that 

selling surface is bound to influence the impact of promotions on store category sales.  

In this chapter, how store size influences the category sales effectiveness of four 

promotional indicators is investigated: the (average) discount depth of the promotional 

discount, display support, feature support, and whether the promotional format is quantity-

based (rather than a straight price cut). Hypotheses are developed for each of these four 

moderating effects. To test these propositions, HLM models are estimated on a data set of 

103 store outlets (including their trading zone characteristics and competitive pressure), 

belonging to four chains, and covering information on four product categories over 104 

consecutive weeks.  

The results point to significant and negative moderating influences of store size on all 

promotion variables. On average, these effects are quite sizable, and warrant retailer attention 

– pointing to potential gains from tailoring promotion activities to stores’ selling surface. 

Especially the value of the promotional discount triggers different effects depending on store 

size. Deep discounts appear much less effective in boosting category sales in large stores – 

possibly because large store shoppers pay less attention to the value of the promotion as such, 

and are primarily affected by the presence of the promotional signal. Retailers may build on 

this insight by offering more shallow discounts in large selling surfaces, thereby avoiding 

large amounts of subsidization for shoppers who do already have the category on their 

shopping list. 
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As expected, in-store displays and features, also, generate lower increases in category 

sales in large outlets – displays being less salient in large stores as such, or features and 

displays less used by the type of shoppers predominantly visiting these stores. In terms of 

display activity, this presents retailers with a caveat – as the large stores are the ones offering 

ample display opportunities. Instead of tuning down in-store displays in those large surfaces, 

retailers may need to turn to different types of display activities, such as in-store 

demonstrations, which are more attention-catching and less easily ignored by large basket 

shoppers. Displays as well as the content of feature advertising might be more focused on 

categories that are not present on a large basket shoppers’ shopping list, as category sales 

increases (instead of mere brand switching) are especially conceivable in these categories.  

A surprising finding is that quantity-based promotion formats – expected to be more 

appealing to already large-basket, stock-up shoppers in large surfaces - are less effective in 

large outlets. One explanation is that, among consumers already purchasing large amounts, 

promotions entailing quantity requirements trigger brand switching rather than increased 

category sales. Unlike manufacturers, retailers – therefore – do not appear to have an interest 

in setting up specific quantity-based promotion incentives in large outlets. 

A key issue of concern to retailers is how their policy changes might affect within-

chain competition across outlets. Implementing different promotion schemes across outlets 

might trigger ‘cannibalization’ between individual stores of the same chain. However, most 

outlets of a given chain exhibit limited overlap in trading area. Moreover, Rhee and Bell 

(2002) find that consumers are quite loyal to their grocery store. Therefore, we expect 

reasonable policy changes building upon our findings not to entail dramatic shifts across 

outlets.  

 

2.7.2 Limitations and future research 

 

Our study presents a number of caveats, and opens up interesting opportunities for 

future research. Firstly, while the average moderating effect is highly significant, and even 

though no ‘sign reversals’ are observed, we do not obtain significance for all categories and 

chains. A tentative observation is that size effects are more outspoken for (i) categories that 

are a fixed item on the shopping list of large basket shoppers (such as diapers), and/or (ii) 

categories (unlike colas) for which the assortment size grows more strongly with store selling 

surface. Future studies may further explore what drives these differences. 
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Secondly, we used the percentage change in category sales from category-level 

promotional activity as our focal measure of interest. This measure is widely supported in the 

literature as an indicator of deal effectiveness for the retailer (Nijs et al 2001), and is found to 

strongly bear on the promotion’s profitability in smaller versus larger outlets. At the same 

time, we observe that the store’s sales and gross margin implications are also shaped by 

which brand is placed on deal, and by how this brand’s share in the category differs with 

store size. Future studies, therefore, may investigate what triggers differences in brand 

position (and their ensuing deal effectiveness) across stores of varying selling surface, an 

issue relevant to retailers and manufacturers alike.  

Thirdly, we focus on the immediate effect of the different promotion tools. Even 

though such dynamics appear somewhat less outspoken at the category level (compared to 

the brand level, see Nijs et al 2001), future studies may wish to address differences in the 

medium and long-term effects of promotions in outlets of different size, and in their 

underlying category-expansion, forward buying and brand-switching effects. This may 

provide valuable additional insights for managers allocating their promotional efforts across 

outlets of a given chain. 

Last but not least, this chapter only studied Hi-Low chains. Future research could 

assess the moderating impact of store size on promotions in discount chains, as they attract 

different (more price-sensitive) consumer segments that could differ in promotion response 

(Bell and Lattin 1998). 
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Chapter 3 Sales Drops from Closing Shops: Assessing the Impact of Store 

Outlet Closures on Retail Chain Revenue 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Shifts in consumer needs and shopping behavior and growing internationalization 

trends have changed the rules of the competitive game for the retail grocery industry and 

placed increased pressure on retail margins (e.g., Kahn and McAlister 1997; Peterson and 

Balasubramanian 2002). Faced with the challenge of improving the appeal of their offers to 

customers while increasing the efficiency of their operations, retailers have undertaken a rash 

of mergers and acquisitions (Kahn and McAlister 1997), engaged in multi-format retailing 

(e.g., Wal-Mart, Tesco), or used downsizing (e.g., Kmart, Albertson’s) to preserve their 

profitability.  

In all three types of responses, the retailers close down some of their retail outlets. 

Although store closures are an obvious ingredient of a downsizing strategy, they prove 

equally essential in mergers and multi-format expansion operations. After a merger or 

acquisition, retailers are typically confronted with an overly dense network of outlets in 

certain areas, so store pruning is in order. Similarly, format diversification involves not only 

opening outlets of formats that are novel to the retailer but also a careful rethinking of current 

store locations (Gonzalez-Benito et al 2005). For example, Wal-Mart’s expansion of 

supercenters (from 441 in 1998 to 1,980 in 2006) and convenience-oriented neighborhood 

stores (from 0 in 1998 to 100 in 2006) has taken place simultaneously with a decline in its 

number of traditional discount stores (from 1,921 in 1998 to 1,209 in 2006; 

www.walmart.com). Together, these retail strategies have resulted in a substantial number of 

store closures: In 2004, 2.7% of U.S. grocery stores closed, a figure slightly higher than the 

year before and approximately equal to the number of store openings (Food Marketing 

Institute 2005). European markets have witnessed significant outlet pruning as well; in the 

Netherlands, of the 5,500 grocery outlets still operational in 2000 (down from 14,000 stores 

in 1980), only 3,800 are expected to remain in 2010 (Financieel Dagblad 2003).  

A fundamental question for retail managers thus centers on how closing specific 

outlets affects the performance of the chain as a whole. Despite their importance, store 

closures have not received attention in the marketing literature, and retailers are left without 

guidance about how to assess the magnitude of recuperated and lost sales. We are not aware 
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of a single study documenting the consequences of closing an outlet on retail chain 

performance, which is surprising, because these consequences are important and, as we argue 

subsequently, difficult to assess. This chapter offers a first step in closing this gap with a 

twofold contribution. Firstly, we discuss the sources of chain losses that ensue from closing a 

store outlet and the factors that drive them. Secondly, we propose a methodology that 

retailers can use to gauge the magnitude of these losses for future store closures.  

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: In section 3.2, we present the 

drivers and components of chain losses from store closures, which uses insights from the 

available literature. Then, in section 3.3 we outline the proposed data collection procedure 

and models. Next, section 3.4 illustrates this methodology for a large grocery retail chain that 

operates three formats (convenience stores, supermarkets and hypermarkets). In the same 

section the empirical setting is presented, followed by the estimation results and predictive 

model. Finally, we offer some conclusions and areas for further research in section 3.5. 

 

3.2 The Impact of Store Closures on Chain Sales  

 

Our focal question is how store closures affect the chain sales of a multi-outlet 

retailer. In addressing this issue, the most complex situation is tackled: a retail chain 

operating multiple formats (convenience stores, conventional supermarkets, and 

hypermarkets) that differ in size, assortment/service, and accessibility (Corstjens and 

Corstjens 1999; Kahn and McAlister 1997). However, our framework and measurement 

approach can be applied easily to the case of a single-format retailer as well. After some brief 

comments on the specifics involved in a store closure setting, as compared with settings dealt 

with in previous literature, we discuss the sources and drivers of chain losses after a retail 

outlet closure, which then becomes a key input for our measurement approach.  

 

3.2.1 Background  

 

Whereas store closures largely have been neglected, previous studies – mainly in 

industrial organization and geographical literature streams – have investigated the 

implications of opening a store outlet (e.g., Carree and Thurik 1995; Gielens and Dekimpe 

2001; Rust and Donthu 1995; Singh et al 2006). Although interesting in their own right, these 

studies provide little guidance for retailers facing store closure decisions. Firstly, most study 
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either the consequences for the competitive environment as a whole (Carree and Thurik 1995; 

Gielens and Dekimpe 2001) or focus on the economic viability of a specific outlet (Singh et 

al 2006). For a multi-outlet retailer, however, chain-level effects represent the key point of 

interest. Secondly, consumer reactions to store closures are not simply the mirror image of 

their response to store openings. Consumers tend to be relatively set in their shopping 

patterns (Rhee and Bell 2002) and (ir)regularly visit the same store(s). The advent of a new 

appealing store thus represents an opportunity that the consumer may or may not embrace, 

depending on his or her inertia or habit persistence. In contrast, the closure of a consumer’s 

favorite store will disrupt an established purchasing pattern and force the consumer to take 

different actions.
8
 It therefore follows that the consequences of store closures should be 

analyzed directly rather than inferred from reactions to new outlet entries. 

For similar reasons, the shopping incidence/store choice and spending shifts observed 

in business-as-usual situations do not provide reliable indicators of store closure losses. 

Unlike changes in prices or promotional activities - which also can induce consumers to 

switch stores or adjust their spending (Bell and Lattin 1998; Dhar et al 2001; Popkowski 

Leszczyc and Timmermans 1997) - store closures represent a major disruption of the 

shopping environment, the response to which cannot be inferred from people’s regular 

shopping behavior.  

Moreover, building on the literature on response to product unavailability (Campo et al 

2000; Sloot et al 2006) we expect store closure reactions to be shaped by household and 

shopping trip characteristics as well as by store-specific (contextual) effects (e.g. availability 

of alternative stores near the closed outlet). It follows that data available from traditional 

syndicated sources are at best imperfect indicators of the consequences of store closures. On 

the one hand, traditional weekly store-level scanner data, even if they document outlet 

closures and the ensuing aggregate sales shifts, will mask the underlying reaction 

heterogeneity and its drivers. On the other hand, household level scanner panel data, are 

typically too sparse (record too few panel member shopping patterns in the vicinity of the 

closed outlet) to reliably assess outlet-specific responses
9
. In addition, typical household 

scanner data do document the chain, but not the specific outlet where households shop, which 

may further hamper their usefulness for outlet closure evaluation.  

                                                 
8
 In a somewhat similar vein, prospect theory (Thaler 1985) dictates that losses (e.g., store closures) will loom 

larger to consumers than gains (e.g., store openings) and affect their shopping choices differently. 
9
 For instance, for the leading national chain considered in our empirical analysis, the national household panel 

of a major research company comprised at most three households within a 5 km radius of each closed outlet. 
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In brief, though the traditional store choice and spending literature and the currently 

available data can provide valuable indications, we must integrate them into a framework that 

is specifically adapted to the store closure setting. Below, we conceptualize household 

responses to store closures, as well as their antecedents and consequences for chain losses. A 

methodology to empirically assess the components of this framework is developed in section 

3.3.  

 

3.2.2 Chain losses from store closures: components and drivers 

 

Consider a consumer that normally, in order to purchase a required basket of products 

(shopping list), would engage in a trip to a specific outlet of the focal chain. Figure 3.1 

pictures the decision sequence of this consumer when the store outlet is closed.  

Shopping incidence/store choice. The first decision relates to shopping incidence: 

whether the consumer will, or will not, maintain the shopping trip. As argued below, a major 

incident such as a store closure may disrupt the consumer’s shopping pattern, and make 

him/her forego certain shopping activities (e.g., snack trips) altogether. Clearly, the 

consumer’s choice of the “no shopping” option will constitute a first source of losses to the 

focal chain. Secondly, in case the shopping trip is maintained, the consumer must select a 

replacement store. If the substitute store outlet belongs to a different chain than the originally 

selected store, the shopping trip will, again, be lost to the retailer. However, the consumer 

may also switch to a remaining outlet of the focal chain. A third question then remains 

whether this store switch will alter the level of trip spending. Especially if the consumer 

switches to a different format of the focal chain (e.g. from a hypermarket to a supermarket 

outlet), the store switch may imply changes in the (planned or unplanned) amount spent 

during the shopping trip (Abratt and Goodey 1990; Inman and Winer 1998; Kollat and 

Willett 1967). Spending reductions will constitute a third source of losses from the store 

closure. However, the consumer may also turn out to spend more in the replacement store 

(e.g., Fox et al 2004; East et al. 1994), in which case the outlet closure actually leads to a gain 

for the focal chain.  
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FIGURE 3.1 

CONSUMER DECISIONS AND CHAIN LOSSES GIVEN A STORE CLOSURE  

 

 Building on the literature on product unavailability, we expect the consumer’s 

decisions, when confronted with a store closure, to involve a trade off between three major 

cost types (Bawa and Shoemaker 1987, Campo et al 2003). Opportunity costs correspond to 

the utility loss from foregoing the shopping trip. Substitution costs arise if the chosen store 

alternative leads to lower utility than the originally selected outlet (e.g. due to a less 

appealing assortment or higher price). Transaction costs may result from higher 

transportation costs to the replacement store, enhanced search costs (time and effort to locate 

and select the required items), or enhanced checkout time inside that store. If opportunity 

costs are relatively low, the consumer is likely to drop the trip, otherwise, the pattern of 

substitution and transaction costs will influence which store he/she will switch to and how 
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much he/she will spend there. We expect the level of these costs, and hence the consumer’s 

reaction to the store closure, to depend on three types of drivers: (i) (replacement) store 

characteristics, (ii) shopping trip characteristics, and (iii) shopper profiles – discussed below.  

Store characteristics. Features of the available replacement stores will have a 

dominant effect on the level of substitution and transaction costs of a store switch (Campo et 

al 2003) and, weighed against the opportunity costs of dropping the purchase, indirectly 

influence shopping incidence as well. Firstly, transaction costs will increase with store 

distance, (Kahn and McAlister 1997; McCurely Hortman et al 1990), consumers typically 

preferring nearby replacement stores. Secondly, characteristics inherent to the replacement 

store chain, such as assortment quality, service level, store atmospherics, and value for 

money, are known to shape variable shopping utility (Bell et al 1998; Bucklin et al 1998), and 

hence the substitution cost of switching. Chain in-store signaling and chain familiarity, 

moreover, may influence transaction (and in particular: search) costs in the replacement 

outlet. Thirdly, store format – whether the substitute store is a convenience, supermarket, or 

superstore outlet – plays an important role, as format size characteristics like assortment 

depth and breadth, parking facilities, and selling surface will shape both substitution costs 

and transaction costs. While larger formats probably entail lower substitution costs (because 

consumers have a wider array of items to choose from at often lower prices), transaction costs 

in the form of in-store travel time and search costs are higher. This may affect the likelihood 

that larger formats are chosen as a replacement store, and influence the level of planned or 

unplanned spending after the switch (Dhar et al 2001; Fox et al 2004; Inman et al 2002; Kahn 

and Schmittlein 1992) - shifts to smaller formats (offering less assortment variety and 

involving less in-store traveling along the aisles) being expected to shrink basket sizes.  

Type of shopping trip. Reactions to store closures also may vary with trip type. For 

one, major shopping trips (Fox et al 2004; Kahn and Schmittlein 1989, 1992) entail higher 

opportunity costs and, hence, are less likely to be dropped than fill-in or snack trips (Achabal 

et al 1983; Kahn and Schmittlein 1989). Moreover, the type of shopping trip will have impact 

on the substitution and transaction costs from specific store switches. On one hand, in order 

to limit substitution costs, large trips must be transferred to formats that are large enough to 

offer the total basket of products (Achabal et al 1983; Popkowski Leszczyc et al 2000; 

Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans 1997; Solgaard and Hansen 2003). On the other hand, 

to keep the transaction costs inherent to these comprehensive trips within reasonable limits 

(Chetthamrongchai and Davies 2000), consumers may be reluctant to transfer their major 
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trips to large outlets of unfamiliar (competitive) chains. Finally, type of shopping trip will 

influence the changes in spending brought about by a format switch: the consequences of 

wider assortments or more in-store traveling on consumer outlay differing with the overall 

shopping task and specific category needs (Abratt and Goodey 1990; Kollat and Willet 1967). 

Shopper profile. In a similar vein, the profile of the household/shopper will affect 

opportunity, substitution and transaction costs, and shape store closure responses. An 

important distinction is that between small and large basket shoppers, small basket shoppers 

typically being smaller households with less stringent demands on their time (Bell and Lattin 

1998; Fox et al 2004; Kahn and Schmittlein 1989; Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans 

1997). Small basket shoppers, who engage almost exclusively in minor trips with lower 

opportunity costs, are more likely to choose the no-buy option. Moreover, these consumers, 

who typically visit more chains to begin with (Popkowski Leszczyc et al 2000), are less likely 

to experience vast increases in search cost when visiting another chain. Their inclination to 

switch to larger formats remains somewhat ambiguous: on one hand, given their small-sized 

trips, they will be more strongly put off by the transaction cost of switching to hypermarkets 

than large basket shoppers (Bell and Lattin 1998; Inman et al 2002)
10

, yet, at the same time, 

lower time pressure makes them less vulnerable to transaction cost increases. Last but not 

least, small basket shoppers exhibit different category spending patterns, and hence different 

changes in spending after a store format switch because of substitution and transaction costs 

(Kollat and Willet 1969; Abratt and Goodey 1990; Inman and Winer 1998). 

 

3.3 Methodology 

 

The above components and drivers reveal that, to obtain unbiased predictions of chain 

losses, researchers and practitioners need a methodology that (1) recognizes that store 

closures are major disruptions, the impact of which cannot be inferred from business-as-usual 

shopping behavior; (2) accounts for both (asymmetric) shopping incidence/store choice shifts 

and changes in trip spending after a store closure; and (3) accommodates response 

                                                 
10

 Even though the influences of shopping trip and shopper characteristics appear to overlap, such is not the 

case. A given consumer may exhibit different preferences depending on the specific trip/situation. For example, 

shoppers under time constraints could prefer convenience stores (Chetthamrongchai and Davies 2000) for easy 

access or superstores for one-stop shopping.  
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heterogeneity as a function of store, trip and shopper characteristics. These requirements call 

for a new data collection and modeling approach tailored to the store closure setting.  

 

3.3.1 Data collection procedure 

 

To gauge the responses of consumers faced with the major disruption entailed by the 

closure of their preferred outlet, insights are needed into their revealed behavior (i.e., 

observed [initial] store choice and spending), as well as their stated intentions (i.e., shopping 

choices in case of a store closure and purchase plans prior to actual trip). Moreover, these 

data are required at the local outlet, household, and trip levels, while resolving the typical 

problem of sparseness in the local scanner panel data. To obtain the requisite information, we 

propose the following approach.  

 Firstly, destination (onsite) sampling is used and consumers are intercepted in selected 

stores for which we will be assessing the impact of a closure on chain sales
11

. This efficient 

approach enables us to collect sufficient data points within a limited time span. Secondly, the 

procedure combines a mall intercept survey with objective purchase data. Before they enter a 

store, consumers provide information about their household background data and planned 

purchases/shopping lists. For each of these constructs, scales and measures are used proposed 

in previous literature. For specific questions used in the questionnaire see Appendix 2. At the 

same time, we probe consumers about their (stated) patronage reactions to a hypothetical 

store closure. Specifically, we ask whether they would abandon or switch shopping trips 

similar to the one in which they currently are engaged. If the latter, we ask the respondents to 

identify the store to which they would switch. Furthermore, we collect the shopping receipts 

from these same respondents when they leave the store. These receipts provide information 

about actual spending (revealed behavior) in various product categories during the intercept 

trip. Taken together, these data provide the necessary inputs for the two key models. 

 

3.3.2 Models  

 

Building on Figure 3.1, the influence of a store closure on total chain sales is assessed 

by modeling the consumers’ shopping incidence, store selection, and spending decisions. 

                                                 
11

 As our objective is to trace the behavior of these shoppers, we do not suffer from the biases often associated 

with this type of sampling (Popkowski Leszczyc et al 2000; Rhee and Bell 2002). Instead, the conditional model 

will enable us to exploit our onsite sample data optimally. 
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Following Dhar and Simonson 2003
12

, we estimate one model to capture shopping incidence 

and store switching. Moreover, as spending shifts triggered by format switches are bound to 

differ by category – as discussed in the previous section – we estimate spending models at the 

disaggregate product category level. Being affected by common drivers (explanatory 

variables), the model outcomes at different levels will be strongly intertwined.  Below, we 

provide details on the model specifications.   

 

Shopping incidence/store choice model. For the shopping incidence/ store choice 

model, we assume that a consumer’s choice is based on the perceived utility that she/ he 

derives from that choice alternative (McFadden 1974):  
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where th
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,
is the utility of visiting store r of format f, for household h during shopping trip t; 

th

frV
,

,
 is the deterministic component of this utility - specified as a function of store (chain and 

format), household and shopping trip characteristics (see data section for details), and th

fr

,

,ε is 

the random component - assumed to follow an extreme value-distribution. Similarly, 
t,h

0U , 

t,h

0V  and 
th ,

0ε represent these same components for the no-shopping alternative.  

 The store choice decision involves a selection among outlets that not only belong to 

different chains, but also differ in format. A growing body of evidence indicates that, in 

general, intra-format competition (between stores of the same type, such as supermarkets) is 

stronger than inter-format competition (e.g., between supermarkets and convenience stores; 

Fox et al 2004; Gonzalez-Benito et al 2005; Solgaard and Hansen 2003). Faced with a major 

disruption such as a store closure, consumers may be especially likely to select a replacement 

store of the same format. To account for such (non-IIA) asymmetries in store substitution, we 

use a three-level nested multinomial logit model (NMNL) (see e.g., Gonzalez-Benito 2004), 

which levels correspond to the (1) buy/no buy decision, (2) format selection, and (3) within-

format store choice. This results in the following unconditional choice probability for this 

model.  

                                                 
12

 Who indicate that separating the no-choice option from the remaining alternative-selection may lead to biased 

estimates  
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0
is the probability that household h on trip t chooses the ‘no shopping’ 

option, and t,h

f,rP is the probability that it selects store r of format f from a set of available 

stores and formats, where cf is an index set of all the stores belonging to format f.  The 

parameters µ  and δ represent consecutively the “format” and “no-shopping” nesting 

parameters.  

Equations 1a-b capture consumers’ ‘unconditional’ choices, if all stores are available. 

Given the focus of the paper, our next step is to derive what this model implies for the 

conditional switching probabilities after a store closure: what are the choice shifts for 

consumers who originally selected store n of format f, when this outlet is closed?  
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0 INVTVna δ+= , we show in Appendix 3 that the probability of switching to 

another outlet r of the same format is given by:  
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The probability that the household will select a store s from a different format g is obtained 

as: 
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Finally, the probability that he/she will abandon the trip is shown to be: 
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Note that each equation corresponds to switches from the closed store to an 

alternative at a different level (i.e., in a different nest). Equations 2a–c satisfy the 

requirements for logical consistency, because each expression yields a value between 0 and 1, 

and the sum of the remaining choice options, after store n of format f is closed, equals 1 (see 

Appendix 3): 
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The derivation of the switching model 2a-c from a nested logit choice structure offers 

several advantages. Firstly, it makes the model consistent with random utility maximization 

(RUM). Secondly, it implies an easy interpretation of the model components. Specifically, 

given the error-term assumptions underlying the NMNL model, INVFf and INVF
na

f capture 

the expected maximum utility from visiting a store of format f (or: the ‘inclusive value’ of 

format f, Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985), before and after store (n,f) becomes ‘not 

available’(na). The difference INVFf - INVF
na

f   can thus be interpreted as the reduction in 

appeal of format f when store (n,f) closes. In a similar vein, INVT - INVT
na

  (INV - INV
na

 ) is 

the reductions in the utility of a store visit (of any shopping option), when outlet (n,f) is 

closed
13

. Note that Equations 2a–c have a common structure, in which the first factor 

involves some “proper” comparison of the utility of closed store s with that of the considered 

choice alternative (a same-format store, a different-format store, and no-buy, respectively). 

The second factor, in square brackets, represents a level-specific rescaling constant.    

                                                 
13

 Note that INVT represents the ‘expected maximum utility from selecting a store from all available grocery 

outlets’ and INV is the ‘expected maximum utility from any shopping decision, including the no-buy option’. 

Likewise, INVT
na

 (INV
na

 ) capture the expected maximum utility from a store visit (from any shopping decision) 

after the store (n,f) has become ‘not available’ (na). 
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Thirdly, derived from a three-level specification (shopping incidence, store format 

selection, and within-format store choice nests), the switching model accommodates the 

asymmetric (non-IIA) choice patterns as discussed previously. The parameters µ and δ 

represent the nesting coefficients, such that µ < 1 indicates that switching mainly occurs 

within formats, whereas δ < 1 implies that shoppers switch between formats rather than move 

to the no-buy nest. As long as δ > 0, the shopping incidence and store choice decisions 

remain interrelated (i.e., shoppers may decide not to buy if stores become too unappealing, 

and vice versa). When µ and δ both equal 1, the switching model represented by Equations 

2a–c (similar to its unconditional counterpart) reduces to a simple multinomial logit 

specification.  

Another key advantage of the proposed switching model is that it can be estimated 

directly using the stated switching intentions of consumers visiting store (n,f) when that store 

is closed. Specifically, we can assess the parameters of Equations 2a–c by maximizing the 

following log-likelihood expression:  
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where the first summation is across intercept stores (n,f), the second is across 

households/trips observed in that store (h,t), and the three terms in square brackets indicate 

the log-likelihood of switching to a store with the same format, a store with a different 

format, and not buying. The variable z captures stated switches, such that )(
,

,|0

,

,|,

th

fn

th

fngs zorz  

equals 1 if household h on trip t, intercepted in store n of format f, intends to switch to store s 

of format g (or not buy) after the store closes and 0 otherwise.  

(Category) Spending model. As indicated in Figure 3.1, even if the consumer diverts 

his or her shopping trip and its associated purchase intentions to another outlet of the same 

chain, his or her spending may change if the outlet is of a different format. Because spending 

changes within the category are typically unintentional and triggered by the new 

environment, they cannot be assessed through direct questioning. They therefore are inferred 

from observed differences in consumer category spending between formats of the focal chain, 

conditional on category purchase intentions and household and trip characteristics.  

For each category, a Tobit (type 1) specification is estimated (Franses and Paap 

2001):  
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where t,h

c,f,ry  is the amount spent in category c (in store r of format f) by household h on 

shopping trip t, 
*t,h

c,f,ry  is a latent construct, and t,h

c,f,rε  is a IID normally distributed error term 

with 0 mean and standard deviation 
cσ . Equation 5a, the probit part of the model, captures 

whether the consumer spends anything in the category on the given shopping trip, whereas 

Equation 5b specifies the amount spent given a category purchase. Considering the skewed 

distribution of spending and to allow for interactions between explanatory variables, we 

explain the (natural) logarithm of spending instead of spending as such (for a similar 

approach, see Fox et al 2004). Thus, thk

crX
,,

,
 and k

cβ , where k is a variable indicator, represent 

category planning, household and shopping trip variables, and their associated parameters, 

respectively, whereas 
c,fα  represent format-specific constants (base parameters) for the 

category.  

The category spending models described in Equations 5a and b can be estimated using 

observed expenditures across the store intercept visits (receipts) for the dependent variable 

and survey responses for the explanatory variables. Having obtained the model parameters, 

we can infer how transferring a trip to a different format of the same chain will affect the 

household’s category spending. Four situations might arise, depending on whether the 

category base parameter for the format to which the household switches (
c,gα ) is less or 

greater than that of the closed store’s format (
c,fα ) and whether a category purchase occurred 

in the closed store’s format ( t,h

c,f,ry  > 0 or t,h

c,f,ry  = 0). For each of these four combinations, we 

can derive from Equations 5a and b the probability that the consumer will purchase the 

category after the format switch and, if so, his or her expected new spending level. For an 

overview of the expected adjusted spending expressions and their derivations, see Appendix 

5 (A5a–d).   

 

3.4 Empirical Analysis 

 

Our proposed approach is illustrated for the case of a major grocery retailer engaged 

in a multi-format strategy and considering various store closures in the near future. We then 
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describe the setting and data, report on the estimation results, and provide evidence about the 

drivers and the validity of estimated chain losses. 

 

3.4.1 Setting and data 

 

Empirical setting. The focal chain (FC) is a major grocery retailer operating 18 outlets 

under a recognizable ‘umbrella’ brand of three format types: a convenience store (located in a 

railway station), a hypermarket, and 16 supermarkets in the local market, which is a Dutch 

city of approximately 450,000 inhabitants. Data are collected in four of these outlets: the 

convenience store, the hypermarket, and two supermarkets. At the time of data collection, the 

local retail infrastructure consisted of 50 larger self-service food stores (of which 3 were 

hypermarkets and the others could be classified as supermarkets). Close to FC’s convenience 

store, there are 8 competitive convenience outlets selling comparable categories.  

The author and a research assistant conducted the sampling in the four focal stores 

using pre-shopping surveys; a third person was responsible for the post-trip consumer 

interception. The survey and purchase data are combined by giving consumers a numbered 

ticket after completing the pre-shopping questionnaire. If the ticket was handed in after 

shopping they became eligible for a lottery prize (one of three vouchers worth 250 euro). To 

increase representation, the interviews were spread over various days and times of day, as 

recommended by East and colleagues (1994)
14

. The average response rate (percentage of 

contacted consumers willing to cooperate) was 42.3%, with insignificant differences across 

days/times of day. Of the 1064 survey respondents, 832 handed in their cash receipt. This 

final sample is spread almost equally across the convenience store (223), supermarket 1 

(203), supermarket 2 (214), and the hypermarket (192).  

Data and Independent Variables. In line with the preceding discussion, the 

explanatory factors in the models include store format (no-buy, convenience store, 

supermarket, hypermarket) and chain (FC, other hi-lo chains, discounters) (for an overview 

of the independent variables, see Table 3.1). We approximate store accessibility by the 

distance covered by the shopper to get to the store. McCurley Hortman and colleagues (1990) 

                                                 
14

 We recognize that customers under time pressures are less willing to cooperate in mall intercept surveys. To 

address this problem, we asked those customers with stringent time constraints only about their shopping list 

prior to the store visit, then gave them a copy of a written survey with the remaining questions that they filled in 

at home and returned in a prepaid envelope. In this way, time-constrained customers had sufficient opportunity 

to enter the sample. 
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and Solgaard and Hansen (2003) indicate that, especially in the case of convenience stores, 

this distance need not be the distance from home, as shoppers may visit the store en route to 

work or elsewhere, which is also considered in our questionnaire (see Appendix 2). The 

survey data further comprise several household and shopping trip characteristics. As these 

variables are highly correlated, a principal component factor analysis is conducted to identify 

the key underlying dimensions in our data set (for a similar approach, see Rust et al 2004). 

On the basis of this analysis and by selecting the characteristic with the highest loading for 

each factor, we retain household size (HH) and general time pressure (TP) as shopper profile 

features and basket size (BS) as the key shopping trip characteristic to be included in the 

models. In Table 3.2, the three intercept stores are profiled on these variables.  

 

TABLE 3.1 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT 

Concept 

(Variable Name) 

Measures 

Convenience store (Conv) 

Supermarket (SM) 

Supermarket 1 (SM1) 

Supermarket 2 (SM2) 

Hypermarket (Hyper) 

No Buy (Nbuy) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is a convenience store (else 0) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is supermarket (else 0) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is supermarket 1 (else 0) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is supermarket 2 (else 0) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is a hypermarket (else 0) 

Dummy equal to 1 if option is no buy (else 0) 

Focal chain (FC) 

Discounter (Disc) 

Competitive hi-lo chain (Ovst) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is of the focal chain (else 0) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is a discounter (else 0) 

Dummy equal to 1 if store is of a competitive hi-lo chain (else 0) 

Distance (Dist) Meters from starting point (home, work, else) to store, as in 

McCurley Hortman and colleagues (1990) and Solgaard and 

Hansen (2003) 

Household size (HH) Number of persons in the household 

Time pressure (TP) Dummy variable, indicating general time constraints as in 

MacKay (1973) 

Basket size (BS) Number of items in basket (from cash receipts) 

Planning (PP) Dummy variable, indicating whether a purchase in the category 

was planned (based on pre-shopping questionnaire) 
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TABLE 3.2 

INTERCEPT STORES: DESCRIPTIONS 

     Profile 

 

Store 

Household Size (HH) 

(std. dev.) 

Time Pressure (TP) 

(std. dev) 

Basket Size (BS) 

(std. dev) 

Convenience store  2.57 

(.12) 

 .17 

(.03) 

 2.07 

(.11) 

Supermarket 1  2.23 

(.09) 

 .31 

(.03) 

 10.55 

(.66) 

Supermarket 2  1.97 

(.07) 

 .33 

(.03) 

 10.25 

(.61) 

Hypermarket  2.29 

(.09) 

 .36 

(.04) 

 22.14 

(1.26) 

 

In the pre-survey, consumers were asked to imagine that the intercept store had 

become unavailable and indicate whether their trip would be cancelled or transferred to a 

different store, in which case, they specified the selected store by chain/format and location. 

In principle, trips may no longer exist as such but be merged with other trips or split across 

stores. Although this possibility was explicitly accommodated, only very few consumers 

indicated they would choose this response. Similar to Abratt and Goodey (1990), Kollat and 

Willett (1967), and Inman and Winer (1998), a two-step measurement approach was adopted 

to assess consumers’ actual and planned purchases. The planned basket (shopping list) is 

registered the moment the consumer enters the store, whereas revealed sales (purchase 

receipts) are measured after the trip
15

. To register planning, the 42 categories defined by GfK 

Panel Services were used, combining and/or adding some categories according to the 

questionnaire pre-test. Respondents viewed the list of categories and indicated, for each 

category, whether they planned to buy from it (Inman and Winer 1998). When respondents 

indicated to switch to another store, they were asked to state whether they intended to buy 

additional or less categories (and which ones) in the new store. In the latter case, their 

shopping list for the replacement store would be adjusted accordingly. It was found that very 

                                                 
15

  The two-step approach has been used commonly and found to entail only negligible response biases, such as 

pre-shopping interview effects, which influence people to buy what they announced as planned (Abratt and 

Goodey 1990; Inman and Winer 1998; Kollat and Willett 1967). 
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few (less than one percent) consumers indicate that they would alter their shopping plans 

when shifting to a replacement outlet. 

Reactions to store closures: descriptives. In Table 3.3, the respondents’ stated store 

patronage switches (changes in traffic, Part a) and associated spending shifts (Part b) are 

summarized. On average, FC recovers a sizeable portion of customer trips (58%) in its 

remaining outlets, despite the presence of many strong competitors. The traffic loss is more 

evident in the convenience store (85% of visits lost) compared with the supermarket and 

hypermarket outlets (37 - 68%). Not only the number but also the distribution of recovered 

visits strongly varies by format; as we expected, the proportion of consumers who abandon 

the shopping trip is far more important for the convenience outlet (79/223 = 35%) than for 

the supermarkets ([11 + 4]/[203 + 214] = 3.6%) or the hypermarket (10/192 = 5.2%). As Part 

b of Table 3.3 shows, assuming that actual spending levels for a given trip remain unaltered, 

the percentage sales losses are significantly less than the traffic losses. For example, a 37% 

traffic loss in SM1 (Panel a) results in only a 29% spending loss.  

Although Table 3.3 reveals several interesting patterns, it cannot indicate what drives 

these patterns. For example, though the format shifts in Table 3.3 are clearly asymmetric, 

such that consumers tend to shift predominantly to the supermarket format, it is not clear 

whether this asymmetry can be ascribed simply to the wider availability of this format or 

points to inherent asymmetries other than distance. In addition, both the size and pattern of 

losses differ between stores of the same format: Supermarket 1 entails smaller losses and 

more shifts to the FC hypermarket than supermarket 2. Whether this distinction is due to 

differences in store location, socio-demographic characteristics, shopping habits, or some 

other factor (see Table 3.2) remains to be determined, yet the cause is crucial for retailers to 

understand store closure losses beyond this specific case. Last but not least, the figures in 

Table 3.3, Panel b, represent sales losses only if consumers’ spending levels remain 

unaffected by a store format switch. However, even if their shopping list remains unaltered, it 

is expected that the actual amount consumers spend on planned and unplanned categories 

may change. The results of our shopping incidence/store choice and spending models allow 

us to tackle these issues.  
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TABLE 3.3 

STATED TRAFFIC (AND ASSOCIATED SPENDING) LOSSES 

                                      Alternative Switched to    

                   Focal Chain          Competition 

Intercept 

(origin) store 

Total 

Conv SM Hyper Conv SM Hyper 

No Buy     Loss 

     (%) 

Panel a: Traffic  

Conv    223
a
 n/a   31   3 104     6       0   79 189 (85%) 

SM1    203 0   84   44     0       64       0     11     75 (37%)  

SM2    214 2   47 20       0     133   8       4   145 (68%) 

Hyper    192 0 115 n/a     0       42     25   10     77 (40%) 

Total    832 2 277 67 104 245 33 104 486 (58%) 

 

Panel b: Spending
b
  

Conv     611 n/a   101       9 242     23       0 236   501 (82%) 

SM1   3071   0 1424   769     0   765       0 113   878 (29%) 

SM2   3226 28   746   327     0 2002   118     5 2125 (66%) 

Hyper   6862   0 4290 n/a     0 1571   925   76 2572 (38%) 

Total 13772 28 6561 1105 242 4361 1044 431 6078 (44%) 

a
The table should be read as follows: Of the 223 shoppers intercepted in the convenience store, 31 stated they 

would switch to a supermarket of the focal chain (SM), 3 to the hypermarket of the focal chain (Hyper), and so 

forth. Overall, 189 (85%) of the shoppers intercepted in the convenience store (104 + 6 + 79) are lost to the FC. 

Similarly, in Part b, of the 611 euros spent by shoppers intercepted in the convenience store, 101 were 

transferred to a supermarket of the focal chain (SM). In all, 501 (242 + 23 + 236, 82%) of convenience store 

spending is lost to the FC. 
b
 Unadjusted levels, based on observed basket sizes (cash receipts) in intercept stores.  

  

3.4.2 Estimation results  

 

Shopping Incidence/Store Choice Model. To account for unobserved heterogeneity, a 

random effects specification is used, assuming the utility and nesting parameters in Equations 

2a–2c to be normally distributed. The models are estimated using simulated maximum 

likelihood with 1000 replications. Table 3.4, Part a, presents the goodness-of-fit indicators for 

the full model (FM) compared with two benchmark models: (1) a base (M0) nonnested 

(symmetric MNL) model including only distance, chain, and store format constants and (2) a 

nonnested model (M1) comprising chain and format constants as well as household and trip 

characteristics.  
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TABLE 3.4 

GOODNESS-OF-FIT FOR ALTERNATIVE MODELS 

Part a: Shopping Incidence/Store Choice 

                       Model 

 

 

Criteria 

Model M0 

(Distance + chain/format 

constants) 

Model M1 

(M0 + shopping trip/household 

characteristics) 

Full Model FM 

(M1+ no buy and 

format nest) 

CAIC 5209 5024 3969 

Hitrate 15.5% 33.3% 43.6% 

Average probability 

for hits 

15.5% 32.0% 41.0% 

Part b: Category Spending Models 

                            

Model 

 

 

Criteria 

Model M0 

(constants only) 

 Full Model FM 

(including planning,  

household- and 

shopping 

characteristics  

Mean LL 

     Category average 

     Range across 

     Categories 

 

-.53 

(-1.06, -.18) 

  

-.36 

(-.73, -.12) 

Pseudo-R
2
 

(compared with 

model M0) 

     Category average 

     Range across 

     Categories 

 

             

 

-- 

  

 

 

.32 

(.17, .52) 

 

In addition to the consistent Akaike information criterion (CAIC) measure (Ashok et 

al 2002), the hit rate (percentage of choices correctly classified) and average hit probability is 

reported (see Solgaard and Hansen 2003). Compared with the base model, M1 has a 

substantially better fit, indicating that household and trip characteristics strongly affect the 

shopping incidence/store choice implications of store closures. Allowing for asymmetric 

switches between the buy/no buy options and between stores of different formats (FM model) 

leads to an important further increase in explanatory power. Given the number of choice 

alternatives, the in-sample predictions obtained with the FM appear satisfactory, with a hit 
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rate of 43.6% (average probability 41.0%) compared with 15.5% (15.5%) for a random 

assignment.  

 

TABLE 3.5 

ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR THE FULL PURCHASE INCIDENCE/STORE CHOICE 

MODEL (FM) 

    Estimates of the Parameter Distribution
a 

Variable Mean                  Standard Deviation 

Distance (Dist) -1.90*                           (.05)                 

Discounter chain (Disc) -1.20*                           (.17) 

Other hi-lo chain (Ovst)   -.64*                           (.06) 

No buy (Nbuy) -1.33**                         (.23)                 

Convenience format (Conv) -4.10**                       (1.18)     

Hypermarket format (Hyper)    .63**                         (.32) 

Time Pressure (TP) × Disc   -.68                             (.34) 

Time Pressure (TP) × Ovst   -.05                             (.20) 

Time Pressure (TP) × Nbuy   -.68                             (.37) 

Time Pressure (TP)  × Conv   -.30                           (2.69) 

Time Pressure (TP)  × Hyper    .65                             (.53) 

Household Size (HH ) × Disc   -.11                             (.11) 

Household Size (HH ) × Ovst   -.14*                           (.06) 

Household Size (HH) × Nbuy    .34*                           (.11) 

Household Size (HH) × Conv    .32                             (.33) 

Household Size (HH)× Hyper    .15                             (.20) 

Basket Size (BS) × Disc   -.06*                           (.02) 

Basket Size (BS) × Ovst   -.04*                           (.05) 

Basket Size (BS) × Nbuy   -.22*                           (.01) 

Basket Size (BS) × Conv   -.03                             (.00) 

Basket Size (BS) × Hyper    .01                             (.01) 

µ (Format)    .55*                           (.02) 

δ  (No buy)    .75*                           (.07) 
a
 Reference category is a supermarket of the focal chain 

* Mean estimate significant at <.05. 

** Mean estimate significant at <.1.    

 

In Table 3.5, the estimated means and standard deviations of the normal parameter 

distributions are reported. The chain and format attribute parameters indicate the store appeal 

compared with FC’s supermarket format, which serves as the reference category. The 

distance effect is, as we expected, significant (p < .05) and highly negative. The nesting 

parameter µ is significantly below 1 (p < .05), which confirms that consumers primarily 

select replacement stores of the same format. The parameter δ is significantly below 1 but 
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still positive, indicating that, as expected, consumers may abandon their trip when their 

preferred store is closed.  

Table 3.6 demonstrates how household and trip characteristics shape the trip switches. 

Each format type contains four rows. The base row reproduces the switching pattern (based 

on the predictions of the shopping incidence/store switching model) corresponding to the 

average household size and trip size for that format, and with time pressure for households set 

to 0 (to remove the impact of availability on store switching patterns, all distances are set to 

the average distance). For instance, in this base case, 53,7% of consumers switches to a 

supermarket of the FC when its hypermarket is closed. The rows below each base row then 

report the predicted changes in this pattern, brought about by a change in (i) household size 

(HH, 200 % increase compared to the format average
16

) and (ii) basket size (BS, where, 

again, increases of 200% are considered compared to the format average), as well as (iii) time 

pressure (TP, change from zero to one). Positive figures point to an increase compared to the 

base probability (e.g. larger household sizes increase the switch probability from hypermarket 

to focal chain supermarket with 5.6 percentage points), negative entries to a decrease (they 

reduce the switch to a competing supermarket with 3.9 percentage points). Note that, by 

definition, the entries across rows total zero.   

The table reveals some interesting patterns. As expected, large basket trips are less 

likely to be abandoned when a store closes and more prone to be shifted to the FC’s own 

outlets, which implies lesser store closure losses. For example, a larger basket size (66 euros 

compared with 22) corresponds to a 28.3% higher probability that the consumer will replace 

the closed hypermarket with an FC supermarket, which more than compensates for the fewer 

large basket trips being transferred to the convenience store (-.7). This finding suggests that 

staying with the familiar chain setting allows consumers to contain their transaction costs for 

these already demanding trips. Even within the FC, larger basket trips are less easily 

transferred to hypermarkets than to supermarkets; note that closure of a supermarket will 

benefit the FC’s supermarkets (+14.1) far more than its hypermarkets (+0.8) as basket size 

increases, even after we account for store distance. Consumers engaged in weekly stock-up 

trips may purposefully focus on the consistently used items that make up the supermarket 

assortment. Therefore, compared with consumers on small trips, they may be even less 

                                                 
16

 Given the large variation in household characteristics and basket sizes, even for a given store format, these 

comparisons are realistic. 
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interested in the extra services/non-food assortment of hypermarkets, which constitute a 

nuisance in terms of trip efficiency and complicate an already comprehensive shopping task. 

 

TABLE 3.6 
IMPACT OF HOUSEHOLD AND SHOPPING TRIP CHARACTERISTICS ON 

SHOPPING INCIDENCE/STORE CHOICE SWITCHING 

                                 Alternative  switched to  

                 Focal Chain                Competition 

Intercept 

(origin) 

store 

 

 

 

Variable 

Conv SM Hyper Conv SM Hyper 

No Buy 

         

Conv Base  n/a
 

28.2 11.1 30.1 12.3 5.9 11.7 

 TP(1)  n/a -1.0 4.4 -.5 -1.6 .8 -2.1 

 HH + 200%  n/a -12.4 -1.8 -5.1 -8.7 -3.4 31.3 

 BS + 200%  n/a 4.2 1.2 -1.4 -.5 -.5 -3.1 

         

SM Base .8 61.5 10.4 .2 21.5 4.0 1.6 

 TP(1) -.2 -.8 3.8 -.1 -2.2 .5 -1.1 

 HH + 200% .8 2.5 3.3 .0 -8.2 -1.0 2.5 

 BS + 200% -.3 14.1 .8 -.2 -10.5 -2.3 -1.6 

         

Hyper Base 1.0 53.7  n/a .2 10.4 34.6 .2 

 TP(1) -.2 .1  n/a -.0 -.8 1.1 -.1 

 HH + 200% 1.4 5.6  n/a .1 -3.9 -3.9 .6 

 BS + 200%  -.7 28.3  n/a -.2 -7.8 -19.4 -.2 

Notes: TP = time pressure, HH = household size, BS = basket size. Figures in the “Base” rows represent 

switching probabilities from the closed outlet (row) to the destination outlet (column), with distances to all 

destination stores set to average. Figures in rows TP, HH, and BS represent percentage point changes compared 

with the corresponding Base row. For instance time-pressed consumers (TP(1)) in convenience stores have a 

(28.2 – 1.0) = 27.2% probability of switching to a supermarket of the focal chain. 

 

Time constraints, in contrast, induce consumers to shift to larger formats. If the closed 

store is a convenience store or supermarket, consumers with a high time constraint have a 

lower tendency to switch to supermarkets (-1.0 and -.8) and a higher tendency to switch to 

hypermarkets (+4.4 and +3.8) of the focal store. One explanation is that these time 

constrained consumers, lacking the flexibility or willingness to frequently shop around, need 

to ensure that each item on their (heterogeneous) shopping list will be found in the 

replacement store, and thus particularly value the assortment breadth of large formats. Also, 

as expected, increases in time pressure generally coincide with higher probabilities of 

switching to the FC’s outlets (i.e., reduced losses from store closures), because chain 

familiarity, again, induces timesavings.  

Somewhat surprisingly, larger households in the convenience format appear more 

inclined to abandon the shopping trip (31.3 percentage point higher probability) if this store 
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closes. Some plausible explanations are suggested for this finding: (1) These (convenience) 

trips are relatively less important to the large household’s overall shopping needs or (2) the 

intercepted respondents from those households are not the main shoppers but rather those 

engaged in fill-in/snack trips for personal consumption. Following the same logic, large 

household shoppers in convenience stores tend to switch away from the FC (supermarket and 

hypermarket visits drop by 12.4 and 1.8 percentage points as household size increases), 

whereas those intercepted in supermarkets (.8 + 2.5 + 3.3 = 6.6 percentage point increase) 

and hypermarkets (1.4 + 5.6 = 7 percentage point increase) are more likely to stay with the 

chain than customers from small households. 

 Category spending model. The model fit indicators in Table 3.4, Part b, show that the 

Tobit models, including household, basket, and shopping list characteristics, explain a 

significant portion of observed spending in each of the categories. Compared with a null 

model with format constants only, the mean log-likelihood increases substantially, and 

likelihood ratio tests point to significant improvements in all categories. The average pseudo-

R
2
 over categories is .32, with a low of .17 and a high of .52. In Table 3.7, the impact of the 

explanatory variables is summarized. (Parameter estimates and their standard deviations for 

each product category appear in Appendix 4). 

As expected, the impact of household size (HH) (16 positive and 11 negative 

coefficients) and general time constraints (TP) (14 positive and 12 negative effects) on 

spending is highly category specific. For example, though a larger household size involves 

higher trip expenditures on bread and soft drinks, it entails lower breakfast cereal and alcohol 

spending. Time-constrained households exhibit a shift in spending away from pastries and 

soup and toward cheese and foreign meals. The large number of positive coefficients for 

overall basket size (BS) indicates that major shopping trips entail higher spending levels for 

almost all individual categories except the snack food category, a result that intuitively makes 

sense. Finally, the planning variable (PP) is revealed to be important: Inclusion on the 

shopping list significantly increases the possibility to buy a specific category and the amount 

spent within this category.  
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TABLE 3.7 

CATEGORY SPENDING MODELS: SUMMARY OF ESTIMATION RESULTS 

   VARIABLE    

 Conv Hyper HH TP BS PP 

# sign. + coef. 4 16 16 14 28 29 

# sign – coef. 14 8 11 12 1 0 

Coefficient value 

   Category mean 

   Range across 

   categories 

 

 -.40 

(-1.37, +1.14) 

 

+.10 

(-.73, +.55) 

 

+.007 

(-.09, +.10) 

 

+.019 

(-.57, +.43) 

 

+.026 

(-.01, +.05) 

 

+2.17 

(+1.32, +3.56) 

Notes: Total number of categories = 29. 

 

As Table 3.7 further shows, even after controlling for household characteristics, trip 

type, and the household’s shopping list, category spending is affected by the store format. 

Note that failing to account for basket size, household, and shopping list characteristics 

would lead to convenience store constants that are substantially lower and hypermarket 

constants that are substantially higher than actual levels and thereby to dramatic 

overestimations of the format-induced differences in spending.  

Supermarket is used as the reference format, such that significant coefficients for 

“Conv” and “Hyper” in the table point to differences in spending between supermarkets and 

convenience stores and supermarkets and hypermarkets, respectively. In categories in which 

a significant effect is found, that effect typically is substantial: Category spending, ceteris 

paribus, is roughly 33% (= 1 - exp[-.40]) lower in convenience stores and 11% (= exp[.10] - 

1) higher in hypermarkets than in supermarkets. However, the direction differs per category. 

Although spending is typically lower in convenience outlets than in supermarkets, the 

opposite effect is found in some categories, such as snack foods, tobacco products, potato 

chips, and soft drinks. Similarly, though hypermarket spending predominantly exceeds 

supermarket expenditures, the reverse holds in several categories (coffee, fruit and 

vegetables, bread, butter, soup, breakfast products, and foreign meals).  

To assess the implications for store closure losses, we compute, for each 

household/shopping trip in the survey that transferred to an outlet of the FC but a different 

format, an adjusted basket size using the expressions in Appendix 5
17

. Table 3.8, indicates the 

                                                 
17

 The fact that we use spending models estimated on actual store shoppers, to predict spending levels of store 

switchers in case of an outlet closure, is not as severe as it may seem. Our spending level predictions are 
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aggregate predicted losses after these adjustments. Although the adjusted losses are about 

12% higher for the hypermarket closure, because the shift to supermarkets dampens 

spending, they are somewhat reduced for the supermarkets (10% (SM1) and 1% (SM2) 

decline compared with unadjusted losses). For the convenience store, the adjustments 

substantially lower the estimated sales loss by 14%. That is, although the convenience outlet 

closure implies a larger percentage loss in terms of traffic, it is partly alleviated because 

consumers switching to the chain’s supermarkets or hypermarkets will spend more. 

 

TABLE 3.8 

ADJUSTED CHAIN SALES LOSSES FROM CLOSING INTERCEPT STORES 

       Focal Chain’s Format Switched to  

Intercept 

(origin) store 

 

Original 

Sales 

Conv SM Hyper 

 Chain Loss     

(in/decrease 

in loss)
 

Conv     611 n/a
 

  167(+.65)
b 

    14 (+.56) 430   (-.14)
c 

SM1   3071   0 1424   859 (+.12) 788   (-.10) 

SM2   3226 21(-.25)   746   364 (+.11) 2095 (-.01) 

Hyper   6862   0 3981 (-.07) N/a 2881 (+.12) 

Total 13772 21 6318 1237 6196 (+.02) 

a
The entry should be read, in comparison with Table 3.3b, as follows: Of the 611 euros spent by shoppers in the 

convenience store, 101 euros’ worth of trips were transferred to FC’s supermarket (see Table 3.3, Part b). The 

adjusted spending level due to the format change is 167, or (167 – 101)/101 = 65% higher than the intercept trip 

value. Note that switches to a same format (e.g. from SM1 to SM2) do not entail adjustments compared to table 

3.3. 
b
The adjusted spending loss is 611 – 167 – 14 = 430, a 14% decrease compared with unadjusted spending losses 

in Table 3.3, Part b (501 – 430)/501. 

 

3.4.3 Model validation 

 

Predictive validity of the estimated models. Having collected store intercept data and 

obtained model parameters on the basis of these data, a retailer can predict the chain losses of 

closing a store outlet with two approaches. Firstly, such predictions could be formulated for 

the specific store outlets where the data collection took place. Secondly, the retailer could use 

the model estimated on data from one set of store(s) to gauge the losses from closing down 

                                                                                                                                                        
conditional on shopper and shopping trip profiles that also determine store choice. Differently stated: regular 

visitors are not expected to have the same spending patterns as switchers after a store closure. We only assume 

the parameters of the household and shopping trip characteristics that distinguish these groups of shoppers to 

remain stable.  
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other (same format) store outlets. Next, the predictive validity of the approach taken in each 

of these settings is documented.  

Retailers could apply the models estimated on the intercepted sample of respondents 

to predict losses for their entire set of customer/cash receipts if the store were closed. To 

illustrate this process and assess the quality of such predictions, the model parameters are re-

estimated on a subset of households/trips (75% of randomly selected observations for each 

store) and predicted the store closure consequences for the remaining (25%) sample. As 

shown in the third column of Table 3.9, Part a, the out-of-sample fit measures are close to the 

in-sample levels. Predicted traffic losses for the chain also are close to the consumers’ stated 

behavior (difference of –3.35 percentage points), with associated spending differences of 

only –3.47 percentage points, as we show in Table 3.9, Part b.  

 

TABLE 3.9 

PREDICTIVE VALIDATION OF ESTIMATED MODELS 

Part a: Fit Measures 
 In-Sample Out-of-Sample 

(same stores, 25% 

holdout) 

Out-of-Sample 

(holdout store) 

Shopping incidence/store choice model 

        Hit rate 

        Average probability for hits 

 

44% 

41% 

 

42% 

36% 

 

41% 

36% 

Spending models: Mean log-likelihood: 

        Category average 

        Range across categories  

 

-.36 

(-.73, -.12) 

 

-.39 

(-.79, -.11) 

 

-.39 

(-1.10, -.13) 

Part b: Errors in Chain Loss Prediction 
 

 

In-Sample Out-of-Sample 

(same stores, 25% 

holdout) 

Out-of-Sample 

(holdout store) 

% error in predicted chain loss from 

closing intercept stores: 

Traffic 

 

Spending 

 

 

-.24% 

 

2.35% 

 

 

-3.35% 

 

-3.47%  

 

 

-2.43% 

 

-3.82% 

 

Alternatively, the retailer could take the analysis one step further and use the model 

parameters obtained from interviews in one set of stores to predict the losses from closing 

another outlet, with data on that store’s receipts and customers. Such an approach is 

mimicked in Table 3.9 using the predicted chain losses from closing supermarket 2 based on 

model estimates obtained from data that exclude this supermarket. Again, the results are 
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satisfactory; predicted traffic losses are only 2.43 percentage points below the true (stated) 

losses, and estimated spending losses are 3.82 percentage points lower. This validation 

provides additional support for the model as a predictive tool.  

 

Robustness checks. To evaluate the robustness of the findings, several additional 

checks were conducted. Firstly, the impact of additional explanatory variables were tested. In 

the shopping incidence/store choice model, we included alternative socio-demographic 

indicators. These variables do not increase predictive power. Moreover, to establish an even 

stronger link with the category spending models, several variables reflecting shopping basket 

composition in the shopping incidence and store selection models were included, such as 

share of non-food items and share of fresh items in the shopping basket, or whether the trip 

was a major, a fill-in trip or a snack trip. None of these variables revealed significant at the 

10% level. 

Secondly, several assumptions with respect to model structure were relaxed. For 

example, we find that a shopping incidence/store switching model with chain instead of 

format asymmetries is inferior in both fit and predictive validity. As for our category 

spending models, more flexible Tobit-2 models were estimated. However, as the parameters 

in these models reveal very unreliable and lack face validity, we retained the simpler Tobit-1 

specification
18

. Also, the calculation of adjusted spending levels assumes that the Tobit 

models properly capture any format effects on spending. However, the semi-logarithmic 

spending part of the model implies that, given certain household and shopping trip 

characteristics, unplanned purchases represent approximately the same percentage of 

category spending in the three formats. To test the adequacy of this assumption, separate 

interaction variables were added between store format and category purchase planning. 

Except in three categories, in which a small negative interaction effect was observed, none of 

these interactions appear significant, suggesting that the Tobit models are correctly specified. 

Thirdly, the existence of alternative sources of sales shifts were verified beyond store 

switches and mere spending shifts, following a store closure. In principle, once diverted to a 

different store, consumers may adapt their shopping lists. In line with the predominant view 

                                                 
18

 We note that our Tobit-1 specification with log of spending as the dependent variable, involves some 

‘truncation’, assuming that spending is either zero or higher than one. To test the consequences of this 

assumption, we compared our outcomes (based on spending expressed in ln Euros) with those of a model 

including a separate constant in the second level equation [5b] (which comes down to estimating the model on 

optimally scaled data, e.g. expressed in tenths of Euros rather than Euros). The results did not substantively 

differ from those reported here.  
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in marketing, it was not expected that such changes would be significant, because shopping 

list development has been suggested to precede store choice (Bell and Lattin 1998; Inman and 

Winer 1998; Kollat and Willett 1967). We find that in only .5% of the survey cases 

(category/trips) do consumers indicate a planned change in their shopping list (low of .2% for 

personal care and eggs, high of approximately 2% for fresh meat and bread), which confirms 

that chain sales losses due to changes in purchase plans are negligible. In all, the robustness 

checks support the validity of our parsimonious models.  

 

3.5 Discussion, Limitations, and Implications for Further Research 

 

Although store closures have become a common component of grocery retailers’ 

strategic decision menus, knowledge about their chain level implications has lagged. We 

address these issues for the complex situation of a multi-format retailer and provide several 

insights relevant to retail managers.  

From a substantive perspective, an anatomy of chain losses is provided distinguishing 

between lost traffic and spending and traces how the closed outlets’ traffic and sales are 

either redistributed across other (own chain and competitive) outlets/formats or lost 

altogether. We also identify the factors that drive how much of the closed store’s sales can be 

recovered by other chain outlets. 

The empirical illustration suggests that, after a store closure, the recovered sales may 

be substantial, which underscores the importance of maintaining an efficient store location 

strategy. Furthermore and in line with the expectations, the portion of lost/recovered store 

sales is strongly format specific. Convenience store visitors appear much less likely to seek 

out another outlet of the same chain, which leads to higher percentage losses from closing 

these stores. Moreover, multi-format retailers should be careful to maintain a sufficiently 

dense network of supermarkets, which represents the format most likely switched to when 

other outlets are closed.  

In addition, though the key issue for managers is to retain shopping trips, changes in 

spending after store switches may reveal important implications, especially for snack 

categories. Convenience store shoppers who switch to a supermarket or hypermarket of the 

same focal chain are likely to spend more than they would have in the convenience outlet, 

which partly compensates for the many lost shoppers/trips that occur when this outlet is 

closed.  
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Even within a given format, sales losses are dictated by factors idiosyncratic to the 

store and local market. Stores with a clientele that consists of larger, more time-constrained 

households that purchase larger basket sizes will experience more of their sales picked up by 

remaining outlets of the same chain. This finding falls in line with the double jeopardy notion 

(Ehrenberg et al 1990) that big spenders are more loyal to a chain and suggests that a store 

chain can turn this concept to its advantage by diverting these shoppers to its remaining 

outlets. Remaining with the familiar chain may help these consumers keep their already 

substantial transaction costs within reasonable limits. Shoppers with high general time 

constraints (e.g., households in which both adults work outside the home) often will switch to 

larger outlets of the chain and may benefit most from the one-stop shopping possibilities 

offered by hypermarkets. Somewhat unexpectedly, we find that large basket trips are more 

likely to be transferred to FC supermarkets than to FC hypermarkets, possibly because the 

mission of weekly stock-up trips is hard to reconcile with browsing in the non-food sections 

of a hypermarket, an observation also made by Chetthamrongchai and Davies (2000). 

On the methodological side, retailers are presented with an approach to assess sales 

drops from closing shops that combines parsimony with high predictive ability, and 

recognizes store closures as major disruptions, the effect of which cannot be derived from 

business-as-usual shopping behavior. Moreover, destination sample information circumvents 

typical household panel data problems such as sparseness in specific trading areas (Bodapati 

and Gupta 2004; Swait and Andrews 2003), the failure to identify which specific outlet of a 

chain is patronized, the absence of systematic records on store outlet openings and closures, 

and the absence of process measures (Winer 2000). When it has obtained model parameter 

estimates, the retailer can combine them with its background and purchase data to anticipate 

the changes in chain traffic and spending if outlets were closed.   

However, this chapter also has several limitations that raise interesting future research 

questions. Firstly, it would be exciting to trace consumers’ responses to a store closure over 

time. Although stated intentions have proven robust (Louvière et al 1999; Swait and Andrews 

2003) and appear to reflect consumers’ short-term reallocation of shopping trips accurately, 

given their existing knowledge about alternatives, they also may differ from long-term 

reactions that employ consumer learning. Secondly, although the empirical application 

illustrates that the proposed methodology works well, it pertains to only one chain (a service-

oriented market leader) and one local market (a medium-sized city with a dense grocery retail 

network). Additional studies should verify our expectations about the drivers of chain losses 
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for other types of chains and markets. Moreover, only one type of convenience store location 

was studied, leaving an analysis of other types of convenience outlets (e.g., highway gas 

station shops) for further research. Thirdly, although our approach enables us to track 

changes in chain traffic and sales, retailers may be more interested in chain profit. Using 

proprietary data about retail margins and the operating costs of store outlets, retailers could 

translate the revenue losses measured herein into chain profit reductions garnered from 

specific outlet closures. This analysis also could represent a first step toward finding the 

optimal execution of outlet pruning strategies and thereby guide retailers with a specific 

downsizing objective in mind when selecting specific stores to be closed. 
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Chapter 4 Evaluating Retail Format Extensions: The Role of Shopping 

Goals 
 

4.1 Introduction 

 

In order to optimize their chain profits, many retailers have introduced an ‘umbrella’ 

multi-format strategy. In this strategy retailers introduce multiple formats under the same 

chain name, each new format offering corresponding as well as dissimilar attributes in 

comparison to the parent brand (Boush and Loken 1991; Loken and John 1993; Park et al 

1991). In contrast to the parent brand, format extensions are by nature new to consumers and 

thus no prior experience exists with them. This means that format extensions carry 

uncertainty about the composition of their specific attributes. As a result, consumers’ attitude 

and actual behavior vis-à-vis extensions strongly depend on relevant attribute expectations of 

the format extension prior to the visit or purchase (Van Birgelen et al 2000). 

There is, however, reason to believe that consumers’ expectations and evaluations of 

retail format extensions are not uniform, but depend on the specific shopping goal that is 

pursued. Take, for instance, these quotations from a forum on a convenience store extension: 

“I’d sooner not eat than buy my stuff in such an absurdly expensive supermarket”, “Damn, 

Red Bull costs 2 euro, while in my regular X store it’s 1.05 euro” and “X’s convenience store 

is very convenient for travelers as it has a large assortment and is not more expensive than 

other places at the railway station”
19

. It appears that these consumers had distinct 

expectations and evaluations and that their reasons for shopping mattered. So, in view of their 

shopping goals, consumers might evaluate the extension negatively, perhaps choosing not to 

return and spreading negative word-of-mouth communication, thereby undermining the 

success of the new format (Mahajan et al 1984). The negative evaluations might be harmful 

to the parent brand as well, in particular in ‘umbrella’ multi-format retailing (Ahluwalia and 

Gurhan-Canli 2000). 

The current chapter examines the hypothesis that attribute expectations indeed differ 

as a function of the shopping goal, leading to distinct evaluations of retail format extension. 

We focus on the price attribute, as especially this attribute should have substantial impact on 

an extension’s actual marketplace performance, given the critical role of price in consumers’ 

estimation of an extension’s value (Bolton et al 2003; Campbell 1999; Jun et al 2006). If 

                                                 
19

 (http://forum.fok.nl/topic/779817), last accessed April, 2007 
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indeed shopping goals result in different price expectations, the question becomes if and how 

retailers can manage these expectations effectively. We investigate the role of providing 

consumers with price information prior to their shopping trip and gauge its impact on 

expectations and evaluations. 

This chapter builds on a growing research stream within consumer behavior that 

analyzes the impact of goals in evaluations (Huffman et al 2000). Surprisingly, this research 

has not yet had an important influence on retail theory (Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999). Some 

existing studies on the influence of shopping goals have focused on the structure and process 

of goals, rather than on the effects of these goals (e.g., Garabino and Johnson 2001), or their 

effect on new consumers. This omission is important because attribute expectations are a 

crucial determinant of initial patronage, purchase decisions, and, later, the evaluations of the 

specific retail format and the retailer as a whole (Bagozzi and Lee 1999). 

The present chapter explores whether shopping goals have impact on expectations and 

evaluations, and whether the retailer has the opportunity to direct consumers’ expectations by 

providing them with additional attribute information. If shopping goals result in different 

extension expectations and evaluations, chain managers might be able to incorporate these 

different shopping goals in their policy plan. Adopting the right strategy could result in 

increased attractiveness, more satisfied customers and positive word-of-mouth 

communication, all contributing to the potential success of a format extension.  

 

4.2 Conceptual Framework 

 

‘Umbrella’ multi-format retailing. Grocery retailers have introduced multiple formats 

under the ‘umbrella’ of the parent brand to cope with shifts in consumer needs and shopping 

behavior, growing internationalization, increased competition and soaring pressures on short 

term profitability (Kahn and McAlister 1997; Lewis et al 2001). This extension strategy is 

executed, (i) to differentiate a retailer’s offerings and as such to attract other segments of 

consumers and/or (ii) to offer current consumers more shopping opportunities, to increase the 

chain’s share of wallet (Bolton et al 2006). Well known ‘umbrella’ multi format retailers are, 

for instance, Wal-Mart and Tesco, which have evolved from traditional formats towards 

chains with ‘supercenters’ and smaller convenience-oriented outlets. Likewise, in the 

Netherlands, Albert Heijn opened the “AH XL” superstore and AH “To Go” convenience 

store extensions, expanding beyond their existing conventional supermarkets.  
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Impact of shopping goals. Individual formats within a chain differ on attributes such 

as the size and composition of the assortment, price and location (Kahn and McAlister 1997). 

These differences make that managing consumers’ expectations about the formats becomes a 

key component of a chain’s marketing strategy as consumers’ buying intentions and 

extension evaluations are based on these attribute expectations (Kopalle and Lehmann 2006). 

Consumers might form attribute expectations based on either (i) the available line extension 

attribute information or competitive offers similar to the extension (Mason and Bequette 

1997; Ross and Creyer 1992; Van Birgelen et al 2000), or (ii) the knowledge consumers have 

of the parent brand (Kardes 2004; de Ruyter and Wetzels 2000; Taylor and Bearden 2002). 

The expectations and evaluations are, however, expected to differ in function of the specific 

shopping goal. The more similar the consumer shopping goals are, between the format 

extension and the parent brand, the more likely that people access information selectively that 

supports the similarities, which leads to an assimilation effect (Bolton et al 2003; Boush and 

Loken 1991; Loken and John 1993; Park et al 1993; de Ruyter and Wetzels 2000). On the 

other hand, when the shopping goal for the format extension is dissimilar to the shopping 

goal for the parent brand, consumers will probably not use the parent brand attributes in 

forming expectations, but instead will use other category members to infer attribute levels 

(Boush and Loken 1991; Loken and John 1993; Park et al 1991). 

As well as determining the reference category that consumers use in forming attribute 

expectations, the shopping goal also determines the importance of attributes in formulating 

intentions and overall satisfaction (Garbarino and Johnson 2001). Kahn and McAlister (1997) 

state explicitly that consumers have different shopping goals and that the nature of the 

shopping goal affects the importance consumers place on various attributes in the store.  

Negative attribute information. In valuing the extension, consumers have to make a 

mental trade-off between the reference attributes and the expected attributes of the format 

extension. Whenever the format extension expectations exceed the reference attributes, value 

judgments may be positive, and if they are below the reference attributes, value judgments 

may be negative (feelings of unfairness) (Bolton et al 2003; Campbell 1999; Jun et al 2006; 

Xia et al 2004). Such expectation-disconfirmation between attribute expectations and 

perceptions may have a significant effect on customers’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction with 

encounters (Kopalle and Lehmann 2006). To influence the consumers’ reference point, the 

retailer has to make a trade-off in deciding what type of specific information to provide to 

consumers prior to first time patronage, if any. On one hand, retailers could provide 
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consumers with all attributes, including the negative ones or the ones where the extension is 

less appealing. This might increase post-purchase satisfaction and future sales, but might also 

lower initial buying intentions. On the other hand, retailer could choose to provide only 

positive attribute information, resulting in increased initial acceptance/trial but possibly little 

repeat business due to dissatisfaction (Kalawani et al 1990; Kopalle and Lehmann 2006). 

Research (Crowley and Hoyer 1994; Pechmann 1992; Van Birgelen et al 2000) indicates that 

communicating a brand’s unfavorable positioning on an attribute does not necessarily 

decrease evaluations (in fact, they might even increase) as long as the attribute is not a 

primary attribute.  

 

4.3 Hypotheses 

 

Central in this chapter is the convenience store format extension. The convenience 

store extension has recently been introduced by several large grocery retailers, increasing the 

importance of this format
20

. Several authors (Kahn and McAlister 1997; Kahn and 

Schmittlein 1989, 1992; Urbany 1996) mention that convenience stores have high prices with 

a limited product assortment and are generally used for fill-in purchases, fast-food and snack 

and impulse purchases. As a result consumers use this format to satisfy either their immediate 

shopping goal (snack trip) or their regular shopping goal (fill-in trip). A survey (pre)study in 

a convenience store indicated that the 75% of the customers consisted of shoppers with an 

“immediate” consumption-shopping goal, while 25% were customers with a “regular” 

shopping goal. These shopping goals appear to differ in the amount of impulse buying, the 

size of the shopping basket and the expenditure during the shopping trip (Achabal, Odegaard 

and Kriewall 1983; Kahn and Schmittlein 1989, 1992; Urbany 1996).   

 

4.3.1 Impact of shopping goals on expectations and evaluations 

 

Pre-shopping evaluations. Consumers with a regular shopping goal will, due to their 

close relationship with the parent brand, probably refer to a different category than consumers 

with an immediate (snack) shopping goal when making attribute expectations. Consumers 

with a regular shopping goal use the convenience store extension for grocery shopping and in 

doing so probably refer to the same (highly similar) grocery shopping category as the parent 

                                                 
20

 (www.AH.nl; www.Wall-Mart.com; www.Tesco.com). 
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brand supermarket, as mentioned in the previous section. As a result, consumers with a 

regular shopping goal, who lack prior price information before using the extension, will 

probably infer the convenience store extension’s prices from the parent brand supermarket 

price level (or: from other supermarkets). In contrast, consumers with an immediate shopping 

goal are expected to fall within a distinct (snack) reference category and, as a result, will use 

the available extension (other) attribute information or other category (kiosk) members to 

infer prices (Boush and Loken 1991; Loken and John 1993; Park et al 1991). Two aspects of 

price perceptions - price expectations and reservations price - might be influenced by the 

reference category to which consumers believe the product or service belongs (Folkes and 

Wheat 1995; Rao and Sieben 1992). The expected price is what consumers think they will 

have to pay for a product; the reservation price is the most a consumer is willing to pay for a 

product (Folkes and Wheat 1995). 

As prices in the “supermarket” category are considerably lower than in stores within 

the “snack” category or than one would expect based on the available extension 

(convenience) information, this should result in lower expected prices as well as reservation 

prices for the regular shopping goal compared to the immediate shopping goal. Even though 

the expected price and reservation price are expected to be different for each shopping goal, 

this should not be the case for the gap between these two price perception variables, when 

consumers have no previous extension price knowledge. Previous research shows that the 

expected price moves in the same direction as the reservation price (Monger and Feinberg 

1997), making the size of the gap between the reservation price and expected price similar, 

independent of the shopping goal. As a result both shopping goals should have comparable 

levels of buying intentions and anticipated satisfaction (pre-shopping evaluation), because 

these levels are based on the mentioned price gap. Based on the above, Hypothesis 1a and 1b 

are formulated.  

 

H1:  Consumers without prior price knowledge and with an immediate shopping  

goal rather than a regular shopping goal will have: 

 

a. higher price expectations and reservation prices. 

b. the same levels of buying intentions and anticipated satisfaction. 
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Shopping evaluations. With the price expectations and reservation prices in mind, 

consumers are confronted with the actual price once they enter the format extension. At this 

moment the effect of price expectations and reservation prices on a line extension’s 

evaluation will depend on the actual price. Consumers will compare the actual price with a 

reference price (Jun et al 2006; Kalawani et al 1990). The reference price is the price that 

consumers use in their judgment of fairness of products and can be either the expected price 

or reservation price (Garbarino and Slonim 2003; Monger and Feinberg 1997). However, as 

the reservation price is normally higher than the expected price, in most instances this latter 

price will serve as the reference price (Garbarino and Slonim 2003; Kalawani et al 1990; Jun 

et al 2006). The actual prices in the convenience store are considerably (between 10% and 

100%) higher than the regular supermarket prices on which consumers with a regular 

shopping goal are expected to base their price expectation. As a result, the gap between the 

expected price and the actual price will be, on average, more severe for the regular shopping 

goal (due to lower price expectations) than for the immediate shopping goal, resulting in 

lower satisfaction, lower repeat buying behavior and higher disappointment about the price 

within this group. This effect might be magnified by the fact that consumers deem the price 

attribute to be more important for the regular shopping goal than for the immediate shopping 

goal (Achaball et al 1983; Kahn and McAlister 1997). The effect of shopping goals on actual 

shopping evaluations is presented in Hypothesis 1c, while an overview of Hypothesis 1 is 

presented in Figure 4.1. 

 

H1c:  Consumers without prior price knowledge and with an immediate shopping 

goal rather than a regular shopping goal will be more satisfied, will have  

higher repeat purchase intentions and will be less disappointed about the price.  
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FIGURE 4.1 

OVERVIEW HYPOTHESIS 1 

 

4.3.2 Influence of providing price information 

 

Pre-shopping evaluations. In Hypothesis 1 consumers do not receive price 

information prior to shopping and are only confronted with the actual price once they enter 

the format extension. To elicit consumer expectations of new products/formats, marketers 

often present consumers with concept statements, which might include price information. 

When consumers receive the actual price prior to shopping, this price will be compared with 

the consumers’ reference price (expected price or lower reservation price) as discussed in the 

previous paragraph. As reference prices (price expectations as well as reservation prices) are 

expected to be lower for a regular shopping goal, the provided price will be perceived, on 

average, more negatively for this shopping goal in comparison to the immediate shopping 

goal. This results in lower buying intentions and anticipated satisfaction for the regular 

shopping goal than for the immediate shopping goal, when price information is provided 

prior to shopping. This effect is magnified by the difference in importance of the price 

attribute for the two shopping goals. During an immediate shopping goal, price is a secondary 

attribute (see e.g., Achaball et al 1983; Kahn and McAlister 1997) which, in line with for 

instance Pechmann et al (1992), could result in similar (or higher) buying intentions and 

anticipated satisfaction when price is communicated prior to shopping, due to positive 

perceptions of honesty. For the regular shopping goal, where price plays a more prominent 

role, receiving (negative) price information should result in decreased buying intentions and 

anticipated satisfaction. Hence: Hypothesis 2a can be formulated. 
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H2a: Providing consumers with price information prior to shopping, compared to 

withholding the price, results in higher levels of buying intentions and 

anticipated satisfaction for consumers with an immediate shopping goal 

compared to those with a regular shopping goal.  

 

Shopping evaluation. However, providing the actual price in advance may, in line 

with the expectation disconfirmation mechanism, decrease the likelihood of severe 

perceptions of price unfairness and result in higher levels of satisfaction in the shopping stage 

(Xia et al 2004). This is particularly true when consumers shopping at the format extension 

would, without prior price information, underestimate the actual price (low price 

expectations). Especially for those consumers, the communicated actual price would raise 

their reference point. Since the possibility of underestimating the actual price is larger for 

those with a regular shopping goal, the shopping evaluations of those consumers in particular 

would benefit from price information prior to shopping. As a result, satisfaction and repeat 

buying intentions should be higher and disappointment with the price should be lower for the 

regular shopping goal when price information is provided prior to shopping, in comparison to 

withholding this price information. This impact of providing price information on post 

shopping evaluations is reflected in Hypothesis 2b. An overview of Hypothesis 2 is presented 

in Figure 4.2. 

 

H2b: Providing consumers with price information prior to shopping, compared to  

withholding the price, results in higher satisfaction and repeat purchase 

intention and lower disappointment about the price for consumers with a  

regular shopping goal.  
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FIGURE 4.2 

OVERVIEW HYPOTHESIS 2 

 

In summary, we predict that shopping goals influence consumer price expectations 

and reservation prices. When consumers have no prior knowledge of the price, the gap 

between the price variables will be similar, resulting in similar the pre-shopping evaluations 

(regardless of the shopping goal). However, when consumers receive price information 

before the shopping trip, it will be used as a reference point. As price expectations are lower 

for a regular shopping goal, consumers with this shopping goal will perceive the format more 

negatively than consumers with an immediate shopping goal. This would imply that an 

interaction effect is present between providing price information and shopping goal. The 

moment actual price is provided prior to shopping the two shopping goals should have 

distinct pre-shopping evaluations (Hypothesis 2a), while withholding actual price information 

would imply similar buying intentions and anticipated satisfaction (Hypothesis 1b).  

 

4.4 Data 

 

4.4.1 Subjects and data collection 

 

Data for the study were obtained from 344 members of a household panel in the 

Netherlands. More specifically, the participants were members of the CentERdata panel at 

Tilburg University. CentERdata is an institute for applied economic research and survey 

research for the social sciences. This Internet based panel consists of some 2000 households 
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in the Netherlands and is representative of the Dutch population
21

. Each week, the members 

of these households complete an Internet questionnaire. The average age of the participants in 

this research is 46 (SD = 15.92) and 52 percent of the participants is male. Both indicators, 

along with others such as education, household size and income, are representative for the 

Dutch population. 

 

4.4.2 Experimental design and pretests 

 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the conditions of a 2 (shopping goal: 

regular vs. immediate) X 2 (price information: yes vs. no) between-subjects design. Table 4.2 

provides the final number of participants per condition.  

Three pre-tests were conducted to test the shopping goal descriptions and to identify 

which product categories could be used in the shopping trip (need) characterization. In a first 

pre-test (n = 129) multiple scenarios were tested to determine which ones best reflected the 

shopping goals envisaged in this study. Pre-test participants, who were undergraduate 

students, were presented with a scenario that first described a hypothetical supermarket and 

its extension and then described a specific shopping goal. Based on this first pre-test the final 

scenarios were constructed. Results of the first pre-test indicated that one of the chosen 

products was not suitable for the study as participants consistently (strongly) underestimated 

the price of this product, making evaluations extremely negative independent of the scenario. 

In a second pre-test, therefore, multiple categories were tested with a group of undergraduate 

students (n = 155). The selected categories were based on a content analysis of the shopping 

history of 252 convenience store shoppers. This second pre-test indicated that the cola 

category and the potato chips category were good potential candidates for inclusion in the 

shopping trip description, as both categories are equally bought by consumers with an 

immediate and those with a regular shopping goal, and participants have good knowledge 

about these product categories. Two well-known national brands were chosen (Coca Cola and 

Lays potato chips) so all participants had a clear, similar starting point for forming price 

expectations. In a last pre-test (n = 28) the scenarios and questions were screened with a 

group of non-student participants to check if results were consistent with the student setting. 

This resulted in minor changes in the introduction but not in the scenarios or wording of the 

questions.   

                                                 
21

 (http://www.uvt.nl/centerdata/nl/watdoenwe/panel/), last accessed April, 2007. 
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4.4.3 Scenarios 

 

Four scenarios were used to operationalize the experimental design, each one 

describing a hypothetical retail chain and its convenience store extension. In this way, retailer 

image or price knowledge about the retailer cannot not influence the results of the experiment 

(Campbell 1999; Bolton et al 2003). The specific descriptions in the scenarios are based on a 

combination of information on how two larger European based grocery retailers (Ahold and 

Tesco) define their convenience stores on their respective websites
22

, see Appendix 6 (Panel 

a). Next to this, for all scenarios similar chain and extension information, a second part in the 

scenario contains the shopping goal information. Scenarios 1 and 3 represent the immediate 

shopping goal, while scenarios 2 and 4 represent the regular shopping goal. The shopping 

goals are presented in Appendix 6 (Panel b).  

In addition to the shopping goal, the effect of providing actual price information was 

taken into account in this research. Price information was either presented prior to shopping 

(but after measuring price expectations and reservation prices, scenarios 1 and 2) or during 

the actual shopping trip (scenarios 3 and 4).  

An overview of the design is presented in Appendix 7. In phase 1, participants were 

confronted with chain and format extension information. After this general format 

information participants had to answer questions about the expected price and reservation 

price. In phase 2, for each shopping goal, one group of participants was confronted with the 

actual price prior to shopping while the other group did not receive this information. Both 

groups then had to answer questions on anticipated satisfaction and buying intentions. Before 

consumers had to shop for the products in question a distracter (other questionnaire) was 

included in the study. After the distracter participants had to (hypothetically) shop for the 

products and were confronted with a picture of the products on the shelves with their 

corresponding actual prices. After “buying” the products participants had to answer questions 

on satisfaction, repeat buying intentions and disappointment about the price. 

 

4.4.4 Measures 

 

Table 4.1 presents the dependent variables. Firstly, two questions measure the 

expected price and the reservation price, based on Folkes and Wheat (1995). Buying intention 
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is measured with two items (Dodds et al 1991). Anticipated satisfaction is based on a paper 

by Shiv and Huber (2000). Finally, for shopping evaluations three measures were included, 

namely (i) satisfaction, (ii) disappointment about the price and (iii) repeat purchase intention. 

The scales for these variables are respectively based on papers by Spreng et al (1996), 

Zeelenberg and Pieters (2004) and Blodgett et al (1997).  

Control variables. Next to the dependent variables, participants’ age, gender, income 

and responsibility for grocery shopping were collected as control variables. None of these 

factors had any effect as covariates, and they were dropped from further analyses. In addition 

to these socio-demographic control variables, two ‘price gap’ variables were computed that 

appear to be essential constructs for pre-and post-shopping evaluations. The first variable, 

pricevar1, is the reservation price - the expected price; the second gap variable, pricevar2, is 

the expected price - the actual price. These variables will be included in the analyses to check 

whether differences in pre-shopping and post-shopping evaluations between shopping goals 

are merely the result of differences in price gap, or also stem from other goal-related factors 

(such as price importance). In the pre-shopping stage pricevar1 and pricevar2 will both be 

included, as the group that did not receive price information prior to shopping might base 

their evaluations on pricevar1, while the other group (price provided prior to shopping) might 

base their evaluations on the gap between the expected price and the actual price. For the post 

shopping evaluations pricevar2 will be the relevant gap to include. 
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TABLE 4.1 

MEASURES
a 

Expected price 

  What do you predict that you would have to pay for both these products together (½ liter Coca Cola+large bag Lays chips) in the EMER Express? _ euro 

Reservation price 

    What is the maximum amount of money you are willing to pay for these products in this buying situation? _____ euro 

Buying intentions 

(1) In the described situation I would consider purchasing these products (½ liter Coca Cola+large bag Lays chips) in the EMER Express 

      totally disagree – totally agree 

    (2) The probability that I would buy these products in the EMER Express in the described situation is: very unlikely – very likely  

Anticipated satisfaction 

   When I would buy these products I probably would be: very dissatisfied – very satisfied   

Satisfaction 

   Regarding my purchase at the EMER Express I am: very dissatisfied – very satisfied   

Disappointment price 

    I am disappointed about the prices of the products in the EMER Express: totally disagree – totally agree  

Repeat purchase intentions 

    The probability that in a similar situation in the future I would shop in the EMER Express again is: very small - very large    

a
 all scales except expected price and maximum price are measured with a 7-point scale. 
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4.5 Findings 

 

4.5.1 Mean price ratings 

 

Mean ratings for the price consumers expected to pay (expected price) in the EMER 

Express convenience store are analyzed as a function of shopping goal (Immediate vs. 

Regular) (for mean values see Table 4.2, Panel a). There is a significant effect of shopping 

goal (F(1, 335) = 18.89; p < .01), which indicates that the expected price for a regular 

shopping goal (mean = 2.39; SD = 0.71) is perceived to be lower than for an immediate 

shopping goal (mean = 2.75; SD = 0.81). A similar test was executed for the reservation price 

consumers were willing to pay for the products. This test also indicated a significant effect of 

shopping goal (F(1, 335) = 20.38; p < .01) on the reservation price. The reservation price 

consumers are willing to pay is, in line with the expected price, lower for a regular shopping 

goal (mean = 2.44; SD = 0.77) compared to an immediate shopping goal (mean = 2.85; SD = 

0.92). Consequently, the predicted effect in Hypothesis 1a that the price variables are lower 

for the regular shopping goal than the immediate shopping goal is supported.  

We expected, based on the theory, that the reservation price and the expected price 

would move in the same direction independent of the shopping goal and that as a result the 

gap between these two variables would be similar. To test this a T-test for the gap between 

the reservation price and the expected price was executed. As expected we do not find a 

significant difference between the two price variables as a function of shopping goal (F(1, 

335) = .05; p > .1). The gap between the reservation price and the expected price for the 

regular shopping goal (mean = .04; SD = .82) is similar to that of the immediate shopping 

goal (mean = .09; SD = .72) supporting Hypothesis 1b.  

 

4.5.2 Extension evaluations prior to shopping 

 

Evaluations prior to shopping are measured using buying intention and anticipated 

satisfaction. Buying intentions consists of two separate items with a chronbach’s alpha of 

0.90, indicating a high internal consistency. The ANOVA of shopping goal by providing 

price information for the buying intention construct revealed a significant two-way 

interaction between shopping goal and providing price information (F(1,333) = 11.35; p < 

.01) (Figure 4.3). When the interaction is further explored, the contrast effects only show a 
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significant effect for shopping goal once the actual price is provided prior to shopping. This 

indicates that for a regular shopping goal, buying intentions are significantly lower (mean = 

3.70; SD = 1.91) than for an immediate shopping goal (mean = 4.80; SD = 1.69), only when 

consumers have prior knowledge of the actual product prices, as already mentioned in the 

conceptual framework (Hypotheses 1b and 2a).  

 

TABLE 4.2 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SD) VARIABLES 

 

 

Variables 

Immediate shopping goal 

(SD) 

Regular shopping goal (SD) 

Panel a: 

Expected price 

Reservation price 

Expected – Reservation price 

Actual price 

 

2.75 (0.81) 

2.85 (0.92) 

0.10 

2.60 

 

2.39 (0.71) 

2.44 (0.77) 

0.05 

2.60 

Panel b: 

 

 

Buying intention    

Anticipated satisfaction 

Satisfaction 

Disappointment 

Rep. Buying intentions  

Price not 

provided
a
 

 

4.46 (1.78) 

4.64 (1.58) 

4.87 (1.73) 

3.30 (1.89) 

4.63 (1.84) 

Price 

provided
b
 

 

4.80 (1.69) 

4.80 (1.71) 

5.07 (1.57) 

3.15 (1.74) 

4.72 (1.65) 

Price not 

provided
c
 

 

4.65 (1.54) 

4.69 (1.51) 

4.17 (1.79) 

4.09 (1.87) 

3.85 (1.87) 

Price 

provided
d
  

 

3.70 (1.91) 

3.74 (1.78) 

3.73 (1.77) 

4.47 (1.98) 

3.41 (1.94) 

a 
n = 84 

b 
n = 82 

c 
n = 78 

d 
n = 93 

 

Alongside the buying intention construct, anticipated satisfaction was included as a 

pre-shopping variable. The ANOVA for this variable indicates that a significant two-way 

interaction effect, of shopping goal by providing actual price, is present (F(1,333) = 9.39; p < 

.01), which is represented in Figure 4.4. Follow-up contrasts are used to further explore the 

effects and show results similar to those for the buying intention construct, supporting the 

anticipated interaction effect that results from Hypotheses 1b and 2a. 
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FIGURE 4.3 

INTERACTION EFFECT BUYING INTENTIONS 
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FIGURE 4.4 

INTERACTION EFFECT ANTICIPATED SATISFACTION 
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4.5.3 Extension evaluations after shopping 

 

One-way ANOVA results for satisfaction, repeat buying intentions and 

disappointment about the price reveal a significant effect for shopping goal in cases where no 

price information is provided. Satisfaction (F(1,160) = 6.43; p < .01), disappointment with 

the price (F(1,160) = 7.18; p < .01) and repeat buying intentions (F(1,160) = 7.28; p < .01) 

show that consumers with a regular shopping goal are significantly less satisfied (mean = 
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4.17 vs. 4.87 and SD = 1.79 vs. 1.73), have significantly lower repeat buying intentions 

(mean = 3.85 vs. 4.63 and SD = 1.87 vs. 1.84) and are significantly more disappointed about 

the price (mean = 4.09 vs. 3.30 and SD = 1.87 vs. 1.89), in comparison with consumers with 

an immediate shopping goal after having visited the format extension. This supports 

Hypothesis 1c, that shopping evaluations are lower for consumers with a regular shopping 

goal compared to consumers with an immediate shopping goal when price information is not 

provided prior to shopping.  

The expectation in Hypothesis 2b that providing price information prior to shopping, 

rather than withholding this price information, would result in higher shopping evaluations 

for consumers with a regular shopping goal is, however, not supported. The One-Way 

ANOVA for the regular shopping goal with price as a factor indicates that satisfaction 

(F(1,69) = 2.53; p > .1), repeat buying intentions (F(1,69) = 1.67; p > .1) and disappointment 

with the price (F(1,69) = 2.24; p > .1) do not differ in function of providing price information 

prior to shopping. This is in contrast with Xia et al (2004) who expected that providing price 

information might increase satisfaction. Our results could, however, be influenced by the fact 

that all participants had to buy the product independent of their pre-shopping evaluation. This 

is not a realistic picture as consumers, who have already received all scenario information 

(including actual price) and may have indicated in the pre-shopping stage that they are not 

interested in buying the product, might be frustrated when they are ultimately forced to 

purchase it. One-way ANOVA’s, where regular shopping goal participants have been split 

into a positive (score <= 3 on a seven point scale) and a negative (score =>5 on a seven point 

scale) group (on the buying intention construct) support this concern. Participants with a 

regular shopping goal, who have a negative score on the buying intention construct and, who 

are forced to buy at the format extension were split in participants who received information 

prior to shopping and participants who did not receive this price information. The participants 

who received prior information on price, display a significantly lower score on satisfaction 

(F(1,63) = 6.64; p < .01) and repeat buying intentions (F(1,63) = 5.72; p < .01), and a 

significantly higher score on disappointment with the price (F(1,63) = 8.06; p < .01) than the 

participants who did not receive prior price information. In contrast, in a similar situation in 

which participants have a positive score on the buying intention construct rather than a 

negative one, the participants who did receive prior price information display a significantly 

higher satisfaction (F(1,76) = 3.71; p < .1) and repeat buying intentions (F(1,76) = 3.26, p < 

.1), and are less disappointed with the price (F(1,76) = 3.47; p < .1), than the consumers who 
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did not receive this price information prior to shopping. Taking this result into account, 

Hypothesis 2b in which there is an increase in shopping evaluations for the regular shopping 

goal once the actual price is provided prior to shopping, is supported.   

Control variables. As discussed in the method section several socio-demographic 

control variables have been tested, but appear to have no influence on the dependent 

variables. The price-gap variables, however, do impact the pre-shopping and shopping 

evaluations, and reveal highly significant (p < .01). For instance, as expected, higher 

differences between the reservation price and the expected price (a more positive gap 

pricevar1) increases consumers’ willingness to buy. Adding the price gaps, however, does not 

make the effect of the ‘shopping goal’ variable disappear, but merely diminishes it. For 

instance, adding the price gap variables for the buying intention construct decreases the 

significance level from p = .001 (F(1,333 = 11.35) to p = .008 (F(1,333) = 7.19). A similar 

result is found for the anticipated satisfaction construct from p = .002 (F(1,333 = 9.39) to p = 

.02 (F(1,333) = 5.45). It follows that the differences in pre- and post shopping evaluations 

among consumers with different shopping goals are not completely explained by the 

underlying differences in ‘price gap’, but also stem from other shopping-goal related factors 

(such as, e.g. price importance). 

 

4.6 Conclusion and Discussion 

 

Impact of shopping goal. The findings support the hypothesis that price expectations 

and reservation prices of retail extensions systematically depend on the consumers’ shopping 

goal. We find that both price expectations and reservation prices are lower for a regular than 

for an immediate shopping goal. This confirms that consumers with distinct shopping goals 

indeed use different reference categories when inferring extension prices. Expected prices for 

consumers with a regular shopping goal are closer to supermarket prices, while the expected 

prices for consumers with an immediate shopping goal are very close to the actual 

convenience store prices. 

Although both price expectations and reservation prices are lower for the regular 

shopping goal, this study supports Hypothesis 1b that there is no difference in pre-shopping 

evaluations (buying intentions and anticipated satisfaction) between the shopping goals when 

price information is not provided prior to shopping. This appears straightforward as the 

expected price and reservation price are known to move in the same direction, resulting in a 
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similar price gap between both variables, which in turn results in similar pre-shopping 

evaluations. However, the lower price expectations for the regular shopping goal certainly do 

have an impact once consumers are confronted with the actual price in the store. Then 

consumers with a regular shopping goal are less satisfied, have lower repeat purchase 

intentions and are more disappointed about the price in comparison to consumers with an 

immediate shopping goal, supporting Hypothesis 1c.  

Impact of providing price information. The findings also demonstrate that when 

consumers receive the actual price prior to shopping, the information plays an important role 

in forming pre-shopping evaluations. Without actual price information, pre-shopping 

variables were evaluated similarly for both shopping goals as mentioned before. However, 

once confronted with the actual price prior to shopping, consumers with a regular shopping 

goal score significantly lower on buying intentions and anticipated satisfaction than 

consumers with an immediate shopping goal. The negative expectation-disconfirmation now 

occurs in the pre-shopping stage, rather than the shopping stage, and results in a larger 

(negative) gap between price expectations and actual price for the regular shopping goal 

compared to the immediate shopping goal. A last finding supports Hypothesis 2b: consumers 

with a regular shopping goal have higher evaluations of the shopping variables (satisfaction, 

repeat buying intentions and disappointment about the price) once they receive additional 

price information prior to shopping rather than not receiving this information. This indicates 

that consumers with a regular shopping goal use the actual price provided instead of the 

expected price, when shopping at the format extension. 

 This chapter makes two important substantive points. It first of all shows that 

shopping goals play an important role in forming price expectations and reservation prices 

and through this have impact on retail extension evaluations. The second substantive 

contribution is that we explicitly find that communicating price information prior to shopping 

has, in function of shopping goal, a significant impact on pre-shopping as well as shopping 

evaluations for retail extensions.  

From a retailer’s point of view this chapter underlines the importance of recognizing 

different shopping goals in the customer base of a company. Based on the difference in 

shopping goals, retailers might have to make a trade-off between attracting many customers 

just once and attracting just a few customers repetitively. For consumers with an immediate 

shopping goal, decisions about providing the actual price are straightforward. These 

consumers should always be provided with actual price information when introducing a 
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convenience store extension as this information does not decrease the pre-shopping 

evaluations of the extension and has no impact on shopping evaluations. However, for the 

regular shopping goal the situation is somewhat more complicated. Providing the actual price 

prior to shopping will decrease buying intentions as well as anticipated satisfaction for the 

format extension, and these pre-shopping evaluations become significantly lower than for the 

immediate shopping goal. However, by communicating the actual price in advance, 

consumers with a regular shopping goal, with the intention of visiting the extension, are more 

satisfied, have higher repeat purchase intentions and are less disappointed about the price in 

comparison with not receiving this information. As a result withholding the price will attract 

more consumers with a regular shopping goal, but these consumers become significantly less 

satisfied in the shopping evaluations when they do not receive this price information. These 

consumers are, as a result, also more bound to voice their negative evaluations to other 

consumers and think less positively about the parent brand. The retailers’ choice now 

depends on (i) whether trial is more important than repeat purchases, (ii) how bad negative 

word-of-mouth communication or negative spill-over effects are to the extension or the 

parent brand, and (iii) the importance of the regular shopping goal to the retailer. This 

chapter, however, supports the statements of Bagozzi and Dholakia (1999) and Bolton et al 

(2006) that consumer groups (with different goals) in the same potential market might require 

unique communication and/or prices. The question is, however, are retailers able to target 

them separately. A possible solution might be to differentiate prices on times different 

segments visit the extension. However, the problem is that even though it could be expected 

that consumers with an immediate shopping goal especially visit the store during lunch and 

dinner times, this appears not to be the case. Consumers for both shopping goals visit the 

extension at all possible times during the day, making the strategy difficult to implement.  

Another possibility would be to differentiate communication. Providing price 

information to the total market may be unwise, as this could influence the (price) perception 

of the chain negatively for regular shoppers, including those who would never visit the 

convenience store extension. However, if the chain finds it important to keep its good image 

and not dissatisfy consumers with the extension and ultimately with the whole chain, it might 

be wise to selectively provide potential (regular) shoppers with the actual prices. An 

information leaflet or local advertising campaign in the vicinity of the convenience store 

might provide additional information and also communicate why prices are higher in the 

extension.  
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A last possibility for the retailer is to charge different prices as a function of the 

product category. Some product categories such as fruit and vegetables, meat, bread and meal 

components are purchased significantly more by consumers with a regular shopping goal. A 

good solution might be to keep the prices of these categories close to the prices of the regular 

supermarket, as especially for these categories regular shoppers will have clear price 

expectations. Products in the snack category, which do not often appear on the shopping list 

of consumers with a regular shopping goal, could be offered at a higher price. Especially this 

last strategy appears to be interesting, as it does not need additional communication that 

might be harmful to the chain, but on the other hand offers space to segment the market based 

on the consumers’ shopping goals. 

 

4.7 Limitations and Further Research 

 

The present study was conducted in the context of a hypothetical supermarket chain in 

order to control for prior experience and actual price. This of course introduced some 

artificiality and an interesting avenue for future research is to examine an actual grocery 

chain to assess the influence of factors as prior satisfaction and patronage behavior. 

 In this chapter two fast-moving consumer goods have been examined (cola and potato 

chips), for which consumers’ risk and uncertainty are low. Due to high familiarity with these 

grocery products, creating price expectations is less complicated than for durables, with 

which consumers are not as familiar. As different products in a store do not provide 

consumers with additional information on the differences between the format extension and 

the parent brand, studying retailers other than grocery retailers might help generalize our 

findings.  

Beyond our focus on grocery retailers we aim at one specific format (convenience 

store) that is known to be more expensive than the parent brand supermarket. Other 

extensions might differ from the parent brand on other attributes. Replicating our study with 

additional retail extensions and/or other store attributes might also support the generalization 

of our findings. 

This chapter focuses on how transfer effects from the parent brand to the extension 

depend on shopping goals. A follow-up study might examine whether shopping goals are also 

important in possible reciprocal effects from the extension to the parent brand. Does 

providing the actual price and reason for this price prevent the parent brand from being 
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harmed by possible negative evaluations of the format extension and does this differ in 

function of shopping goal?  

 In spite of these limitations, this chapter clearly shows that shopping goals do matter 

in forming price expectations and as a result have impact on pre-shopping as well as 

shopping extension evaluations. The retailer does, however, have the ability to influence 

price expectations and, with these, the evaluations (depending on the shopping goal), by 

providing consumers (or not) with price information prior to shopping. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions, Managerial Implications and Suggestions 

for Future Research 

 

In this chapter we briefly reflect the findings of three studies, discuss the managerial 

implications of this dissertation, and propose a future research agenda. Central to the 

dissertation are different problem areas faced by the increasing number of ‘umbrella’ multi-

outlet and ‘umbrella’ multi-format retailers, the nature of which ranges from tactical to highly 

strategic, and which are situated at different decision levels: the chain, the format, and the 

specific outlet. In the previous chapters we examined specific research topics within these 

problem areas and contributed to the retailer’s knowledge as well as the academic 

understanding of ‘umbrella’ multi-outlet/multi-format retailing. We posted the three 

following research questions: 

(1) Do sales promotions lead to higher category sales bumps in larger versus smaller 

supermarkets?  

(2) How does the closing of specific outlets affect the performance of the retail chain as a 

whole? 

(3) What is the role of shopping goals in forming format extension expectations and 

evaluations, and how does providing extension price information moderate these effects?  

 

The order of discussion of the rest of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.1 we 

summarize the most important findings of each individual study (for an overview, see Table 

5.1). In section 5.2 we discuss the managerial implications of the dissertation and in section 

5.3 we identify limitations of the research in this dissertation, which can be addressed in 

future research. 
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TABLE 5.1 

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH CHAPTER
 

 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

Object of research Effect of store size on category sales 

promotion effectiveness 

Effect of store closures on chain 

performance
 

Effect of shopping goals on format 

extension expectations and evaluations 

Level Outlet Outlet, format and chain Format and chain 

Methodology Scanner data/ Trading zone data Survey data Experiment 

Sample Outlets within chains Households Households 

Sample size 103 outlets across chains 832 344 

Data analysis Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) Multinomial Nested Logit + Tobit  ANOVAs 

Key findings Results indicate that store size has a 

negative effect on category sales promotion 

effectiveness. This result applies to all 

studied promotion tools. Only for the 

quantity discount this result is 

counterintuitive. 

Analyses indicate that retail chains can 

recover a larger share of the sales of a 

closed outlet and that for individual 

customers a closure might even be 

beneficial as it results in increased 

spending within the chain. 

Price expectations are lower for a regular 

shopping goal than for an immediate 

shopping goal. As a result, confrontation 

with the actual price will lower the 

evaluations for consumers with a regular 

shopping goal. 
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5.1 Summary, Conclusions and Discussion of Findings 

 

5.1.1 Effects of store size on category sales promotion effectiveness 

 

Due to their continuous drive for growth and increased profitability, grocery retailers 

have increased the number of outlets within their chain (Kaufmann 2000). This has resulted 

in grocery chains that operate supermarket outlets that clearly differ in store size. However, 

these same retailers appear reluctant to differentiate marketing tactics across these outlets. In 

the literature there are some indications that store size might have an effect on category sales 

promotion effectiveness (Hoch et al 1995), but this literature is not unambiguous about what 

this influence might be. Using a Hierarchical Linear Model on two years of Dutch IRI data of 

weekly sales volume and promotions for four chains and four categories, in combination with 

a store’s trading zone specific data from Claritas, we find a sizable significant and negative 

moderating influence of store size on category sales for all promotion variables.   

The depth of the promotional discount triggers different effects depending on store 

size: deep discounts appear much less effective in boosting category sales in large stores than 

in small stores. The reasoning behind this is that large store shoppers (typically with large 

baskets and pressed for time) pay less attention to the value of the promotion as such, and are 

primarily affected by the presence of the promotional signal. As a result, they use price 

promotions to switch between brands already on the shopping list, instead of buying 

additional categories. In-store displays and features also generate lower increases in category 

sales in larger outlets. Displays and features, just as price promotions, are found to be less 

salient in large stores as such, while they may be less often used by the large basket and 

pressed-for-time-shoppers predominantly visiting these stores. A somewhat surprising 

finding is that quantity-based promotion formats, contrary to our hypothesis, are less effective 

in large outlets. One explanation is that shoppers in large stores already buy in such large 

quantities that the promotional quantity requirement does not necessitate further increases 

(hence, it does not lead to an expansion of category sales), which does not hold for small-

store shoppers. The findings in Chapter 2 underscore that store size matters and that it 

warrants the attention of retailers as well as academics.  
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5.1.2 Effect of store closures on chain performance 

 

Store location is a key driver in consumer store choice decisions (Bell et al 1998; 

Tang et al 2001). As a result retail chains constantly open and close outlets to fine-tune their 

pallet of store offerings. Past research has often looked at the implications of outlet openings. 

However, no research is currently available on the impact of store closures. This is strange as 

store closures may disrupt a consumer’s established purchasing pattern and force her/him to 

revise her/his (i) shopping incidence/store choice decision (whether and where to shop) and 

(ii) basket size decision (how much to spend in the newly selected store). Each of these 

decisions constitutes a potential source of lost revenue to the retail chain. To gauge the 

responses of consumers who are faced with a store closure, we gathered revealed behavior 

data (i.e., observed store choice and spending), as well as intentions (i.e., shopping choices in 

case of a store closure and purchase plans prior to actual trip) from 832 respondents using a 

mall intercept survey. 

Using a three-level nested multinomial logit model (NMNL), encompassing (1) 

buy/no buy decision, (2) format selection, and (3) within-format store choice decisions, we 

find that the focal chain recovers a sizeable portion of customer trips (58%) in its remaining 

outlets, despite the presence of many strong competitors. The traffic loss is more evident for 

the convenience store than for the supermarket and hypermarket outlets. The incidence/store 

choice decision is strongly affected by format and household and trip characteristics. 

Consumers have a preference to shop at a similar format as their preferred store and as 

expected, large basket trips and trips for time-constrained consumers are less likely to be 

abandoned when a store closes, and more prone to be shifted to the focal chain-owned 

outlets.  

When consumers decide not to forego certain shopping activities and switch to 

another outlet of the same retail chain and therefore are not lost to the retailer, the store 

closure may still entail a sales shift. Using a Tobit (type 1) specification for each individual 

category, we find that a shift from the (smaller) convenience format to a larger format implies 

an increase in category spending for that specific customer. Overall, the models indicate that 

retail chains can recover a larger share of the sales of a closed outlet and that for individual 

customers a closure might even be beneficial as it could result in increased spending within 

the chain.  
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5.1.3 Role of shopping goals on extension evaluations 

 

In order to optimize their chain profits, many retailers have introduced new format 

extensions, which offer corresponding as well as dissimilar attributes in comparison to the 

existing format. AH, for instance, opened a convenience format next to their regular 

supermarket that differs on attributes as price, assortment en service. Since these extensions – 

in contrast to the parent brand format – are new to consumers, they carry uncertainty about 

the composition of their specific attributes. As a result, consumers’ attitude and actual 

behavior vis-à-vis extensions strongly depend on relevant attribute expectations of the format 

extension prior to the visit or purchase. 

Based on an experiment with 344 participants, we find that price expectations and 

reservation prices as well as format evaluations differ as a function of the specific shopping 

goal. Price expectations and reservation prices are perceived to be lower for a regular 

shopping goal than for an immediate shopping goal. When consumers do not receive 

information about the actual price of the format extension before visiting the extension, the 

gap between these two price variables is perceived similar for both shopping goals, which 

results in similar buying intentions and anticipated satisfaction. However, when consumers 

are confronted with the actual price in the store, the lower expected prices for the regular 

shopping goal will make that these consumers, in contrast to consumers with an immediate 

shopping goal, are less satisfied, have lower repeat purchase intentions, and are more 

disappointed about the price.   

In the same experiment, we measured whether the retailer has the opportunity to 

direct consumers’ price expectations and evaluations by providing shoppers with actual price 

information prior to shopping. We find that providing the actual price results in lower buying 

intentions and anticipated satisfaction for consumers with a regular shopping goal in 

comparison to consumers with an immediate shopping goal. Providing the actual price prior 

to shopping, however, results for consumers with a regular shopping goal in higher 

satisfaction, higher repeat buying intentions, and less disappointment with the price, than 

without receiving this price information prior to shopping. Overall the empirical evidence in 

chapter four suggests that shopping goals matter in forming expectations and evaluations of 

an extension, but that a retailer has the opportunity to influence evaluations by providing 

actual price information.  
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5.2 Managerial Implications and Directions for Future Research 

 

In their drive towards growth, retailers have different strategies worth pursuing. Levy 

and Weitz (2007) distinguish market penetration, market expansion, retail format 

development and diversification as possible growth strategies. While the multi-outlet strategy 

discussed in this dissertation is an example of market penetration, the multi-format strategy 

falls under retail format development or diversification, depending on which segment the new 

format is focused upon. While Levy and Weitz (2007) mention the individual growth 

strategies, they do not discuss the implications of these strategies for the retailer. Ahlert et al 

(2006) and Sonneck and Ott (2006) go one step further in the textbook Retailing in the 21the 

Century when they name the individual formats and discuss the preferences of consumers for 

specific formats and channels. They, however, also lack discussion of the implications for 

retailers of executing such strategies. In this dissertation we have studied several problem 

areas that are related to multi-outlet/multi-format retailing. Based on these findings, some 

implications for retail chain managers are discussed below. Obviously, our studies do not 

exhaustively solve all retailing problems that a multi-outlet/multi-format retailer is confronted 

with, leaving a number of opportunities for future research as discussed below. 

 

5.2.1 Uniform or differentiated marketing 

 

While making decisions for one chain might already appear to be a difficult task, this 

task becomes even more complex as the number of stores or formats under the ‘umbrella’ 

brand increases. An important question is to what extent, and on which marketing aspects, the 

chain should differentiate between outlets and formats, or, conversely, stick to a uniform 

policy. This is a critical issue, as too much uniformity may entail cannibalization and make 

the retailer forego opportunities for growth through the attraction of new shopper and 

shopping trip types, while too little uniformity may damage the umbrella brand name or at 

least diminish positive umbrella (familiarity) effects. Our research provides important 

evidence in favor of uniformity as well as differentiation. Chapter 2 provides clear evidence 

that retailers may substantially benefit from tailoring their tactical decisions to the size of 

individual store outlets, thereby capitalizing on differences in promotion sensitivity across 

these outlets. However, the question still remains how far this differentiation can go, and at 

what point differences in perceived promotion strategies across stores may alter consumer 
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reactions – triggering reactance or opportunistic store switches. We leave this as an important 

future research issue. Chapter 3 indicates that store format differences may entail changes in 

category spending (not based on temporary deals), suggesting that the broader assortments or 

larger in-store distances of larger-sized formats may lead to more unplanned purchases. At 

the same time, we find that store uniformity or familiarity seems to be an asset, consumers 

having a higher tendency to switch to same-chain outlets, possibly because they know the 

store layout and assortment, and find it easier or less risky to choose from. Taken together, 

this suggests that commonality in core assortment, and in store layout/in-store signaling, 

across formats is called for. Yet, while our results provide clear evidence of the presence of 

format differences and spillovers, our statements on the underlying marketing antecedents 

remain somewhat speculative, and future studies should more systematically address the role 

of assortment size and composition, price positioning, and similarities in store layout and 

shelf organization. An important issue in this respect is the role of the private label program, 

which may contribute to a strong chain reputation, while leaving room for differences in the 

store format’s national brand offerings. Last but not least, chapter 4 points to interesting 

moderating effects, suggesting that retailers may be able to afford differences in regular price 

positioning across formats, provided that this is reconcilable with the consumers’ shopping 

goals and underlying competitive frame of reference. Again, the question whether this also 

holds for other store attributes, and how they interact, is left for future research. 

 

5.2.2 Shopper types and shopping trips 

 

Although chapters 2, 3, and 4 focus on different problem areas, they all underline the 

importance of household and shopping trip characteristics. This finding has several 

implications for chain managers. Firstly, retail chains should keep track of trends in these 

characteristics to make sure that their offer is in line with the requirements they entail. The 

recent convenience trend has, for instance, resulted in chains (Tesco and AH) opening 

convenience stores and hypermarkets to fit with the customer’s desire for accessibility and 

one stop shopping. In the future new trends in shopper type and shopping trip will appear that 

will likely shape the retail environment, and call for appropriate adjustments in retail policy. 

Secondly, not only recognizing these trends, but also measuring these characteristics of one’s 

own customer base is important. Our findings reveal that not only the general profile of the 

store’s clientele, but especially the characteristics of the shopping trips for which the store is 
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patronized, affect expectations, store perceptions, spending and switching behavior, and 

promotional response. Most store scanner data and even scanner panel data do not contain 

information on shopping trip characteristics such as degree of planning, shopping goals and 

time pressure, leaving retailers with a dearth of information on these important variables, and 

data providers with an untapped opportunity. Thirdly, an important implication of our 

findings is the need to target consumers, which is also recognized by Peterson and 

Balasubramanian (2002). Retailers have to tailor their strategic and tactical policy to 

shopping trip and shopper type characteristics, at the outlet and the format level. Knowing 

which customers visit a particular outlet or format will surely help retailers in making better 

decisions on for instance promotions, communication and services. Opening multiple formats 

for different segments is one step, but retailers should try to go one step further and really try 

to focus on individual customers and types of shopping trips. They could offer promotions 

tailored to the buying history of individual customers and the shopping occasion. For 

example, why should someone who does not have children receive promotions for diapers, 

when he is looking for a quick snack on the way home? This knowledge of shopper types and 

shopper trips will become increasingly important and a key to survive in a competitive retail 

environment.  

 

5.2.3  Multi-outlet, multi-format and multi-channel  

   

Retailers that have the intention to grow can make use of a multi-outlet, multi-format 

or multi-channel strategy. An interesting question is to what extent the results found in this 

dissertation can be used to explain similar problems in other strategies. For instance, to what 

extent can the finding in chapter 2 – that promotions are less effective in larger outlets than in 

smaller outlets – be generalized to different formats? Do our findings imply that promotions 

generate smaller category sales bumps in (large) superstores, and, conversely, are much more 

effective in (small) convenience outlets? We conjecture that, even though size effects will 

continue to be at play, the differences in service, assortment and accessibility positioning of 

these formats will play an even greater role. As convenience stores place more emphasis on 

snack products, and hypermarkets on non-food categories, they will attract different shopper 

types on different shopping missions, exhibiting vastly different promotional responses. Yet, 

both hypermarkets and convenience stores tend to attract consumers that are more time-

pressed compared to regular supermarkets, which might entail that in hypermarkets as well as 
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convenience stores – in spite of the latter’s small selling surface – promotional sensitivity 

remains low. In brief, while we expect deal effectiveness to differ between formats, the 

direction and magnitude of these differences needs further study. Similarly, what implications 

do our findings in a multi-format setting have for a multi-channel retailer, offering similar 

products in brick-and-mortar stores as well as online? To what extent will closures of a brick-

and-mortar outlet allow the chain to recuperate shopping trips through its online channel, 

given the substitution and transaction costs inherent to such a switch? What shopping goals 

and price expectations do consumers hold for the online channel, and how will this affect 

their perceptions of the virtual and brick-and-mortar stores? To what extent could a multi-

channel retailer provide segments with distinct attribute information without coming in 

conflict with the current channel? And: could the multi-channel retailer make use of different 

promotions in the different channels? Our research findings set the stage for analyzing these 

important issues from the perspective of the multi-channel retailer. 

 

5.2.4 Category management 

 

Grocery categories have been shown to differ in, for instance, the ability to stockpile, 

the susceptibility to impulse buying and overall demand sensitivities (Gijsbrechts 2003 et al; 

Nijs et al 2001; Tellis and Zufryden 1995). This dissertation supports the impact of product 

category characteristics, on both tactical and strategic decision levels, implying that chain 

retailers should be aware of these category characteristics and manage the chain in function 

of them. In convenience stores or small supermarkets especially snack categories or products 

which appear in small baskets should be on the shelves and used as focal categories, while in 

larger supermarkets or hypermarkets especially non-food categories and items that appear 

more in larger baskets should be the focal categories. In a similar vein, placing products on 

promotion that are already on a consumer’s shopping list might not be beneficial as it could 

diminish category spending. Last but not least, retailers may wish to align the category price 

differences between store formats (e.g. convenience stores and supermarkets) with 

consumers’ shopping goals for these categories (larger price differences for snack items). In 

brief, tailoring strategic and tactical decisions to category features might be beneficial in 

generating traffic, and increasing sales and profits for the chain. Yet, while we did observe 

clear category differences, there is a need to link these more explicitly to underlying category 

characteristics. For instance, when studying the impact of an extension introduction we 
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examined two national fast-moving consumer goods (cola and potato chips), for which 

consumers have high knowledge, and risk and uncertainty are low. Analyzing the effect for 

less well-known items is an interesting topic for future study. On the whole, to generalize our 

findings, including a range of additional categories that differ in intrinsic features might be 

interesting for a future research agenda. 

 

5.2.5 Profit implications 

 

From both a retailer and an academic perspective, studying profits is the most 

interesting venue. This requires considerable information especially about retailers’ costs and 

margins that in many instances are not available to an outside researcher. Our studies also 

lack these data, which limits our ability to measure financial implications. When studying 

promotion effectiveness, information on profit margins may provide additional insights, 

allowing to check whether the results found for category sales also hold for category profits, 

something far more important from a retailers’ perspective. It might be that especially 

products with a larger profit margin, like private labels, should be promoted more intensely 

(in smaller outlets), since in these brands additional sales would result in larger profits. In the 

store closure chapter, the lack of margin information resulted in similar shortcomings: we 

were able to track changes in chain traffic and sales but not in retailers’ chain profits. This 

might be an interesting venue for future research, as margins on a similar product might differ 

between formats, making an intended store switch within the chain even more/less interesting 

from a chains’ point of view. In summary, there are future research opportunities in studying 

profits rather than merely sales or traffic. 

 

5.2.6 Short versus long run outcomes 

 

Next to the above shortcoming our chapters mainly examined short-term effects as 

we, for example, measured short-term variability in category sales and switching effects after 

a store closure. In the first instance, this does not necessarily imply an increase in category 

sales in the long run, as short-term increases can be obtained by borrowing from future sales. 

In this case studying pre- and post promotions dips as a function of store size, but surely also 

store format, would be an interesting venue to follow. It might be that large basket shoppers 

in larger stores or formats stockpile more and therefore will show larger pre- and post 
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promotion dips, making the promotions in these stores even less effective in comparison to 

what we already found. In a similar vein, when we measure the implications of a store closure 

we only focus on the immediate shopping trip. However, it would be exciting to trace 

consumers’ responses to a store closure over time, as they learn about new stores and 

experience transaction cost decreases. Lastly, in the format extension chapter we are also 

confronted with a shortcoming related to the time span of decision-making. Here we measure 

the short-term impact of shopping goals on the format extension evaluations. However, in the 

long run the extension might also have a reciprocal effect on the parent brand, which is also 

an interesting topic for future research. 

 

5.2.7 Methodology  

 

Our studies made use of different methodologies, to obtain the best trade-off between 

internal validity and external validity given the research objectives. Firstly, in chapter 2, we 

use actual store data to measure the impact of store size on promotion effectiveness. The 

findings of this study support chain managers in their tactical decision-making. Although we 

clearly find a negative impact of store size on promotion effectiveness, these actual data also 

have limitations in the sense that there is the possibility of omitted variable bias. During 

promotion weeks of chain X other chains might also have promotions which may be more 

intense, diminishing the effects of our findings. Also, specific insights into outlet 

characteristics such as shelf space organization, store layout, and display placement, were 

lacking. Although it is almost impossible to control for these aspects in an actual market 

setting, a lab experiment would make sure that the results found are caused by the 

independent variable. Secondly, when studying store closures we combine real market data 

with hypothetical data. Although stated intentions have proven to be robust (Louvière et al 

1999; Swait and Andrews 2003), an interesting avenue for future research would be to trace 

consumers’ behavioral responses, or record their stated switches, after an actual store closure. 

Even though this might entail different types of problems (e.g. changes in outlet management 

prior to the store closure already contaminating pre-closure behavior), confronting the 

findings from different methodologies could further enhance validity. Finally, when studying 

the impact of a format extension we choose to use the context of a hypothetical supermarket 

chain in order to achieve high internal validity (i.e., to control for prior experience and price). 

This surely has its advantage but managers might be more prone to the effects that consumers 
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demonstrate in an actual market setting. Framing the scenarios in relation to an actual grocery 

chain may generate interesting additional insights into the influence of factors such as prior 

knowledge/satisfaction and patronage behavior. 

 

5.2.8 Discount stores and non-grocery retailing 

 

All three studies use the context of grocery retailing and more specifically Hi-Lo 

chains. Although grocery retailing is a large and prominent domain, other retailers also 

execute a multi-outlet or multi-format strategy. We cannot simply assume that our findings 

can automatically be adopted in other industries. Future studies could, for instance, study 

discount grocery chains, as these chains attract different consumer segments that differ in 

response. Discount shoppers are known to be more price sensitive and might as a result also 

differ in their promotion responses (Kim et al 1999). In a similar vein these discount shoppers 

might, after a closure of their preferred store, place more value on other store attributes like 

the prices of products. As a result, they may be willing to travel further for the new store due 

to increased importance of substitution costs in comparison to transaction costs. Going one 

step further, future research could also study similar topics in a non-grocery setting as these 

retailers can encounter similar situations, but have to cope with different segments based on 

shopper type and shopper trip characteristics. An interesting venue here would be to study 

non-food items or durables to see the impact of product familiarity and buying frequency. 

This product category classification could also be relevant in a promotion setting or store 

closure setting as buying behavior becomes more complex and impulse buying is less within 

these categories. Extending our study to other industries with other segments might 

generalize the findings in this dissertation. 

.  
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APPENDIX 1 

CATEGORY MARGIN IMPLICATIONS OF PROMOTIONAL DISCOUNTS 

 

Let b0 be a focal brand in the category for which a price cut of depth DDbo (e.g. 20%) 

is considered. Moreover, let s
Sales  be the store’s category sales in the absence of 

promotions, 0

s

bSales  the non-promotional (base) sales level of the brand, and s

ddβ  the 

discount depth effectiveness parameter in store s. Furthermore, let m be the unit gross margin 

in the absence of promotions, and let ϕ be the fraction of this price cut borne by the retailer, 

such that the unit margin under promotional conditions becomes 0(1 )bm DDϕ− .  

 

If brand b0 is the only brand in the category’s assortment, it is easy to see that the 

category gross margin in the absence of promotions amounts to: 

0|s s

bGM no promo mSales=  

When the discount is implemented, this margin becomes 

0 0 0| (1 ) (1 )s s s

b b dd bGM promo m DD Sales DDϕ β= − +  

where a reduced margin 0(1 )bm DDϕ−  is now applied to the expanded sales level 

0 0(1 )s s

b dd bSales DDβ+ . (Note that since brand b0 is the only brand in the category, its 

‘weight’ in the category-level discount depth variable in Table 2.3 equals 1). Hence, the 

change in gross margin triggered by the price cut amounts to  

 

[A1] 0 0 0 0[ (1 ) ]s s s

b dd b b bGM Sales m DD DD DDβ ϕ ϕ∆ = − −     

 

With multiple brands in the category – which, for simplicity of exposition, are 

assumed to have the same unit margin m – the category gross margin in the absence of 

promotions amounts to this regular margin times category base sales: 

|s s
GM no promo mSales=  

When the discount is implemented for brand b0, this margin becomes 

0| | |s s s

bGM promo mSales promo m DDSales promoϕ= −  

that is, the regular margin applied to the enhanced level of category sales ( promoSales s | ) , 

minus the discount offered on the promoted brand sales ( promoSales
s

b |0 ).  
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The margin increase then becomes: 

 

[A2] 

0 0

0
0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0
0 0 0 0

( | ) |

( ) |

( | )

( | )
(

s s s s

b b

s
s s sb

dd b b bs

s s s

dd b b b b

s s
s s b b
b dd b b b

GM m Sales promo Sales m DD Sales promo

Sales
m Sales DD m DD Sales promo

Sales

m DD Sales DD Sales promo

Sales promo Sales
mSales DD DD DD

Sal

ϕ

β ϕ

β ϕ

β ϕ ϕ

∆ = − −

= −

= −

−
= − −

0

)
s

bes

 

 

where the second step uses expression [3] in the text.  

The relative change in brand b0’s sales from the promotion with discount depth 0bDD can be 

written as the sum of  (i) the percentage change in category sales, 
s

s

b

b

s

dd
Sales

Sales
DD 0

0β , and  

(ii) the percentage change in the brand’s category sales share, for which a logically consistent 

expression would be
23

0
0

, )1( bs

s

bs

sharedd DD
Sales

Sales
−β , s

sharedd ,β  being a category share promotion 

parameter. Building on the empirical generalizations literature on promotional decomposition 

(Gupta 1988, Bell et al 1999) we can re-write this share parameter as a multiple of the 

category sales parameter s

dd

s

sharedd ρββ =, , where ρ reflects the relative importance of the 

brand switching versus the category demand effect – both depending on store size.   

Bringing these elements together, we obtain 

 

[A3] 0 0 0 0
0 0

0

|
(1 )

s s s s
s sb b b b
dd b dd bs s s

b

Sales promo Sales Sales Sales
DD DD

Sales Sales Sales
β ρβ

−
= + −  

 

Substituting this expression in [A2] and rearranging then leads to: 

 

[A4] 

0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

[ (1 ( (1 ))) ]

[ (1 ( (1 ))) ]

s
s s s b

b dd b b bs

s s s

b dd b b b b

Sales
GM Sales m DD DD DD

Sales

Sales m DD DD Share DD

β ϕ ρ ρ ϕ

β ϕ ρ ρ ϕ

∆ = − + − −

= − + − −

 

                                                 
23

 This expression would correspond to the classical MNL attraction model specification for the brand’s 

category sales share 
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From [A4], it is clear that, like in [A1], the promotion parameter remains a key determinant 

of promotion profitability, larger values of s

ddβ increasing the likelihood that the promotional 

margin change (expression between squared brackets) remains positive.  

Based on Bell et al (1999), a reasonable choice would be to set ρ=1. As can be seen 

from [A3], for a brand with a 25% category sales share ( 0
0 .25

s
sb
bs

Sales
Share

Sales
= = ), this would 

correspond to a ‘benchmark’ setting where 25% of the percentage change in (promotional) 

brand sales in store s comes from category expansion (first term in [A3]), and 75% from 

brand switching (second term in [A3]). It is interesting to see that with ρ=1, expression [A4] 

reduces to [A1] which, therefore, reveals to be a reasonable approximation of the promotional 

margin changes even in the presence of multiple (same unit margin) brands.  
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APPENDIX 2 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Waar was u voordat u naar de winkel ging? Wij zijn eveneens geïnteresseerd in de 

precieze locatie, daarom verzoeken wij u hier eveneens de postcode in te vullen. Indien 

deze onbekend is, volstaat de straatnaam of (in het uiterste geval) de gemeente. 

 

Vertreklocatie     Postcode (eventueel straatnaam  

     of gemeente) 

 

° thuis     ......................  

° werk/ school/ universiteit    ...................... 

° anders, namelijk ................................   ...................... 

 

6. Waar ging u naar toe na de winkel bezocht te hebben? Ook hier zijn we geïnteresseerd in 

de precieze locatie. Wij verzoeken u wederom de postcode (indien de postcode onbekend 

is, eventueel straatnaam of gemeente) in te vullen. 

 

Bestemmingslocatie     Postcode (eventueel straatnaam  

     of gemeente) 

 

° thuis     ......................  

° werk/ school/ universiteit    ...................... 

° anders, namelijk ................................   ...................... 

 

7. Wat is de postcode van uw woonadres? (Alleen invullen als u dat bij vraag 7 of 8 nog niet 

heeft gedaan.) 

................................................................................................................................................ 

 

8. Hoe zou u uw bezoek aan de winkel omschrijven? (Slechts één antwoord mogelijk, kies 

die optie die het meest van toepassing is.) 

 

° Ik kwam mijn wekelijkse boodschappen doen. 

° Ik deed boodschappen voor de komende paar dagen. 

° Ik deed boodschappen voor het eten van die dag / ik kwam een aantal (vergeten) 

     boodschappen halen. 

° Ik kwam iets te eten/ drinken halen voor ontbijt/ lunch/ tussendoor. 

° Anders, namelijk ............................................................................................ 

 

1. Winkel   ...........   

2. Dag   ............................................... 

3. Datum   ............................................... 

4. Tijdstip van aankomst ............ uur 
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9. Welke productcategorieën was u van plan te gaan kopen voordat u de winkel binnenging? 

 

Op het overzicht op de volgende pagina kunt u aangeven welke categorieën u van plan 

was te gaan kopen voordat u de winkel binnenging (door het rondje bij de desbetreffende 

categorie in te kleuren). Als u nog niet had gepland welke categorieën u wilde kopen 

voordat u de winkel binnenging, kunt in het kader ‘planning in behoeften’ aangeven in 

welke ‘algemene’ behoefte(n) u wilde voorzien met uw bezoek aan deze winkel. In de 

kolommen met plussen en minnen hoeft u nu nog niets in te vullen 

 

10. Als u  had geweten dat de winkel (die u heeft bezocht) niet meer zou bestaan voordat u er 

naar toe ging, wat zou u dan gedaan hebben? 

 

° Ik zou niet zijn gegaan en de producten die ik gepland had te kopen helemaal niet                     

   gekocht hebben. Ga naar vraag 17.         

° Ik zou op dat moment/ die dag naar een andere winkel/ ander verkooppunt zijn  

     gegaan. Ga naar vraag 15. 

° Ik zou de producten die ik gepland had te kopen op een andere dag in een andere           

     winkel gekocht hebben. Ga naar vraag 15.                    

 

 

11. Naar welke andere winkel was u dan gegaan? 

 

° List of Possible stores 

° Anders, namelijk ................................................................................................................  

     (Wees zo specifiek mogelijk over keten en locatie/ straat/ plaats) 

 

12. Zou u in die andere winkel dezelfde producten hebben gekocht als u nu gepland had? 

 

° ja 

° nee, welke categorieën/producten zou u dan wel/ niet gaan kopen?       
     U kunt op het overzicht op pagina 3 aangeven welke categorieën u wel/ niet gekocht zou  

     hebben. 

 

Als u een bepaalde categorie in de andere winkel extra zou hebben gekocht, zet u achter de 

desbetreffende categorie een kruisje in de kolom met de plus erboven. Als u een bepaalde categorie juist 

niet zou hebben gekocht in de andere winkel, zet u achter de desbetreffende categorie een kruisje in de 

kolom met de min erboven. 

 

13 Met betrekking tot uw dagelijkse bezigheden willen wij graag weten of u (nog) werkzaam 

bent en/ of studeert, naar school gaat. 

 

° ja, ik werk full-time 

° ja, ik werk part-time 

° ja, ik studeer/ ga naar school 

° nee, ik ben met pensioen/ VUT 

° nee 
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14 Hoe is uw huishouden samengesteld? 

 

....... volwassene(n) 

....... thuiswonende kinderen van vier jaar en ouder 

....... thuiswonende kinderen onder de vier jaar 

 

15 Indien u een partner heeft waarmee u samenleeft zouden wij graag willen weten of uw 

partner werkt en/ of studeert. 

 

° ja, full-time 

° ja, part-time 

° ja, studeert/ gaat naar school 

° nee, gepensioneerd 

° nee 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

DERIVATION OF SHOPPING INCIDENCE/STORE CHOICE SWITCHING 

PROBABILITIES IN CASE OF A STORE CLOSURE 

 

Let r and s be store indicators, f and g be format indicators, and cf (cg) be the index 

set of stores of format f (g). Moreover, let t,h

f,rU  denote the utility of store r of format f for 

household h at time t and t,h

0U  be the utility of not shopping for household h and time t. Each 

utility comprises a deterministic component (V) and a random component (ε), 

th

fr

th

fr

th

fr VU
,

,

,

,

,

, ε+=  and ththth
VU

,

0

,

0

,

0 ε+= , where the ε’s are IID extreme value distributed.  

Let the probability that any household h selects a store r of a format f at time t, 

assuming the availability of all stores, be given by a three-level nested logit model, where the 

levels correspond to the (1) selection of stores within a format, (2) selection of a format, and 

(3) decision whether to shop at all. Then, 
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where µ and δ are the nesting parameters.  

Using the following notation: 

 

f
t,h
f,r INVFV

cfr

ee =∑
∈

, INVT

f

INVF

f
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e)e()e( f
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∈
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INVVINVT
ee)e(

t,h
0 =+δ ; 

 

this expression is equivalent to 
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e
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e
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δµ
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. 

 

The probability that no shopping occurs is then given by 
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[A1b]    INVV
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Assume that store n of format f is closed; we define the following terms (superscript na 

indicates that store n of format f is no longer available):  
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ee)e( =+δ . After the closure of store n of format f, households can select 

a replacement store r of the same format as n, with probability  
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where t,h

f,rPA  is the probability that household h at time t chooses a store r of the same format 

f after the preferred store n is closed. 

 

Alternatively, households may select a replacement store s of a different format. We 

show that 

 

[A2b]    
nana

g
t,h

g,s INVINVT)1(INVF)1(Vt,h

g,s ePA
−−+−+

=
δµ ,       
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where t,h

g,sPA  is the probability that household h at time t chooses a store s from a different 

format g after the preferred store n of format f is closed. 

 Finally, the household could choose the no-shopping option (abandon the shopping 

trip): 

 

[A2c]     
nath INVVth

ePA
−=

,
0,

0
,    

 

where t,h

0PA  is the probability that household h for shopping trip t will choose the no-buy 

option 0 after the preferred store n of format f is closed. 

 We are now interested in the distribution of households/trips that originally selected 

store n of format f over the remaining options after n is closed. The portion of shoppers/trips 

of store n who now switch to store r of the same format f is given by 
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which can be rewritten as 
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For stores s belonging to a format g different from f (the closed store’s format), the portion of 

switchers is given by 
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Finally, the fraction of consumers who originally visited n but now select the no-buy option 

amounts to 
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[A3c]  ]1.[
)1()1(,

,|0

,
,

,
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f
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th
INVINVINVTINVFVVth

fn eeP
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. 

 

By definition, each of these switching expressions lies between 0 and 1, and the sum 

over remaining alternatives (stores other than (n,f) and the no-buy option) equals 1. For µ = δ 

= 1, these conditional expressions, just like Equations A1a and A1b, reduce to an MNL 

model among all the remaining options, including not buying. For µ = 1 and δ = 0, we find 

that t,h

f,n|0P  = 0 (closing a store does not lead consumers to abandon their trip), and Equations 

A3a and A3b reduce to MNL expressions among the remaining stores. 
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APPENDIX 4 

ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR THE CATEGORY SPENDING MODELS  

(Standard deviations in brackets) 

Category Conv Hyper HH TP BS PP Const. Mean 

LL 

Pseudo 

R2 

Potato, fruit, 

vegetables 

-0.8858 

(0.0045) 

 -0.174 

(0.003) 

-0.031 

(0.0011) 

0.016 

(0.0008) 

0.0505 

(0.0001) 

1.6199 

(0.0038) 

-0.8459 

(0.0038) 

-0.74 0.31 

Foreign 

meals 

-- -0.231 

(0.0054) 

-0.0812 

(0.0016) 

0.2927 

(0.0045) 

0.0413 

(0.0002) 

1.7333 

(0.0056) 

-1.7089 

(0.0042) 

-0.38 0.25 

Canned food --   0.3351 

(0.0047) 

-0.0909 

(0.002) 

-0.3403 

(0.0052) 

0.0327 

(0.0002) 

1.3624 

(0.0071) 

-1.7366 

(0.0048) 

-0.25 0.27 

Ready to eat 

meals 

-0.2268 

(0.0058) 

0.1651 

(0.006) 

0.0096 

(0.0014) 

-0.002 

(0.0048) 

0.0145 

(0.0002) 

2.4442 

(0.0047) 

-1.6481 

(0.0057) 

-0.36 0.23 

Fish, meat 

(fresh) 

-1.2529 

(0.0077) 

-0.0006 

(0.0038) 

0.0145 

(0.0015) 

-0.0454 

(0.0036) 

0.0353 

(0.0000) 

1.7346 

(0.0046) 

-0.8783 

(0.0039) 

-0.72 0.26 

Cold cuts 

+ Salads 

-0.8562 

(0.0076) 

0.0733 

(0.0038) 

0.009 

(0.0016) 

-0.1177 

(0.0031) 

0.0327 

(0.0001) 

1.7216 

(0.0037) 

-1.143 

(0.0042) 

-0.55 0.29 

Cheese -0.808 

(0.0079) 

0.0041 

(0.0042) 

0.0549 

(0.0018) 

  0.2168 

(0.003) 

0.0255 

(0.0002) 

2.008 

(0.0049) 

-1.5095 

(0.0054) 

-0.50 0.30 

Bread -0.1667 

(0.0045) 

-0.1554 

(0.0039) 

0.0691 

(0.0013) 

0.1265 

(0.0037) 

0.0391 

(0.0001) 

1.7373 

(0.0036) 

-1.6311 

(0.0035) 

-0.51 0.37 

Pastry -0.2829 

(0.0095) 

 0.5502 

(0.0073) 

0.0678 

(0.0018) 

 -0.5749 

(0.0091) 

0.0076 

(0.0003) 

2.6076 

(0.0074) 

-2.1581 

(0.0075) 

-0.16 0.18 

Breakfast 

products 

-- -0.0666 

(0.0061) 

-0.0093 

(0.0015) 

0.1093 

(0.005) 

0.0316 

(0.0002) 

1.9587 

(0.0041) 

-1.8582 

(0.0057) 

-0.31 0.33 

Soup -0.3708 

(0.0091) 

-0.3378 

(0.0061) 

0.0034 

(0.002) 

-0.1163 

(0.0066) 

0.0302 

(0.0002) 

2.2199 

(0.0058) 

-2.0248 

(0.0068) 

-0.19 0.32 

Dairy 0.0047 

(0.0043) 

0.0101 

(0.0042) 

0.0425 

(0.0011) 

 0.0607 

(0.0035) 

0.0394 

(0.0002) 

1.3234 

(0.0031) 

-1.3212 

(0.0037) 

-0.66 0.27 

Eggs -- 0.207 

(0.0058) 

-0.0175 

(0.0022) 

-0.0138 

(0.0052) 

0.0147 

(0.0002) 

2.723 

(0.0074) 

-2.0857 

(0.0068) 

-0.14 0.52 

Butter -0.8490 

(0.0134) 

-0.1943 

(0.0046) 

0.0099 

(0.0018) 

0.1051 

(0.005) 

0.0269 

(0.0002) 

1.9252 

(0.0058) 

-1.8371 

(0.004) 

-0.22 0.34 

Ice cream -0.7585 

(0.0097) 

0.0724 

(0.0063) 

0.032 

(0.0018) 

-0.0115 

(0.006) 

0.0154 

(0.0002) 

2.2863 

(0.0057) 

-1.9641 

(0.0052) 

-0.21 0.25 

Cake -0.2993 

(0.0035) 

0.002 

(0.0042) 

0.0363 

(0.001) 

 -0.0057 

(0.0035) 

0.0255 

(0.0002) 

1.3606 

(0.0029) 

-1.0729 

(0.0037) 

-0.69 0.17 

Potato Chips 0.024 

(0.0057) 

0.3384 

(0.0047) 

0.0627 

(0.0014) 

 0.0472 

(0.0044) 

0.0225 

(0.0001) 

1.9078 

(0.0041) 

-1.8160 

(0.0039) 

-0.39 0.27 

Snack 

product 

1.1402 

(0.0069) 

-- 0.1022 

(0.002) 

  0.4326 

(0.0085) 

-0.0093 

(0.0002) 

2.3301 

(0.0089) 

-2.8277 

(0.0079) 

-0.13 0.27 

Coffee -- -0.7286 

(0.0059) 

-0.0625 

(0.0015) 

-0.2703 

(0.0052) 

0.0357 

(0.0001) 

2.2668 

(0.0057) 

-1.6773 

(0.0039) 

-0.31 0.42 

Soft drinks 0.2369 

(0.0042) 

0.4539 

(0.0044) 

0.0776 

(0.0013) 

 0.2066 

(0.004) 

0.0336 

(0.0002) 

2.1407 

(0.0042) 

-1.8358 

(0.0047) 

-0.58 0.40 

Alcohol -0.3113 

(0.0061) 

0.246 

(0.0051) 

-0.0625 

(0.0018) 

  0.2415 

(0.0053) 

0.0177 

(0.0002) 

2.488 

(0.0057) 

-1.6627 

(0.0061) 

-0.40 0.34 

Paper 

products 

-- 0.0727 

(0.0071) 

0.0022 

(0.0019) 

0.0389 

(0.0057) 

0.0173 

(0.0002) 

2.3508 

(0.0073) 

-2.0185 

(0.0055) 

-0.24 0.36 

Personal 

Care 

-- 0.5332 

(0.0052) 

-0.0474 

(0.0021) 

0.2444 

(0.0051) 

0.0241 

(0.0001) 

2.2091 

(0.0054) 

-2.075 

(0.0065) 

-0.29 0.28 

Home-care -- 0.1567 

(0.0059) 

-0.0569 

(0.0022) 

-0.2507 

(0.0057) 

0.0296 

(0.0001) 

2.1048 

(0.0057) 

-1.9025 

(0.0062) 

-0.28 0.29 

Pet food -- 0.4153 

(0.0077) 

0.06926 

(0.0028) 

  0.1047 

(0.0086) 

  0.0108 

(0.0003) 

3.1293 

(0.0097) 

-2.6197 

(0.0096) 

-0.12 0.50 

Tobacco 

products 

0.1355 

(0.0084) 

0.0009 

(0.006) 

-0.0568 

(0.0026) 

-0.102 

(0.0006) 

  0.006 

(0.0001) 

3.5549 

(0.01212) 

-1.8601 

(0.0075 

-0.24 0.50 

Magazine -- 0.1614 

(0.0068) 

-0.0258 

(0.0017) 

   0.2744 

(0.0052) 

0.0136 

(0.0002) 

2.2399 

(0.0056) 

-2.0455 

(0.0057) 

-0.21 0.31 

Other food -1.3726 

(0.0146) 

-0.1337 

(0.0041) 

0.0448 

(0.0016) 

-0.0584 

(0.0041) 

0.0397 

(0.0001) 

1.4131 

(0.0044) 

-1.4954 

(0.0051) 

-0.43 0.25 

Other -0.2306 

(0.0047) 

0.3469 

(0.0043) 

0.0214 

(0.0013) 

-0.1225 

(0.0043) 

0.0319 

(0.0001) 

1.8031 

(0.0087) 

-1.7974 

(0.0049) 

-0.45 0.32 

-- = no/only one respondent bought category in this format, 
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APPENDIX 5 

PREDICTING CATEGORY SPENDING ADJUSTMENTS FROM STORE FORMAT 

SHIFTS 

 

Let spending on category c by household h on trip t, visiting a store n of a format f, be given 

by t,h

c,f,ny , and let, as in the Tobit model specified in Equations 5a and 5b, 

0y
t,h

c,f,r =   if    0
,

,,

,,

,,

*,

,, ≤++= ∑ th

cfr

k

k

c

thk

crcf

th

cfr Xy εβα and    
  

)exp( ,
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,,

,,

,

,,

th

cfr

k

k

c

thk

crcf

th

cfr Xy εβα ++= ∑   if    0y
*t,h

c,f,r > ,      

where 
*,

,,

th

cfrY  is a latent construct (we use capitals to define variables/constructs and 

lowercase to indicate specific values of these variables), and t,h

c,f,rε is a IID normally 

distributed error term with 0 mean and standard deviation σc. Consider then a consumer 

switching from the FC’s store n, format f, to store r of the same chain but of a different 

format g. Because the latent construct 
*,

,,

th

cfnY  depends on store format constants αf,c, the 

format change may give rise to a change in spending in the category for that household and 

trip. Assuming that the error term realization is not affected by the store switch ( th

c

th

cfn

,,

,, εε = , 

which is in line with the IID assumption), we distinguish four situations to derive an adjusted 

spending level. 

Case (1): 0y
t,h

c,f,n =  (equivalently, 0
,,,

,,

*,

,, ≤++= ∑ th

cc
kthk

cn

k

cf

th

cfn Xy εβα ) and 
c.fc.g αα > .  

The probability that something will be spent on category c by household h for that trip t in the 

newly selected store, given 0 spending in the original (closed) store is given by:  
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where ndf(o, σc, r) is the normal density function with 0 mean and standard deviation σc, 

evaluated at r, and Φ is the cumulative standard normal density function. The expected 

adjusted spending level, given nonzero spending, is: 

E( )exp(
,,,

,,

th

cc
kthk

crkcg X εβα ++ ∑ , 

where th

c

,ε is drawn from a truncated normal density function with 0 mean and standard 

deviation σc and the lower and upper bounds are given by c
kthk

cr

k

cg X βα ,,

,, ∑−− and -

c
kthk

cn

k

cf X βα ,,

,, ∑− , respectively. The adjusted spending level ( th

cnyadj
,

,
) for this case is then 

easily obtained as the product of these two factors: 
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where (i) is the ith draw from the truncated normal, and I is the number of draws. 

 

Case (2): 0,

,, >th

cfny  (equivalently, 0
,,,

,,

*,
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th

cfn Xy εβα ) and 
c.fc.g αα > . 

In this case, there will certainly be nonzero spending in the new store, or 

1)00(
,

,,

,

,, =>> th

cfn

th

cgr YYP , and we approximate the adjusted spending level by:  
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In these circumstances, it is clear that 0)00(
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,

,, ==> th
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cgr YYP  and the adjusted spending 

level remains 0: 
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In this case, the probability of nonzero spending in the new format amounts to 
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and the adjusted spending level equals 
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A caveat when applying these models to store customers not in the intercept sample is 

that predicting the adjusted spending level requires knowledge about the explanatory 

variables of the Tobit models ( thk

cnX
,,

,
). Although customer characteristics and basket size are 

typically accessible to retailers through loyalty card or geomarketing data, shopping 

list/purchase planning information typically is not. One way to circumvent this difficulty is to 

estimate the household’s category purchase propensity in the store (format) from its purchase 

history (if needed, distinguishing between that household’s major and minor trips). 

Specifically, we can use h

cf , the fraction of prior visits to the store (n,f) for trips similar to the 

intercept trip t during which a category purchase occurred, as a proxy for )0Y(P
t,h

c,f,n > , 

which in turn equals: 
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This implies that 
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expressions that can be substituted into our spending adjustment formulas.  
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APPENDIX 6 

SCENARIOS 

Panel a:                                      COMMON PART SCENARIOS 

EMER is a supermarket chain with a large network of outlets. Next to offering the standard 

supermarket assortment, the chain also offers an assortment of fresh foods as bread, meat, and fruit and 

vegetables. EMER offers the customer a wide choice of products for the daily groceries at a good 

price-quality ratio. 

Recently EMER has introduced a new store format, namely the EMER Express. The EMER Express is 

a convenience format that helps customers with a busy life by offering them a fast, fresh and varied 

assortment. Ideal for along the way as well as for a small or emergency trip. At present some of these 

stores are already opened on locations where a lot of people come together. These locations are for 

instance gas stations, railway and metro stations and inner cities.   

      Panel b:                         SHOPPING GOAL MANIPULATIONS 

Immediate shopping goal (scenario 1 and 3)  

The following situation takes place. You return, by train, from a meeting you had this morning. It is 

one o’clock in the afternoon and you did not yet have lunch. Because of that you want to grab 

something to eat on the railway station where you have to change trains. What you would like to buy is 

half a litre of Coca Cola and a large bag of Lays natural potato chips. On the railway station where you 

have to change trains an EMER Express is available.  

Immediate shopping goal (scenario 2 and 4) 

The following situation takes place. You are at home and this morning you have rented a movie to 

watch this evening. You look into your pantry and see that you are out of Cola and Potato chips, which 

you normally have in stock. Because of that you decide to go for a small shopping trip to buy half a 

litre of Coca Cola and a large bag of Lays natural potato chips for this evening. Not far from your home 

is an EMER Express.  
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APPENDIX 7 

DESIGN OF STUDY
a 

 

Participants 

Phase 1 Measures Phase 2 Measures Phase 3 Measures 

Group 1 Scenario 

information 

-Expected price      

-Reservation  

  price 

Price not 

Provided prior to 

shopping 

-Anticipated    

  satisfaction 

-Buying intentions 

Actual shopping 

for products 

-Satisfaction 

-Disappointment 

-Repeat buying 

  intentions 

Group 2 Scenario 

information 

-Expected Price 

-Reservation  

  price 

Price provided  

prior to shopping
 

-Anticipated  

  satisfaction 

-Buying intentions 

Actual shopping 

for products 

-Satisfaction  

-Disappointment  

-Repeat buying 

  intentions 

a
 The design is identical for both shopping goal
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Nederlandse Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 

 

De afgelopen decennia zijn supermarktketens geconfronteerd met veranderingen in 

consumentenbehoeften en een internationaliseringtrend. Dit heeft zowel de verkopen als de 

winstmarges onder druk gezet. Om te kunnen blijven opereren in deze competitieve markt 

moeten retailers inspelen op deze behoeften (e.g., gemak) en trends. Een manier om dit te 

realiseren is het gebruik van een strategie die multi-format retailing wordt genoemd.  

Bij multi-format retailing wordt in tegenstelling tot single-format retailing gebruik 

gemaakt van meerdere formats om de klant te bedienen. Wanneer deze formats dan ook nog 

onder één merknaam worden aangeboden noemen we dit umbrella multi-format retailing. Het 

bekendste voorbeeld hiervan in de Nederlandse markt is Albert Heijn die drie formats 

hanteert, namelijk de AH ToGo (gemakswinkel), de reguliere supermarkt en de AH XL 

(superstore). Maar niet alleen in Nederland is dit fenomeen zichtbaar; ook in andere landen 

zijn er steeds meer ketens die een dergelijke strategie gebruiken, zoals Tesco in Engeland en 

Wall-Mart in Amerika. Dit heeft geresulteerd in een sterke toename van het aantal outlets en 

nieuwe formats binnen een keten.  

De drie formats die in de praktijk het meest gehanteerd worden zijn de gemakswinkel, 

de reguliere supermarkt en de superstore. Het verschil tussen de formats zit in de grootte van 

de winkel, de geboden service en het aangeboden assortiment; waar de gemakswinkel in 

verhouding tot de supermarkt meer snack-producten aanbiedt en de superstore met name een 

relatief groot assortiment aan non-food items heeft.  

Het voordeel van nieuwe outlets en formats voor de consument ligt in het feit dat ze 

het boodschappen doen makkelijker maken. Als een keten meer winkels heeft verhoogd dit 

de bereikbaarheid voor de consument. Als deze outlets ook nog eens van format verschillen 

biedt dit nog additionele voordelen. Zo hebben gemakswinkels door hun ligging op stations, 

in centra van steden en langs autosnelwegen het voordeel dat ze vaak makkelijk bereikbaar 

zijn op weg naar huis van werk of vanaf een andere locatie. De superstores aan de andere 

kant hebben door hun grote assortiment aan producten en diensten het voordeel dat de 

consument alle producten bij elkaar heeft in één winkel waardoor niet meerdere winkels 

bezocht hoeven te worden voor de boodschappen. Voor de retailer heeft de multi-

outlet/format strategie als voordeel dat er nieuwe klanten mee kunnen worden aangetrokken 

die voorheen niet bediend werden en dat de huidige klant meer mogelijkheden heeft om geld 
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binnen de keten te spenderen. Echter, de implicatie van deze strategie resulteert in een aantal 

probleemgebieden waarvan enkele in dit proefschrift nader zijn onderzocht. 

 

Invloed van winkelgrootte op de effectiviteit van promoties 

De introductie van nieuwe outlets en formats resulteert in een keten met een veelheid aan 

winkels die vaak sterk verschillen in verkoopvloeroppervlakte. Alleen al de gewone Albert 

Heijn supermarkten variëren in grootte van +/- 200m
2
 tot +/- 3000 m

2
. Verrassend is echter 

dat onafhankelijk van de grootte van de winkel, de ketens een uniform marketingbeleid 

hanteren. De vraag is echter in hoeverre de effectiviteit van promoties op categorieverkopen 

verschilt in functie van de winkelgrootte. Op basis van IRI scanner-data, samen met 

winkelspecifieke data van Claritas, is voor vier categorieën en vier ketens onderzocht in 

hoeverre winkelgrootte impact heeft op de invloed van promotieacties. Uit het onderzoek 

blijkt dat winkelgrootte wel degelijk impact heeft op de promotie-effectiviteit. Zo werken 

prijspromoties, displays, advertenties en speciale verpakkingen minder goed in grote winkels. 

Met name voor speciale verpakkingen is dit onverwacht, omdat promoties als multi-packs 

juist in grote winkels goed zouden moeten werken, aangezien mensen hier hun wekelijkse 

boodschappen doen. De oorzaak van deze bevinding kan gezocht worden in het feit dat 

mensen die boodschappen doen in grote winkels veel productcategorieën op hun 

boodschappenlijstje hebben staan, waardoor promoties vaak gebruikt worden voor brand 

switching binnen een categorie die ze toch al zouden hebben aangeschaft. Voor een 

individuele fabrikant is dit voordelig, maar omdat er niet méér in de categorie zal worden 

gekocht, tegen een vaak lagere marge, is de promotie voor de categorieverkopen en dus voor 

de retailer minder gunstig. De retailer kan dus met de grootte van de winkel rekening houden 

door bijvoorbeeld in grote winkels de prijsdaling minder diep te maken, waardoor 

brandswitching binnen de categorie minder negatief uitwerkt. De retailer kan daarnaast alleen 

die categorieën in displays of advertenties zetten die juist niet vaak gekocht worden in de 

grote winkels, waardoor ook de verkopen in de categorie toenemen en niet alleen die van een 

specifiek merk. 

 

Effect van een winkelsluiting voor de multi-format retailer 

Door het introduceren van nieuwe formats wordt de retailer genoodzaakt om de huidige 

locaties van alle winkels binnen de keten te heroverwegen. Het logische gevolg is dat dit in 

sommige gevallen resulteert in de sluiting van bepaalde outlets, met name van de originele 
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format. Bij een sluiting van een winkel wordt de consument direct gedwongen om een aantal 

keuzes te maken. De eerste keuze is of de consument het geplande bezoek überhaupt nog wel 

wil laten plaatsvinden. Zo ja, dan is de vraag welke vervangingswinkel de consument zal 

selecteren. Ten slotte dient te worden nagegaan of deze winkelswitch het bestede bedrag zal 

beïnvloeden. Verwacht wordt dat niet alleen de kenmerken van de gesloten winkel 

(gemakswinkel, supermarkt, superstore), maar ook het type koper en winkelbezoek hierbij 

een rol spelen. Door middel van een enquête, bij klanten van ieder format, is achterhaald wat 

voor soort winkelbezoek ze gepland hadden en met behulp van de kassabonnen van iedere 

klant wat er werkelijk gespendeerd is en in welke categorieën. Daarnaast is de consumenten 

gevraagd wat ze zouden doen ingeval ze geconfronteerd zouden worden met een 

winkelsluiting voor dat specifieke winkelbezoek. Op basis van dit onderzoek vinden we dat 

de niet-kopen optie een grote rol (35%) speelt bij het sluiten van de gemakswinkel. Tevens 

vinden we dat bij dit format het verlies van klanten aan de concurrenten het grootst is, terwijl 

bij de andere formats switching naar een andere outlet van dezelfde keten veel voorkomt, 

waardoor er minder verlies is voor de keten. Waar afstand belangrijk is voor de keuze van de 

nieuwe winkel, vinden we ook dat consumenten winkels prefereren van eenzelfde format. 

Ook consumenten-karakteristieken en winkelbezoek-karakteristieken hebben duidelijk een 

invloed: kopers met een lange boodschappenlijst hebben zullen minder snel het winkelbezoek 

staken en zullen ook eerder overstappen naar een winkel van dezelfde keten, waarschijnlijk 

omdat de transactiekosten hiervan lager liggen, voor een toch al intensief winkelbezoek. 

Klanten onder tijdsdruk zullen sneller naar een grotere format switchen, waardoor ze 

zekerheid hebben dat de categorieën op hun heterogene boodschappenlijst ook aanwezig zijn 

in de vervangwinkel. Tenslotte blijkt switchen naar een ander format, bijvoorbeeld van een 

supermarkt naar een superstore, de bestedingen in de winkel te beïnvloeden. Wanneer de 

retailer met deze aspecten rekening houdt kan hij een gefundeerder vestigingsbeleid voeren 

voor de keten als geheel. 

 

De rol van winkeldoelstellingen op de evaluatie van een format extensie 

Wanneer een keten een nieuw format introduceert zal de consument zich hiervan een beeld 

proberen te schetsen. De houding en het winkelgedrag van de consument, ten aanzien van de 

nieuwe format, zal afhangen van de verwachtingen die deze consument heeft ten aanzien van 

de specifieke winkelattributen. In dit onderzoek stellen we dat de verwachtingen en 

evaluaties van de nieuwe format bepaald worden door de doelstelling die een consument 
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heeft voor een specifiek winkelbezoek. Voor de gemaksformule (AH ToGo) kunnen twee 

soorten doelstellingen worden onderscheiden. De eerste doelstelling is de “directe 

consumptie” doelstelling (DC), waarbij consumenten de gemakswinkel bezoeken om iets te 

eten (snacken) te kopen wat ze direct willen consumeren. De tweede doelstelling is de 

“normale boodschappen” doelstelling (NB), waarbij een consument de gemakswinkels 

bezoek om producten te kopen die normaal in de reguliere supermarkt worden gekocht. Op 

basis van een experiment onder 344 consumenten vinden we dat consumenten met een DC 

doelstelling hogere prijsverwachtingen hebben en dat ook de prijs die ze maximaal willen 

betalen hoger is dan voor consumenten met een NB doelstelling. Dit komt omdat 

consumenten met een DC doelstelling een ander referentiepunt hanteren (kiosken en 

dergelijke) dan consumenten met een NB doelstelling (reguliere supermarkt). In deze laatste 

ligt de prijs aanzienlijk lager.  

Wanneer consumenten vooraf geen informatie ontvangen over de werkelijke prijs in 

de nieuwe winkelformat, blijft de kloof tussen de prijsverwachting en maximale prijs gelijk 

voor beide doelstellingen. Dit resulteert in gelijke aankoopintenties en geanticipeerde 

tevredenheid. Echter, nadat de consument wordt geconfronteerd met de werkelijke prijs in de 

nieuwe format, zullen de lagere prijsverwachtingen voor consumenten met een NB 

doelstelling er toe leiden dat de tevredenheid en herhaalaankoopintentie lager zullen zijn voor 

consumenten met deze doelstelling in vergelijking met consumenten met een DC doelstelling.  

In hetzelfde experiment is onderzocht of de retailer de mogelijkheid heeft om de 

prijsverwachtingen en daardoor de evaluaties te sturen, door het vooraf verstrekken van 

informatie over de prijs in de nieuwe format. Het verschaffen van a priori prijsinformatie 

resulteert in lagere aankoopintenties en geanticipeerde tevredenheid voor consumenten met 

een NB doelstelling. Echter, consumenten met een NB doelstelling die met deze informatie 

de winkel bezoeken zijn meer tevreden en hebben een hogere herhaalaankoopintentie dan 

consumenten zonder deze prijsinformatie. Of de retailer nu de prijs vooraf zal verschaffen is 

afhankelijk van het belang van herhaalaankopen, de impact van negatieve mond tot mond 

reclame voor de format, maar natuurlijk ook voor de keten als geheel en het belang van een 

specifieke winkeldoelstelling voor de format. Een goede optie zou zijn om verschillende 

prijzen te vragen in functie van een productcategorie. Zou kan voor de snack-producten een 

hogere prijs gevraagd worden dan in de gewone supermarkt omdat mensen die deze categorie 

kopen dit ook verwachten. Aan de andere kant moeten bepaalde categorieën niet veel duurder 

zijn dan in de supermarkt omdat met name het NB segment gevoelig is voor de prijs. 


